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CHAPTER I 
THE VICTORIAN REACTION;. HOPKIN.:3' FIRST CRITICS 
The amazing originality of Gerard Manley Hopkins• genius 
and the accidents of his late publication sometimes have made 
difficult the realization that he was contemporary of 
Tennyson, Swinburne, and Matthew Arnold. It was certainly as 
some strange new planet that be appeared in the literary firma 
ment in 1918, some twenty-nine years after his death. Nothing 
about his poetry impressed the reader as Victorian, neither his 
idiom, his imagery or his intensity of utterance, and least of 
all, the "sprung rhythm" which he claimed to have discovered. 
IH thin ten years of' publication he had acquired an aura of 'fame 
as the most revolutionary of' the moderns and the originator of 
nearly all the new techniques which young poets were practicing 
Hecent criticism, assisted by the publication of his Letters 
and Notebooks, has discovered more characteristics of his own 
age in him, more traditional elements in his poetry, than they 
suspected who bailed him as a companion revolutionary, and who, 
for better or for worse, set themselves to copy his technique 
and the devices of his invention. 
It has been hazarded more than once that if Hopkins' poems 
had been published during his lifetime English poetry would 
2. 
have profited much sooner, that •the influence of this most 
individual of poets wou~d not only have ~ad aesthetics through 
a di:f:ferent traditive path but also wou~d have engendered 
latent power in minor poets."1 But this must remain doubtful. 
Hopkins' idiom was completely alien to that of his generation; 
those contemporaries :familiar with his poems were disturbed by 
the Intensity o:f thought and feeling which in the stress and 
struggle o:f creation made him condense grammar and image, twist 
syntax • and hammer language and rhythms· into patterns to expres 
it. Forty years after his death be was called the "most ob-
scure o:f English poets." It is not difficult to guess what 
would have been the reaction of readers subscribing to the 
dte·tum of a respected contemporary of Hopkins, Doctor Hake, who 
wrote: "Poetry that is perfect poetry ought not to subject any 
tolerable intellect to the necessity of searching for its 
meaning.•2 In a letter to Hobert Bridges, Hopkins accounted 
for hi-s 11 obscuritytt in a way that sounds peculiarly modern, 
and reminds one ofT. s. Eliot's pronouncements upon the •diff-
iculty" of modern poetry~ 
l. Harris Downey, "A Poem Not Understood ,• Virginia 
~uarterl.y Review, XI (1935),p.506. 
z ~uoted by Harmon Grisewood, ~Gerard Manley Hopkins," 
in the Dublin Review, CLXXIX (193l),p.216. 
Plainly if it is possible to express a subtle 
and recondite thought in a subtle and recondite 
way and with great felicity and perfection, in 
the end, something must be sacrificed.~.and this 
may be the being at once, may perhaps the being 
without explanation at all, intelligible.3 
Although he admired the poetical insight, and the flow and 
richness of diction in the poetry of ~is contemporaries, 
Hopkins deplored the frequent lack of thought and sometimes 
lack of character manifasted therin. He once decried to Patmor 
"the poetical cant of the age and all the wilderness of words •. ll 
The language and style of Victorian poetry was considered by 
Hopkins to be •parnassian"; that is, •a language and style 
mastered and at command but employed without any fresh in in-
spiration • ..s 
It is no doubt making too great a simplification to say 
that it is the difference between a poetry that put language 
first and one that put the poetic experience first. Yet there 
is a core of truth in the contrast.. It is the distinction that 
Coleridge made early in the nin~teenth century between mechanic 
and organic form in art~ 
3 Letters of Gerard Kanley Hopkins to Hobert Bridges 
(Oxford, 1935): pp .. 265-66. {Letters,-voi. I) 
4 Further Letters of Gerard 'anley Hopking. (Oxford, 1935), 
PP• 188-89. (Letters, Vol. III 
5 Correspondence ~ Gerard Manley Hopkins with Richard 
Watson Dixon (Oxford, 1935), p •. 72. (Letters, Vol. II) 
The form is mechanic when on a given materia~ 
we impress a pre-determined form, not neces-
sarily arising out af the properties of the 
material ••• The organic form, on the other hand, 
is innate; it shapes as it develops itself 
from within, and the fulness of its developmgnt 
is one and the same with ••• its outward form. 
4 
Certainly there are resemblances between this conception 
of organic form and the design, •tnscape," or inner principle 
of beauty and unity in things and experiences which Hopkins 
strove to embody in words whose pattern should correspond to 
it. The reality of his experience must take a form, a move-
ment and a pattern in words that would convey the actuality, 
the uniqueness of that experie.nce.. His poetry was not a tri-
umph of language but, as someone has expressed it, a triumph 
.2!.!!. language .. 
Another difference between Hopkins and his contemporaries 
lay in his conception of the subject--matter of poetry. For 
him there was no ,.poetic" subject! any subject was sui table •. 
What was Important was that the poet was •in earnest.•7 Sin-
cerity is one of the qualities most quickly discerned in his 
poetry. The greater portion of Hopkins• themes, it is true, 
arose from his experience as a priest, another factor which 
individualizsd his poetry.. The differences between Hopkins 
and his contemporaries cou~d be discussed at greater length, 
but suffice it to say at this point, that there are no paralle 
6 Lectures (181.8). 
7 Letters I, P• 
5 
to his unique conception and achievement round in the nine-
teenth century or earlier. Certain resemblances to severa1 
poets have been pointed out by critics--resemblances to Milton, 
Shakespeare, Donne; and his rhytnms and alliterations have been 
compared to those or pre-Chaucerian poetry.a 
Most of the Victorian attitudes toward poetry are exempli-
fied in the reaction or the few contemporaries to whom Hopkins 
showed his poems. It might be objected that Bridges, Dixon, 
and Patmore comprise a small and not very representative group 
by which to judge a generation. It is signiricant, however, 
that all three were poets, deeply interested in their art, and, 
with the possi.ble exception or Dixon, interested in the more 
technical problems or crartmanship. This audience also bad the 
advantage or familiarity with Hopkins' theory or poetry, or his 
explanations, of his experiments. Yet all three in varying 
degrees railed to recognize the importance or his innovations, 
although they recognized and felt the impact of his peculiar 
genius. A critic remarked not long ago or Hopkins, ~Firty year 
behind in time, he is probably at least fifty more ahead of the 
present in both spirit and achievement.•9 
8 A signiricant study of the relation of Hopkins' meters 
to those of Old English poetry appears in ~Hopkins Sprung rthyth 
and the Life of English Poetry," by Walter-J. Ong, S.J., an 
essay included in Immortal Diamond, a group of studies on Hopki s 
by American Jesuits, soon to be published. 
9 Bernard Kelly, ~Mind ~ Poetr~ of Gerard Manley 
Hopkins (London~ Pepler and Sewell, 1935 • There is no 
pagination in this book. 
6 
Hopkins' contemporaries were of their time; rarely does custom 
allow the appreciation of what is new. 
The poet, Lawrence Binyon describes this conservative 
attitude as it existed at Oxford in 1890, the year after 
Hopkins' death. 
The younger generation today can, I think have 
no conception of the angry passions and resent-
ment caused among critics of that day by any 
liberties taken with traditional metre. The 
Tennysonian tune had got into their beads and 
nothing could drive it out. A reversed accent 
in an iambic line--though common enough in Milton 
--raised storms which raged even in the columns 
of an evening newspaper, and actually appeared 
on a poster, as I well remember. Hopkins• 
poems, if not wholly ignored would have been 
thought a ~~liberate outrage, and simply 
execrated. O 
There were reactions against Victorian English, as the 
foundation of the Early English Texts Society, and the poetry 
of William Barnes and Charles M. Doughty evidenced, but in 
general there existed a feeling that in regard to poetic form 
perfection bad been reached.. This is the attitude behind Hall 
Caine's rejection in 1889, of certain of Hopkins• sonnets from 
his anthology, Sonnets of Three Centuries. Dixon bad submitted 
two of the sonnets and persuaded Hopkins to submit three more 
to Caine~ Included in the five were "The Starlight Night," 
"The Skylark,-" and "Andromeda," the last named of which Hopkins 
considered nearer to the conventional and likelier to win 
10 '*Gerard Manley Hopkins and His Influence,u University 
of Toronto ~uarterly, VII (1938-39) PP• 264-65. 
7 
approval. The poems were rejected because, as Hopkins wrote 
to Bridges, "the purpose of his book ••• is to demonstrate the 
impossibility of improving upon the acknowledged structure 
whether as to rhyme-scheme or measure.•t To support bis own 
judgment, Hall Caine bad called upon ha critic of utmost emi-
nence" wbo agreed witb bim.11 
Tbis rejection was the second Hopkins had met in bis some-
what feeble attempts to place his poems in print. In 1877 he 
had sent "The Wreck of the Deutschlandu to the Jesuit period-
ical, The Month. Father Coleridge, tbe Editor, evidently 
recognized its value for he accepted it at first; but in the 
end its unconventional qualities made him fear for its recep-
tion and, in Hopkins' words, uhe dared not print it." 12 'l'he 
"Eurydice," sent to the same periodical a few months later met 
·toe same fate. Several times, impelled by his admiration for 
Hopkins' poetry, Dixon strove to obtain a public for it. First 
be offered to refer to the poems in an •abrupt footnote" to the 
discussion of the foundation of the Jesuits in his forthcoming 
Church History. This naive device Hopkins rejected, saying 
that the suggestion to publish should come from authorities in 
tbe Society. When Dixon wished to send the "Wreck of the 
1~ Letters I, P• 127. The critic seems to have been 
.Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Cf. New Statesman, June 23, 1917, 
p. 277, and Below, cb. II, p.3ll 
12 Letters II, p. 15. 
a 
Eurydice" to one of the Carlisle newspapers, Hopkins again 
thwarted him. In 1886, however, Dixon bad a small triumph when 
be succeeded in including several of the poems in a Bible 
Birthday Book. From tbe Letters we know one of these was 
"Horning, Midday and Evening Sacrifice."12 
Of the three friends to whom Hopkins explained his poetry, 
Dixon responded with the most complete appreciation. His 
encouragement was as constant as was his fear that Hopkins migh 
forsake poetry altogether, although he admired the spiritual 
ideals and the devotion to his vocation which might urge 
Hopkins to such a renunciation. Dixon had been a master at 
Highgate school when Hopkins attended. He was the author of 
two volumes of poetry, Christ's Company (1861), and Historical 
.2..9.!§. (1864). With these Hopkins had become acq_uainted at 
Oxford, and when he entered the ~esuit novitiate he bad copied 
his favorite stanzas into a notebook to take with him. It was 
to tell Dixon of his appreciation of his poatry that Hopkins, 
in 1878, initiated a correspondence which lasted until his 
death. During this period the two friends met but once when 
Hopkins visited Dixon in his home at Hayton, Cumberland. Their 
correspondence, however, was a source of consolation and 
encouragement to both poets. When Hopkins sent him, at his 
12 Letters II, P• 15 •. 
9 
request, a group of his poems, Dixon recognized immediately 
with the insight of a true poet, that they possessed the 
characteristics of genius. His reaction was an intuitive and 
emotional one of "delight, astonishment and admiration." He 
was greatly ·moved by the power and strangeness of the verse,· 
and in a passage which has become celebrated for its critical 
penetration, he isolated its unique quality as "rare charm~" 
something I cannot describe, but I know to 
myself as the inadequate word terrible pathos 
--something of which you call temper fn poetry; 
a right temper which goes to th13point of the terrible; the terrible crystal. 
Dixon found the only parallel to this quality in Milton 
and then in a lesser way, arising from "Indignation and injured 
majesty .. •14 He ascribed it as arising in Hopkins• work as a 
result of his "present position, seclusion, and exercises.• 
He seems also to have recognized its organic unity, the 
single impact of form, feeling and thought, the quality (if thi 
is a correct interpretation of his not too clear expression) 
of admiration (or in you other emotions also) 
which reaches its fulness and completeness 
in giving the exact aspect of the thing it 
takes1 so that a peculiar contentation is felt. 5 
13 Ibid., p .. ao .. 
14 ~··ill·· 
15 Ibid •• P• 100. 
10 
Dixon perceived also Hopkins• particular qua~ity as a 
nature poet, his inseeing of ainscape,R the •power of forcibly 
. 16 
and delicately giving the essence of things in nature.• 
Dixon's was •a deep and intense admiration"~7 which bas been 
-
regarded by some commentators as exhibiting a kind of pre-
critical innocence •. Claude Abbot, the Editor of Hopkins' 
Letters, calls his response admiration rather than criticism • .l8 
But another admirer, w. a. Gardner observes that in •the Popean 
acts of surveying the Whole before seeking slight faults to 
find, and of' judging with the same spirit that his author writ, 
Dixon was a more astute critic than Bridges~•19 
Bridges' attitude towards Hopkins' poetry and his tardi-
ness in giving it to the public have met with Qomewhat the same 
mixture of praise and blame that appeared in his introduction 
to the Poems in 1918. One cannot doubt, however, the essential 
integrity of this oldest friend of Hopkins. That frequently be 
should apply a scale of values that was not Hopkins• was in-
evitable.. Its cause lay, not so much in a "'prim don11ish con-
~ 
ventionality• to which one critic ascribes it,20 as in a deep 
~6 ~·• P• 32., 
17 Loc •. cit. 
--
l8 Of'. Letters: I, P•· 
19 Gerard Manley Hopkins. A a~ud: of Poetic Idiostncrasy 
in Relation to Poetic Tradition TLondon~-secker and War urg, 
1944), P• 202. 
20 F. R. Leavis, Review of the Letters, Scrutiny, IV, 
(~935), P• 220 •. 
11 
instinctive reaction against Hopkins• whole philosophy of life, 
especially his religious ideal and its embodiment in his poetry 
This attitude is evident in Bridges• criticisms of Hopkins' 
poems during his lifetime as well as those be later published. 
ttTbe Wreck of the Deutschland, •t for instance, presumably im-
pressed him as unfavorably the first time be read it as it did 
thirty years later. It is unfortunate that Bridges• letters to 
Hopkins are not extant, but it is not difficult to judge the 
tenor &f the criticism from the nature of Hopkins' response, 
which is a plea for greater tolerance and an indictment of a 
criticism based on prejudice. Bridges evidently had censured 
the obscurity.. Hopkins pleads wi tb him to 
pay attention to the best and most intel~igible 
stanzas ••.•. If you had done this beforte ye>u 
wou~d have liked it better and sent me some 
serviceable criticisms, but now your criticism 
is of no use, being only a protest memori-
alizing me against my whole policy and 
proceedings ."21 
Bridges• attitude is clear in his expression that he •would not 
for any money"'22 read the poem a second time; how long he re-
tained this attitude we do not know, but we find Hopkins, some 
months later, expressing regret that he had not read it again.-
Hopkins also bad to defend himself against the accusation of 
ttaffectationtt; this he did with vigor~ 
21 Letters I, PP• 46-46. 
22 Loc. cit. 
--
••• as long as mere novelty and boldness 
strike you as affectation your criticism 
strikes me as--as water of the lower Isis.23 
12 
Bridges seems not to have fully understood the rule-abiding 
nature of Hopkins' sprung rhythm and the restrictions he placed 
upon its freedom. As Hopkins wrote to Dixon, ~Bridges treats 
it !n Theory and practice as something informal and variable 
without any limit but ear and taste, but this is not bow I look 
at it.tt24 It is not surprising then, that Bridges found a 
similarity to the poetry of Walt Whitman in •The Leaden Echo 
and the Golden Echo~~ Hopkins did not like the imputation~ 
I believe that you are quite mistaken about 
this piece and that on second thoughts you 
will find the fancied resemblance diminish 
and the irritation disappear.25 ••• The 
long lines are not rhythm run to seed~ 
everything is weighed and timed in them. 
Wait till they have taken hold of your ear 
and you will find it so.~6 
The above was written 1882. Bridges apparently continued to se 
resemblances, for three years later Hopkins sent him ~arry 
Ploughman" wrth the suggestion~ "When you read it let me know 
if there is anything like it in Walt Whitman, as perhaps there 
23 Ibid., P• 54. 
2.4 Letters II, P• 39 ... 
25 Letters I, P• 155. 
26 Ibid., P• 157 .. 
may be, and I should be sorry for that.,•27 
J.,3 
That Bridges• judgments had their basis in his conception 
of "taste,w as he indicated in tbe •Preface• of 1918, is evi-
dent also in the Letters.: At one time he attributed Hopkins• 
•ttastett· to a lack of reading. Hopkins acknowledged that ttur 
loss from not reading was great, but he added, •rf I did read 
I do not think the effect of it would be what you seem to ex-
pect, on either my compositions or my judgments ..,tt28 The oddi-
ties and mannerisms which Bridges criticized in his poetry, 
Hopkins was able to defend~ As ~o Bridges• attitude toward his 
poetic ideals-•you disapprove of my whole ytvos as vicious•-
he discovered a somewhat similar attitude in himself~ 
I always think that your mind towards my 
verse is like mine towards Browning•s~ I 
greatly admire the touches and the details, 
but the general effect, the whole, offends 
me, I think it repulsive .29 
Aside from matters of taste many of Hopkins poems had a 
great attraction for Bridges and probably more often than is 
recorded he expressed that approval and praise which gave such 
•great comfort~ to his friend. Patmore witnesses to the 
~sincerest" admiration and love• which Bridges expressed for 
Hopkins• poems, and a higher tribute could not be given to any 
27 Ibid., P• 262. 
28 Ibid .. , P• 290. 
29 ~ .. , P• 152. 
14 
poet than that recorded by Dixon~ "Bridges struck the truth 
long ago when be said to me that your poems more carried him 
out of himself than those of anyone.•30 
The third friend to whom Hopkins submitted his poems,. 
Coventry Patmore, unlike Bridges and Dixon, was an established 
poet. He also favored experiment and innovation in prosody, 
having introduced a new rhythm in the Odes of his Unknown Eros 
published in 1877 .. Moreover, be was, like Hopkins, a convert 
to the Catholic Church. These factors might lead us to expect 
from him a sympathetic understanding of Hopkinst intentions. 
If Hopkins cherished any such expectation it was disappointed. 
For, of his three critics, Patmore was the one who failed most 
completely to appreciate his achievement, although be felt 
towards Hopkins the priest, as be later wrote to Bridges, a 
•reverence and affection the like of which I have never felt 
for any other man but one.•3l 
Patmore had become acquainted with Hopkins while visiting 
Stonyhurst College in 1883.. Once, after their meeting, Hopkins 
spent a week with Patmore in his home but otherwise their 
friendship was maintained by correspondence during the next six 
years. It was through Hopkins that Patmore became acquainted 
30 Letters II, P• LOO. 
31 quoted in Basil Champney's Memoir of Patmore, Vol. II. 
p. 55 .. 
l.5 
with Bridges and Dixon; learning from Bridges that Hopkins waa 
a poet be asked to read his poems. His immediate reaction was 
one of bewilderment. especially at the ~novelty of mode~ in 
which Hopkins presented his thought~ The thought and feeling 
by themselves were enough to 11 req_uire the whole attention to 
apprehend and digest them.~t:32 To this initial difficulty. he 
wrote to Hopkins • 
••• you seem to have added the difficulty of 
following several entirely novel and simultaneous 
experiments ln versification and construction. 
together with an altogether unprecedented 
system of alliteration and compound words; any 
one of which novelties would be startling and 
productive of distracti~g from the poetic 
matter to be expressed. 
Not that Patmore failed to recognize Hopkins• genius. That, be 
told Bridges, was unmistakable, 11lovely and uniq_ue in its 
effects whenever he approximates to the ordinary rules of com-
position.tt34 The strange rhythms, the unprecedented alliter-
ation and compounds seemed a denial of Patmore's conception of 
poetry as 11thoughts that involuntary move harmonious numbers"i 
he could not understand how they could be the •spontaneous ex-
pression of the poet's feelings.35 
32 Letters III. P• 204. 
33 Loc. cit. 
--
34 Champneys, .9£• ill•, P• 246-247. 
35 Letters III, P• 207. 
16 
II •unprecedented system, • •ordinary rules of compos! tion,'' 
"difficulty," "novelties"; these are the key words in tbe 
criterion against which Patmore set up Hopkinst poems.. It is a 
Victorian as well as a personal standard.. That is why Patmore 
saw tbat tbe poems could never hav.e a popular appeal and wby 
be was "'absolutely surett they would not meet approval from tbe 
critics of ~ Nineteenth Century or 1h! Fornijhtly Review. 
That is why be could not understand Bridges• admiration. He 
tried to soften the impact of his criticism by refe~ to the 
"limitation of my appreciation of art,tt36 by remarking that his 
judg~ent might be different if' be could hear Hopkins read his 
poems aloud,37 but the fact is clear tbat he did not believe 
they would bave an appeal anywhere or any time. 
Patmore, and the same is true of Dixon and Bridges, bad a 
bigb opinion of Hopkins• critical acumen .. He sent to him for 
criticism a forthcoming revision of bis poetical works to which 
Hopkins gave careful reading and consideration, marking in-
accuracies, unpoetical passages, infelicities of diction, and 
giving suggestions for improvement.. Patmore •~pressed bla 
appreciation of these "'notes and suggestions, with nearly all 
36 Loc.., cit .. 
--
17 
of which I agree and nearly all of which I shall endeavor to 
adopt .,n38 He acted upon two thiras of Hopkins' hints and •only 
not acted on the other thirci because they envolved an amount 
of rewriting" of which he did not feel himself' capable •. 39 
Critics have thought it strange that Patmore difi not recog 
nize the similarity between his own metrical theories ami those 
of Hopkins, for in his Essay .2!!. English Metrical !!!_ there are 
several parallels.., Patmore alivocated the use of musical symbol 
instead of the Greek and Latin system of measuring by 'tfeet ... •• 
Like Hopkins, perhaps more consciously than Hopkins, be recog-
nised that a poetical line was marked off by a geries of 
eventime units.. The function of accent in English verse, be 
said • was the ••marking E..l: whatever means, certain isochronous 
intervals·. aeo4.0 Thus the basic measure of English verse was a 
~dipoae~ of four syllables, each section containing a major and 
a minor accent... lt'];very verse proper, u then, ,.,_contains two or 
three or four of these •metres ~ or •s~ctions '~n4.1 In one of 
his letters Hopkins appears to be skilled in Patmore's 
39 Ibid • ., p ... 221 •. 
-
4:0 Essay £!! English Metrical ~, Poems, Vol •.. ri (London:. 
George Sell and Sons, 1894.), P•· 2:36 .. 
4.1 Ibid .. , p .. 24.2 •. (Cf. the discussion by Harold Whitehall 
of the parallels between Hopkins' and Patmore's theory, 
Chapter VI, below .. ) 
theory: 
The principle whether necessary er not, which 
is at the bottom of both musical and metrical 
time is that everything should be by twos and, 
where you·want to be very strict and effective, 
even by fours.42 . 
l8 
In summary, then, we may say that Hopkins received, after 
all, from his three friends, hometbing that all men do not 
receive in abundance; admir-ation, encouragement, appreciation, 
sincere criticism. If to Bridges Hopkins• spiritual dedicated 
life was a mystery which be could not fathom, his poetry was 
something worth serious attention and criticism, and Hopkins 
realized this. Dixon, presumably was unable. to give the tech-
nical understanding that came ·from. Bridges but his is ~~"the 
single tribute to achieve the penetration and accuracy of true 
insigbt.•43 Furthermore, be was in a better position to 
appreciate Hopkins• lofty religious ideals. Patmore, although 
he faced the poetry with almost complete misunderstanding, bad 
a great personal admiration for the man and priest whose au-
thority counted for so much with h1m~ 
w. a. Gardner, the author of a recent exeell&nt critique 
of Hopkins bas grouped his later critics according to their ap 
proximation to the attitudes of his first three critics~ 
42 Lettera I, P• 119. 
43 Morton D., Zabel, "Hopkins in His Letters, .. Poetry, 
XLVI (1935), P• 211 •. 
••• readers of Hopkins may be fairly divided 
into three main groups~ first, the •school of 
Dixon,•--those who, so to speak, swallow Hopkins 
whole (or very nearly whole) and relish the 
unusual flavour; second, the •school of Bridges • 
--those who, accepting the style as authentic 
experiment but deploring the blemishes, 
follow the lead of the Editor by assiduously 
cultivating •tolerance• and searching for the 
rare beauties; third, the •school of Patmore• 
--those wbo feel the underlying poetic power 
and even sense the beauty but reject the 
whole manner and style on .! priori grounds.44 
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This is a convenient division and, especially when applied 
in the years immediately following the publication of Hopkins• 
Poems, a just one.. It does not supply, however, a eategorJ for 
certain critics who, like Gardner himself, in their unstinted 
admiration fo,r Hopkins, might be labelled the •school of Dixon, 
but whose critical acumen and technical equipment relate them 
to Bridges. At the risk of over-categorization and .with the 
realization that there will always be those who fit inte no 
preconceived pigeonho~e, we would add a fourth division~ those 
who, as Dixon, admire intuitively, often perhaps because of a 
sympathy with Hopkins• religious ideals, and who at the same 
time recogniae Ho.pkins • style as autb.entic experiment w1 thout 
any need of Bridges• ·~olerance.• This group we will venture 
to call the •School. o.f' Gardner .... 
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CHAPTER II 
Before 1918~ Preparation 
It is generally believed that most of the appearances of 
Hopkins• poems in anthologies prior to 1918 are traceable to 
Robert Bridges' influence, and that they were a kind of li tera·r 
•conditioning• of the public. These appearances were few in 
number and the critical notice taken of them commensurate. 
English readers at large were given their first opportunity to 
appreciate Hopkins when eight of his poems were included in The 
Poets~ Poetry~ the Century, a voluminous anthology edited 
by Alfred Miles in 1894 •. 1 The selection is interesting as an 
example of that part of Hopkins• work Bridges thought might 
have an appeal for the readers of the time. Al:though perhaps 
not very representative of Hopkins' highest inspiration, it was 
perhaps a judicious selection. His earlier vein is represented 
by a few lines from •Tne Vision of the Mermaids,• beginning 
wi tb. 
Soon--as when aummer of his sister Spring--
and by •The Habit of Perfection,• both notable for their 
l. Gerard Manley Hopkins• poems appeared in Vol •. VIII. 
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Keatsian qualities. Three sonnets in Hopkins' more individual 
style followed, 11 The Starlight Night," "Spring," and "The 
Candle Indoors." The three poems which completed the group 
were "Spring and Fall," "Inversnaid 1 11 and the last sonnet. to 
Bridges., 
The whole was prerixed by a short biographical and critica 
memoir contributed by Bridges, in which the poems were presente 
somewhat as a literary curiosity., They would never be popular, 
Bridges stated, because they were so rar removed from the 
ordinary simplicity of grammar and meter; nevertheless, 
they will interest poets; and they may 
perhaps prove welcome to the critic, for 
they have the plain fault, that, aiming at 
an unattainable perfection of language ••• 
they not only sacrifice simplicity, but very 
often, among verses or the rarest beauty, 
show a neglect or those canons of taste which 
seem common to all poetry.2 
This lack of simplicity Bridges attributed to Hopkins' 
"natural eccentricity .. and "love for subtlety and uncommonness, 
qualities which he said had a hampering efrect not only upon 
his poetry but upon his life .. ~ingling out for praise Hopkins' 
later "very different~ style, Bridges characterized it cor-
rectly as tta unique effort in English literature.n Hopkins' 
method in attempting to reach his unattainable perfection was 
2 ldiles, .QJ?.• cit., PP• 161-2. 
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described as being somewhat similar to that of a worker in 
:Mosaics~ 
••• as if words--each with its twofold value 
in sense and sound--could be arranged like 
so many separate gems to compose a whole 
expression of thought, to which the force of 
grammar and the beauty of rhythm absolute~y 
correspond..,3 
Here is a poet who wrote some verses of the rarest beauty which 
are overshadowed by two great faults--lack of simplicity and a 
neglect of the canons of taste:. this is the impression left by 
Bridges' comment. The similarity, particularly with reference 
to ~~'errors of tastest ·and "'affectation in metaphor, tt to the 
judgment to be expressed twenty-four years later is notable. 
It is not out of place to note in passing the judgment of later 
years upon the passages just quoted~ 
In defining a "plain fault," Bridges here 
enunciates both the aim and the specific 
achievement of Hopkins. Certainly, recent 
criticism bas gone far toward establishing 
the fact that Hopkins attained his desired 
"perfection of language"' more often than be 
neglected real and universal canons of taste.4 
Bridges' notice could hardly result in a popularization 
of Hopkins' poems; yet it served as an introduction, and the 
appearance of his work in Miles, we may believe, led to its 
3 Loc •. cit •. 
--
4 W. H. Gardner, 2£• ~ .• PP• 135-36. 
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inclusion in a few other somewhat obscure collections of verse 
in the years following. In 1895 the Reverend H. c. Beaching 
edited a small volume entitled~ Sacra~! Book of Religious 
Verse, in which four new poems of Hopkins appeared, "Barnfloor 
and Winepress,• "God's Grandeur, .. "Heaven-Haven," and "Morning 
Midday and Evening Sacrifice .•• 5 In the same year "The Blessed 
Virgin Compared to the Air We Breathe" appeared in Beechingts 
Book of Christmas Verse.. The latter was included, after the 
--
turn of the century in Orby .Shlpley•s Carmina Mariana, together 
with .. Rosa Mystica."6 
Hopkins' name and poetry were shrouded in silence again 
until January 1909, when on the other side of the ocean, the 
first of a long series of magazine articles treating his poetry 
appeared in the Catholic World .. 7 Written by Katherine Bregy, it 
was the first enthusiastic appreciation of Hopkins from a 
fellow Catholic. Miss Bregy showed herself familiar with the 
5 I have been unable to consult this book and am indebted 
to Claude c. Abbot •s Introduction to the Letters, Vol •. I for 
the list of poems included •. 
6 In February, 1894, a poem entitled ¢Ad Mariam• was 
printed in the Stoneyhurst Magazine under the initials O.S.J., 
and attributed to Hopkins' authorship.. ~*Rosa Mystica" made 
its first appearance in 1898 in The Irish Monthly. 
7 "An appreciation and an Epitaph,'1 LXXXVIII (1909), 
PP• 433-47. 
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oymn beginnina •Thee Gocl I come f'rom,"' and the two sonnets, 
tt.To s-eem the stranger lies my lot,"' and •Thou art indeed just, 
Lort~a Like BriGge$, Miss Bregy took notice of' 
...... that eccentricity and occasional ambiguity 
which point f'orward to Father Hopkinst- eventual 
excesses·.. Lutiidi ty was- the chief' grace he 
s-acrif'iced as- years wore on; and his f'ondnes-s 
f'or uncommon words--at onemament academic and 
literate,. at another provincial-did not help 
ma·t te rs-~o 
The ".ltnglo-3axon and other archaic undergrowtbtt disturbed this 
critics r-s predilection f'or Victorian smootbness. The line, ttTo 
know tbe ciusk depths of' the ponderous sea ,•• from Hopkins' early 
"Vision of' the Mermaiastt was the pref'erreci to "wiry b.eatbpacks, 
f'litcbes of' f'ern" and 11 the groins of' the braes that the brook 
treaas through" in "!nversaaid.... Describing him as ttassentially 
a minor poet,. because of' his narrow range, she placec him in 
the tradition of' Crashaw and the devotional poets .. Like Crashaw 
too, he possessed f'or be r an "'exuberant f'ancy, ever bursting 
into curious and striking analogies •• ~tbe intimate and childlike 
tenderness the metrical cunning and the almost impeccable ear 
for lyric music •. •9 Miss Bregy was the first to descrige Hopkins' 
poetry as "emphatically Ignatian .... in his own very personal way; 
this quality was especially predicated of his attitude toward 
8 .!£!.!. • p., ,38 .., 
9 Ibid •. , P• ''~· 
nature as "the garment of God..,"lO 
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Noticeable too, Miss Bregy's 
interpretation was the inclination to regard Hopkins• com-
plexity, the involved and elliptical expression •which mars 
more than one poem of rare and vital imagining," as a mark of 
the times:. 
We are not born original in these latter days 
of literature; we must achieve originality and 
often at the cost of so much complexity.ll 
Ending her criti~ue with a recognition of Hopkins• originality, 
individuality, and passionate sincerity, Miss Bregy predicted 
that "in the final count his chances of survival are excellent, 
and pointed to an influence upon ttone or two Catholic songsters 
of today ... nl2 
In the meantime Hopkins• Jesuit confreres were not un-
mindful of him. In the course of the same year three articles 
treating his life and personality appeared in The Montb,l3 the 
periodical to which Hopkins had submitted the ~eutschland .. " 
Father J. Keating, s. J •. , described Hopkins as 
Loved by all who knew him as a man of tender, 
self-devoted, sympathetic character, over-
sensitive and delicate perhaps, to face without 
much suffering, tbe rough work of the world.l4 
10 ll.!!•• P• 437. 
llibid., P• 439. 
12 Ibid., P• 447. 
13 "Impressions of Father Hopkins," CXIV (1909), PP• 59-68 
151-60; 226-36. 
14 Ibid., P• 59. 
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Keating's study presented the first examples of Hopkins• 
correspondence to be published, including excerpts from the 
letters of Liddon, Pusey, Newman, Dixon, and Patmore •. Father 
Keating witnessed to a slowly growing interest in Hopkins' 
poetry, remarking that 
since his death, Father Hopkins' literary 
claims have gradually become more and more 
recognized •••• It would seem that the time 
bas now come for his poems to appear in a 
collected form as a distinct and valuable 
addition to the literary heritage of the 
Catholic Cburch.~5 
This suggests that an appreciative public would not have been 
lacking as early as 1909~ 
The next recognition of Hopkins, which appeared in the 
third volume of George Saintsbury's History £! English Prosody~ 
was very brief and casual, hardly more than a passing reference 
It was the first time Hopkins' name was connected with poetic 
theory.. Saintsbury emphasizes the experimental aspect of' his 
poetry, but his remarks do not indicate any real familiarity 
with it .. 
Much more notice might be givep to ••• 
Father Gerard Hopkins, if' it were not that ••• 
be never got his notions into ·thorough writing 
order. They belonged to the anti-foot and 
pro-stress division. But, even if it were not 
for old things and old days, it would be unfair 
to criticize lin~s like 
I want the one rapture of an inspiration 
--which you can, of course, scan, but where 
•one' seems to be thrust in out of pure 
15 Ibid., PP• 59-60. 
16 Lo don~ Macmillan, 1910. P• 391 .. 
mischief--or many others. He never published 
any; and it seems quite clear that they are all 
experiments. 
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As Harold Boner bas ob~erved, this passage .. has all the air 
of an unwilling man doing a t'avor t'or a friend, and doing it as-
vaguely as possible.•l7 It' Boner's theory is correct, the 
friend was very likely Bridges. 
In 191Z one mare small step was taken toward recognition 
when ~~"The Starlight Night•· obtained a place in Sir Arthur 
Q:uilier-Couch •s Oxford Book 5!! Victorian. Verse.. In the same 
year K'atherine Bregy•s articles was given a wider circulation 
when it was reprlnted in her Poet's Chantry. 
More significant of Hopkina• future reputation was the 
article by ~oyce Kilmer which introduced him to a new set at' 
readers, those connected with the young movement striving to 
establish an authentic poetic tradition in this country. Poetry 
in 1914 was two years old;. already.it was a conscious center of 
a new spirit, and the inclusion of a piece on Hopkins in its 
pages was calculated to lift him out of the Victorian tradition, 
and associate him with the twentieth century. Kilmer, empha-
sizing his originality, presented him as oft'ering something new 
and of value to the modern poet~ 
One may search his writings in vain for a 
figure that is not novel and true.. He took 
from his own experience those comparisions 
17 Gerard Manley Hopkins (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Columbia University, 1930), P• 12. 
that are the ma~rial of poetry, and rejected, 
it seemsA such of them as already bore marks 
of use.lo 
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In thus referring to the reality and freshness of Hopkins• 
images, Kll~er was stressing tbe element most likely to recom-
mend him to readers just then becoming aware of the "new• 
approach to poetry in the poems of the Imagists. With the 
enthusiasm of a discoverer Kilmer pointed the contrast between 
the newness and surprise in Hopkins and the conventional, 
hackneyed figures of his contemporaries: 
For him the grandeur of God !'lames' out from 
the world not like light from stars, but like 
"shining from shook foil." He writes not of 
soft hands, not of velvety hands, but of '1.feel-
of'-primrose hands.• He writes not that tllrusb•s 
eggs are blue as the sky, but that they"look 
little low heavens.• The starry skies ••• are 
"The dim woods quick with diamond wells ••• •l9 
Hopkins is contrasted also with •the economical verse-writers 
of our awn day,• who could make such images ueacb one an excuse 
for a poem.•• In Hopkins they come in •bewildering profusion, ... 
and his poems "are successions o.f lovely images, each a poem in 
itself .. • 20 
Kilmer emphasized also Hopkins• status as a priest and 
Jesuit, remarking that "his faith was the source of his poetry 
18 Poetry:. ~ ll&asazine o.f Verse, diV (1.91.4), P• 242. 
19 Ibid., PP• 242-43. 
20 1Bll•, P• 243 •. 
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•.•• for him to write a poem on a secular subject was difficult, 
almost impossible .. •21 Dnplying that Bridges was one of those 
"who do not understand his mental and spiritual outlook, he 
defended Hopkins• subject-matter and method against his 
strictures:. "his theme being God, and his writing being an act 
of adoration, it is profitless to criticize him as Mr. Robert 
Bridges has done, for ts-acrificing simplicity,• and violating 
those mysterious things, the •canons of taste.•"22 
Just how much Kilmer's article contributed to the growing 
knowledge of Hopkins it would be impossible to estimate. Since 
it introduced his name into a milieu sympathetic towards poetic 
experiment and originality, and looking for the uncommon, it 
may be hazarded that it was an influential effort in preparing 
an atmosphere for his Poems when they appeared four years 
afterward. 
The next two years saw three more reminders of Hopkins• 
claims as an English poet. The first was in Robert Bridges• 
The Spirit .Q! M!:n_, an anthology of selections in English and 
French from the philosophers and poets.23 Six of Hopkins' 
2.1 ~·• P• 242. 
22 Ibid., P• 244. 
23 London, Longmans, 1915. 
poems were included._24 :50 The first appearance of the ttDeutscl:l-
land~- was in an unaccustomed dress~25 
God mastering me; 
Giwer of breath and bread 
World's strand, nay of the sea:. 
Lord of living and dead; 
Thou bast bound bones and veins in me, 
fasten'd me flesh, 
And after at times almost unmade me with dread, 
Thy doing; and dost Thou touch me afres-h? 
Over again I feel thy finger and find Thee ••• 
At about the same time •The Habit of Perfection,• "God•s 
Grandeur,• and •The Blessed Virgin Compared to the Air We 
Breathe"' were included in The Oxford Book .2f. Mystical Verse. 
The third notice, from the pen of daintsbury, gave Hopkins a 
place, if only in a footnote, in !h! Cambridge History~ English 
Literature.26 The note, while repeating Bridges• charge of 
eccentricity, indicated nevertheless, a slight change o:!' 
attitude since Saintsbury's earlier comment:. 
A few lines must be given to a contemporary of 
Lang at Ox!'ord who was, to a greater extent than 
is usual, a poetical might-have-been. Gerard Hopkins 
was not only much let and hindered in writing 
poetry, but never published any, and all consists 
24 These were .-Spring and Fall,'* '*The Candle Indoors," "fbe 
Handsome Heart,• the first two stanzas of '*The Habit of Perfect-
ion,"' the first stanza of "'The Wreck of the Deutschland,• and 
"In the Valley of the Elwy •" It is interesting to note W. H •. 
Auden•s remark in an article in the Criterion {XII, 1934, PP• 
497-500);"I myself became interested in Hopkins through reading 
'Spring and Fall' in.!!!!. Spirit ~ Man.'1 
-2.5 That of Ms. •A.• Cf. Gardner, QR• ill•• P• 45. 
26 Vol. XIII, P• 234. 
of fragments issued as specimens from mss. But 
these specimens show that he not merely might 
have been but was, a poet. Unfortunately, an~.. 
ingrained eccentricity which af:fected his whole 
life, first as an undergraduate and then as 
a Jesuit priest, helped these accidents. He 
developed partially acute but not generally 
sound, notions of metre; and though, quite 
recently, broken-backed rhythms like this have 
been.attempted, the results have scarcely been 
delightful. In his own case, though the process 
of appreciation is almost like the proverbial 
reconstruction of a fossil beast from a few 
odd bones, it shows that they belonged to a poet .. 
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The last reference to Hopkins to appear before the 1918 
edition of his Poems turned out to be, appropriately, a summary 
of the opinions already expressed concerning him. The writer 
of the article,27 J •. M. Hone, showed a familiarity with !a! 
Spirit ~ ~. Miles• and Beeching•s anthologies, and with the 
articles by Father Keating and Katherine Bregy.. He presented 
Hopkins as a subject calculated to appeal to the Georgian poet 
in that be bad been ~in reaction against most of the literary 
influences of the nineteenth century.•28 A championship of the 
"new• in Hopkins• poetry, and a rebuke to the older generation 
was implicit in the following reference to Hall Caine•s reject-
ion of Hopkins• sonnets~ "It was thought well to approach 
Mr. Hall Caine with an ordinary rhythm or at most a counter-
pointed one ... zs This· resulted in an indignant rejoinder from 






••• as the inference intended to be drawn by 
yaur readers is that I did not know a good 
sonnet when I saw one, I feel justified in 
replying that my ttrejection" of Hopkins• sonnets 
(which, whatever their other merits, were 
certainly not in "ordinary rhythm") was 
on the advice of one whose judgment in 
sonnet literature could only be called 
in question by a critic who wished to write 
himself down as a fool-Dante Gabrie.l Rossetti.30 
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The opinions of Bridges and Miss Bregy were invoked in Honets 
description of Hopkins' "striving after an impossible subtlety 
of expression,? his "fondness for uncommon words and hyphenated 
expressions which was often his bane.n31 Readers were advised 
to attack poems like "Inversnaid" with a dictionary of archaic 
words as a guide~ 
In general, the impressiop of Hopkins given by Hone was 
one of a personality and artistic expression worth careful 
consideration;.. a personal! ty in which simplicity ("in all that 
he thought and said that was not in verse,") was the supreme 
quality, an art in which 11formalism and ideal abstractiontt were 
the governing principles~ Appearing as it did in a popular 
weekly review and summarizing earlier opinions, the article 
carried the suggestion that knowledge and discussion of Hopkins• 
poetry was becoming more widespread, and pointed, however in-
distinctly, to the necessity of a more complete version of his 
work .. 
30 ~Statesman, JUne 23, 1917. 
31 0 • cit. 
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Few pronouncements upon a criticism which has only in-
complete evidence on which to base its judgments can be fair to 
the critics concerned.. This we must remark of the opinions 
discussed above. However, besides the limitation proceeding 
from insufficient knowledge, there are already evident two 
general tendencies in these opinions~ The first is associated 
with a conservatism which is inclined to look somewhat suspici-
ously upon departures from convention, to stress the eccentric-
! ties, "plain faults," and •broken-backedn rhythms.. This is 
the characteristic of Bridges• comments and Miss Bregy•s where 
she follows him. It is noticeable in 3aintsbury.. It is absent 
in Kilmer who represents the second tendency, a tendency toward 
emphasis upon the achievement more than upon the experiment, 
and is inclined to see a correspondence between the thing ex-
pressed and tha manner and method of expression. Kilmer's is 
a Dixonian acceptance with a foundation composed of about 
e~ual parts of religious and literary zeal~ 
CHAPTER III 
THE POEMS AND AFTER:- 1918-1930 
The English literary world of 1918 seemed to be ready for 
the entrance of a new poetry. Robert Bridges had good grounds 
for expecting that Hopkins' unconventionalities would prove 
less strange than they would have a quarter of a century 
earlier. The dissatisfaction with the Victorian tradition in 
poetry as it was carried on by the Georgian poets had grown 
more and more acute since about the middle of the decade. The 
war bad sharpened and emphasized this dissatisfaction, which 
bad already been registered in the rise and decline of several 
poetic movements, particularly those of the Imagists and the 
Wheels group. Both turned to outside tradition, mainly Frencn 
and Oriental in search of a remedy for the prevailing weak-
nesses of poetic ezpression. The first sought it in technical 
discipline. Under the influence of T. E. Hulme's classicism, 
it reacted against the vagueness and •poeticism• of Victorian 
imagery by refining the imase. The Imagists insisted upon 
absolute precision and clarity in its use; upon a concentrated 
objectivity. Exactness, of word .and visual suggestion; such 
was the criterion of Imaaism and its limitation. Although it 
brought a discipline into English poetic practice which was 
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benefic tal, it was. inalieq_uate to express the larger tb.ames of 
po·etry.. It repudiated, at least by implication, as Davia 
Daiches has observefl • ttall e.oncepts of significance in subject 
matter or iieas, all aspects· of poetic structure except the 
simple one of relation between imagas .. •l 
A more violent reaction against Georgianism and against th 
rmagists themselves appeared in the anthology Wheels, edited 
annually by Rdi th Si twell in tbe years I916-19Z:t. rrs ing tech-
niq_ues and ideas suggested by the French Symbolists, baroq_ue an 
modern art • oriental painting and poetry,. and otber traditions, 
the Sitw•lls, wbo were tbe main contributors, revolted against 
a worlli of ciissolving valucs· by exprasS'ing a sophisticated 
boredom •.. in bizarre and artificial poems.. By a glittering ani 
decorative, :rantas·tic and exotic gurface they covered up a 
grimly pessimistic criticism of' the age. 
Another instance of the rejection of the nineteenth centur 
and a more fundamental on.e was manifested in the rev"i val of 
interest in the metapb.ysical. poets of the seventeenth century, 
inaugurated by Herbert Grierson""s edition of .Tohn Donne in 191Z 
This revival which was to produce its greatest influence later, 
auggested a better medium to poets wbo, like T. s .. Eliot, 
attempted to express the mood or their generation., 
1 Poetry~ !h! Modern World (University of Chicago, 19'0 
p·. 25-. 
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The general effect of these currents, together with the 
influence of independents poets from lih~tman. to Gertrufiie 3te1n, 
who wrote outside the tradition, was to put an emphasis llpon 
originality and legitimize eaperiment and innovation in matter 
and form. 
!f' Bridges believed that the poetry he was launching forth 
was likely to appeal to readers, that opinion is not very 
evident in the 11Preface"· which he attached to the Poems ... His 
attitude had undergone but little change in the thirty years 
he bad bad the poems in his possession. rn tenor his remarks 
resemble those views he had expressed dur-ing Hopkins • lifetime .. 
The chief difference is that he became at last explicit in 
regard to what constituted the "'faults of taste"' alluded to in 
the Miles anthology:: 
••• if these poems are to be arrainged for 
errors of' w:hat may be called taste, they 
might be cgnvicted of occasional affec-
tation in metaphor, as where the hi.lls are 
ttca.s a stallion stalwart, very violet-sweet,• 
Qr of some perversion of human feeling, as -
for instance, the nostrils' relish of 
incensw •along the sanctuary side,~ or "the 
Holy Ghost with ana bright wings,"-these 
and a few such examples are mostly efrorts 
to force emotion into theological or 
sectarian channels, as in ·~he comfortless 
unconfessed It" and the unpoetic line "H1s 
mystery must be instressed stressed,* or 
again the exaggerated Marianism of seme 
pieces, or the naked encounter of sensu-
alism and asceticism which hurts tbe 
Golden Echo ., .. a 
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These particular faults, Bridges admitted, ware few; yet the~ 
exercised a dispro_portionate influence upon him: 11 they affect 
my liking and more repel my sympathy, than do all the rude 
shocks of his purely artistic wantonness .. "3 In reality, how eve 
the examples Bridges cites, are not isolated phenomena, but are 
of a kind which belong to the very sinew and bone of Hopkins t-
inspiration. To censure them is~ censure his central idea; it 
is, as Herbert Head has observed, applying •~a code which was no 
that of the indicted. The lack of sympathy is shown precisely 
in this fact .. "-' 
.A:part from errors of taste ther·e were faults of style to b 
considered. Brid&es- approached thes-e from a grammariants view-
a Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins (2nd Edition, Oxford 
University Pr-ess, 1930), p •. 96 .. In his criticism of this pass-
age vi .. H .. Gardner remarks;_ "To examine the above objections, th 
last, an unfairly distorted-version of the closing lines of 
God's Grandeur,. seems to us fruitless .. What is amiss-the 
Biblical incarnation of the ipirit as a dove, or the tellurian 
magnitude of the bir•, or the interjected ~ahl~? Again, the 
objection to the nostrils' relish of incense iii The Habit 2.!, 
Perfection is anti-Catholic sentiment rather than-Iiterary 
critic ism.. For centuries and for millions of people, incer.se 
has been a symbol of purification, of devotion to a transcenden 
ideal. rt is so used in the poem, where the uncierlying meaning 
is~ •I must renounce what I have enjoyed--the sensual gratifica 
tions of the worldly life; but how much sweeter is that spirit-
ual perfection, which I now seekS' To take this trelish 'as a 
mere olfactory whim is like criticizing Keats for preferring, in 
the Nightingale French wine to dcotch whiskey .. tt (Gerard Manle.y 
Hopkins, p. 209.) 
3: ~·ill·· 
4: Form in Modern Poetry (London: Sbeed and W*ard, l932),_ 
P• 4:8.--
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point .. They were 11 of such quality and magnitude as to deny him 
even a hearing from those who love a continous literary decorum,"5 
and resulted in two undesirable traits, Oddity and Obscurity. 
Of the first Bridges shows that Hopkins was aware and quotes hi 
remark, .. No doubt my poetry errs. on the side of oddness. I bop 
in time to have a more balanced and Miltonic style.• As to the 
Obscurity, Bridges felt that Hopkins had not realized its ex-
tent. Its chief cause was "the habitual o•ission of the relati e 
pronoun.•6 Writers, Bridges went on to remark, somewhat 
aggrievedly, 
who carelessly rely on their elliptical 
speech forms to govern the elaborate , 
sentences of their literary compositions 
little know what a conscious effort of 
interpretation they often impose on their 
readers.7 
Hopkins, however, did not banish constructional syllables from 
his verse through carelessness but only because 
they took up roam which be thought be 
cou·ld not afford them~ he needed in his 
scheme all the space for his poetical 
words, and he wished those to crowd out 
every merely grammatical or toneless 
elemant.-8 
An extreme example of this omission and the resulting ambiguity 
is in the line in "The Bugl.er's First Communion":. 
Squander the bel~-roQk ranks sally to molest him, 
5 Poems, loc. cit. 
--
6 112.ti·' p .. 97 .. 
7 ~· ill· 




the criticism of which is just. Vlithout a "that" before "sally' 
the second verb appears as an imperative, or 11ranks 11 is liable 
to be thought a genitive and 11 sally 11 a substantive. It is true 
that once one becomes familiar with Hopkins' manner such lines 
offer little difficulty, and this omission of the relative is 
one of Hopkins' practices adopted by contemporary poets. It is 
an adoption which Sridges probably would have predicted had he . 
anticipated a Hopkins influence, as is evident in the fol~owing 
passage from another context, which is at tb.e same time a vin-
dication of his critici-sm of' HopkinS': 
If' my criticism should see~ sometimes harsh, 
that is, I believe, due to its being given 
in plain,terms, a manner which I prefer, 
because by obliging the writer to say defi-
nately what he means, it makes his mistakes 
easy to point out, and in this way the true 
business of' criticism may be advanced; nor 
do I know that, in work of' this sort, criti-
cism has any better function than to dis-
criminate betwean the faults and merits of 
the best art~ for it commonly happens, when 
any great artist comes to be generally 
admired, that his faults, being graced by 
his excellences, are confounded with them in 
the popular judgment, and being easy of 
imitation 1 are t.he points of his work which 
are most liable to be copied •. 9 
In the case of Hopkins the discrimination of faults seems to 
have overbalanced the discrimination of' merits. 
Another source of obscurity lay in Hopkins' grammatically 
9 "A Critical Introduction to Keats 1 "- Collected !§says !.ill! 
Papers 1 Vol. IV, (Oxford University Press, 1933), P• 17:P. 
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etmbiguous words. The homophone "should never be so placed as to 
alls of any doubt as to what part of speech it is to be used 
for." Hopkins not only disregarded this essential propriety, 
but appeared even "to welcome and seek artistic effect in the 
consequent confusion .. •lO 
Hopkins' rhymes also were swept into Bridges• indictment; 
••• the rhymes where they are peculiar are 
often repell.ent, and so far from adding charm 
to the verse that ~hey appear as obstacles. 
This must not blind one from recog~izing that 
Gerard Hopkins, where b• is simple and 
straightforward i.n his rhyme is a master of 
it--there are many instances--but when he 
indulges in freaks, his childishness is 
1ncredible •••• The rhyme to communion in 
"The Bugler" is hideous, and the suspicion 
that the poet thought it ingenious is 
appall.ing; eternal in "The Eurydice,'* does 
not correspond with burn all, and in- •.Felix 
Randal'* !E& ~ and handsome is as t~uly 
an eye-rhyme as the love and prove which 
he despised and abjured •. 11 
The remainder of Bridges' "Prefacett is a ple:a for tolerance 
of the •bad faults,..- and at times that plea really amounts to a 
self-contradiction, as when he remarks that they "have a real 
relation to the mean.s whereby the very forcible and original 
effects of beauty are produced .. "l2 Finally, Hopkins' poems 
should be of interest to "those who study style in itself' •••• 
such interest will promote tolerance."l3 Bridges ends his 
10 Poems, p. 98. 
11 ~·• PP• 98-99. 
1a Ibid • , p • 9 9 • 
13 Loc. cit. 
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introduction with an expression of regret that Hopkinst death 
came just when 
he was beginning to concentrate all 
the fo.rce of' his luxurious experiments-
in rhytbm and diction, and castigate 
his art into a more reserved style.l4 
one might ctuestion this last statement, recalling "Tom's 
Garland" and "Harry Ploughman, u both written in 1887, "llira:clttea 
Fire" and "Epithalamion" which belong to 1888. 
In summary, the characteristics of Bridges' criticism can 
be catalogued as issuing from (1) a certain prejudice against 
Hopkins' religious ideas and a consequent lack of sympathy with 
his poet~c ide\ls, reflected in his stricture on •taste,•15 
(2) a Victorian love of literary decorum, and (3) a certain 
pedantry of' the grammarian and phonetician., One feels that 
these sentiments" were in conflict with his real poet's admir-
ation. and love of tbe poetry shown in the preservation, the 
careful preparation and the editing of the poems, and given ex-
pression in tbe sonnet with which he introd~ed tbem. 
OUr generation already is overpast, 
And thy lov'd legacy, Gerard, bath lain 
14 Loc .. cit .. 
--
15 It is reflected again in bis note to the ••.Deutschland• 
which be describes as a •great dragon''- guarding the poems. 
"This editor-advises the reader to circumvent him and attack hi 
later in the rear; for be was himself shamefully worsted in a 
brave frontal assault, the more easily perhaps because both 
subject and treatment were distasteful to him •. " (Poems, p •. 104 
Here we have the explanation of his words to Hopkins~ 1Nothing 
could induce me to read it again •. ,. 
Coy in my home; as once thy heart was fain 
Of shel~er, when God's terror held thee fast 
In life's wi~d wood at Beauty and 3or~ow 
aghast; 
Thy sainted sense trameLled in ghostly pain, 
They rare ill.-broker'd talent in disdain:. 
Yet love of Christ will win man's love at 
last. 
Hell.wars without; but, dear, the while 
my hands 
Gatber'd thy book, I beard, this wintry day, 
Thy spirit thank me, in his young delight 
Stepping agai.n upon the yellow sands. 
Go forth:. amidst our chaffinch flock 
display 
Thy plumage of far wonder and heavenward 
flight 1 
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One wonders what course the first critical receptions of 
Hopkins• poetry would have taken had Bridges launched the Poems 
without the Preface. His inf~uence is almost everywhere in 
evidence in the eri terions bjllb1Ch the first reviewers judged 
Hopkins• achievement~ Some of them went far beyond Bridges; the 
reviewer in the ~ Statesman expresses a Patmorean incomprehen-
sion. After quoting Bridges' strictures on obscurity and odditJ, 
he goes on to warn readers not to expect that only an effort to 
master Hopkins' unusual metrical system is needed in order to 
discover the beauties of his work~ 
••• this is not the case. Hopkins' rhythmical 
peculiarity was only one expression of a 
general and pervading eccentricity ..... Will 
English readers, as Mr. Bridges hopes, 
surmount the difficulties which Hopkins 
opposes to them? .... This too seems improbable .. 
The beauties are not a sweet kernel in a 
rough husk. They are scattered and they 
are never far from extravagant uglinesses. 
A perfect line is exceedingly rare; and a 
poem which is good as a whole, even in spite 
of faults, is hard to discover.lh 
The last lines of "Binsey Poplars .. reminded this reviewer of th 
choruses of a musical comedy. Hopkins• adjectives, even at 
tenth or twentieth reading, distracted him from the meaning in 
the poetry:. 
Silk-sack clouds, azurous huni hills, 
majestic~~ stallion stalwart very-
violet-sweat, mild night's blear-all 
black and the like are traps for the 
attention, not aids to visua11zation.l7 
The short paragraph devoted to Hopki~s among other reviews in 
!h.! Spectator was in the same vein. The poems were disappoint-
ing:.. 
They are too often needlessly obscure, harsh 
and perverse., The metrical effects •••. do not 
seem to us to be worth the pains 'bestowed on 
them;: many of his verses: have to be elabo-
rately accented in order to give the reader 
the clue to the rhythm, and lyrics which do 
not sing themselves would, in our opinion at 
least, be better in prose.l8 
A transatlantic reviewer was the first to relate Hopkins• 
roughness and obscurity to that of Browning and Meredith •. His, 
too, was a baffled and irritated reaction against the diffi-
culties. With Bridges he traced these to •tunwise condensation 
and the omission of relative pronouns." 
16 "A Prophet Unveiled," Mar~h 15, 1919, P• 530. 
17 ~· cit. 
l8 11 A Medley of Verse," May 10, 1919, PP• 589-90. 
The chief interest in these posthumous 
poems lies in their metrical eccentricities •••• 
The subject matter ••• is too prevailingly 
theological to gain a wide reading ....... His 
style possesses a teasing quaintnesa, an 
antique tone o.ddly incongruous with the 
time of publication.l9 
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The last remark is interesting, written almost on the eve of' 
Hopkins' acceptance as a particularly "modernw poet. 
A more :ravorable response appeared in the Times Literary 
Supplement~ Although remarking that the "defects are obvious," 
the writer compared the poems to their advantage with the newes 
English poetry,. the de:f'ect of which was that "it says too littl •" 
He applied Hopkins' own measure and f'ound the verse equal to it 
The verse survives the great test of verse; 
it is best read aloud; then the very sense 
becoma s clearer and anyone with an ear can 
hear that the method is not affectation but 
eagerness to f'ind expression for the depths 
of the mind, for things hardly yet consciously 
thought or felt.20 
The understanding of the organic function of' Hopkins' inner 
rpymes and alliterations was to come slowly. This reviewer 
associated them with the nmain fault" of the poems, "that of' 
passing from one word to another •.• .merely because they are alik 
in sound .. " He hazarded that Hopkins •tperhaps sought words that 
way, took shots at them, so to speak, and enjoyed the process .. " 
But he easily forgave what he considered the faults in favor of' 
19 Tbe Dial, May 31, 1919, P• 572. 
--
20 January 9, 1919, P• 19. 
the 
beauty everywhere without luxury, the beauty 
that seems to come from painful intense 
watching 1 the utter disinterested delight of 
one who see.s another world, not thro-ugh but 
in this one .,.21 
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The most appreciative and p·enetrating of all of the first 
reviews was that which appeared in !a! Tablet~ The critic 
began by defending both the obscurity and the oddity reprehende 
by Bridges .. The obscurity was rr-usually resolvable" with a 
little patience and study of the author's style; moreover some 
obscurity at times must be expected from p·oetry which attempted 
to express the deepest thoughts of tbe soul-. Tbe oddity was· 
associated witb the newness of the poetry! 
It is new in this that it attempts to do 
continuously what other poets have been 
content to acbieve by rare moments ••• ! mean 
the entire •wedding of tha term to its 
import,• not only by way of the term~s 
notation and connotation in meaning, but 
also by way of its very sound and cadence.22 
There was an implied criticism of Bridges' statement that 
Hopkins' prosodical theory "seems to be used only as a basis 
for unexampled liberty,tt23 in the following remark:. 
Father Gerard Hopkins does not a.llow the 
non-stressed syllables •tto take care of 
themselvea .. tt Rather be marshalls them 
with most meticulous art to endow his line 
21 Loc. cit. 
--
22 April 5, 1919, P• 42.0. 
23 Poems, p. 99 .. 
,.. 
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with emphasis or speed, or hesitation, or 
airiness, or clamour.24 
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To prove that Hopkins' alliteration was •of the very texture of 
his verse,• the reviewer cited the lines from the REurydice,tt 
And flockbells ott the aerial 
Downs' fore falls beat to the burial •. 
remarking he Rhardly knew anything in English literature more 
haunting to the ear,• and analyzing the alliteration as a 
Rseries of •o • and •e' (struck sharp at the beginning apd varie 
thereafter) with another, strictly subordi~te ,of dantalla.bials:£ _ • 
He called attention to the skilful way in whic b the "n 1 s tt are 
led from the outset to a crescendo at tbe close in the ~tinkle" 
of 
ihen the air was sweet-and-sour of the flown 
fineflower of 
Those goldnails and their gaylinks that hang 
along a lime. (No. 61) 
In contrast to tbe critic who found a curiously ttanti~ue 
tone• in Hopkins• poetry, Louise Imogen Guin~y described him as 
an 11 acutely conscious modern mind •. • She was prophetic in her 
statement that the poems '*will breed debate .. • 
Not since Francis Thompson have we had so 
disturbing, debatable and compelling a 
poet •••• Let there be no doubt about the 
worth of Father Hopkins 1 literary work •. 
It has winged daring, durable texture, 
and the priceless excellence of fixing 
24 Tablet, Loc. £!1• 
25 ill.2,. , P• 422. 
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itself in the reader's mind.26 
Miss Guiney was the first to point out the resemblance 
between Hopkins and John Donne. Donne also •roves and revels 
and radiates in Sprung Rhythm~•27 As an example she cited from 
the Third Satire, the passage, 
On a huge hill 
Cragged and steep truth stands; and he 
that will 
Reach her, about must and about must go, 
And what the hill's suddenness resists, 
win so; 
Yet strive so that before age (deat~•s 
twilight) 
Thy soul rest:.. for none can work in that 
night. (ll 79-84) 
It is very true that many lines in Hopkins, with their packed 
thought, abruptness of movement, and st·rength of diction remind 
one of Donne. There is certainly a resemblance between Hopkins 
last sonnets and the Di"¥1ne .Poems of the latter, for example 
that beginning 
Batter my heart, three person'd God; 
for, you 
As yet but knock, breathe, shine, and 
seeke to mend; 
That I may rise and stand, o'erthrow 
mee, and bend 
Your force, to breake,·blowe, burn and 
make me new. 
We even find the interjected "0•" 
I, like an usurped town, to 'another due, 
Labour to admit you, but Oh, to no end. 
26 "Gerard Hopkins:. A Recovered Poet," Month, CXXXI II 
(1919), P• 2.05'. 
27 lli.s!•• P• 208 .. 
48 Miss Guiney also commended Hopkins' almost purely· Anglo-
3axon vocabulary against that of the "Latinate Englishmana; she 
.. 
recognized the fact that he aimed at ttinscape.-u "deliberately 
at getting his pattern recognized," and that his ideal was 
11 declamation to the harp. u2S Her enthusiasm was checked, how-
ever, by the difficulty certain of the poems presented, and we 
can perceive hare an echo of Bridges' opinion of the •great 
dragon.•• The whole first section of "The Wreck of the 
Deutschland" as well as •spelt from Sybil's Leaves" remained 
•tthe darkest of riddles"; "Tom's Garlandlt" and "Harry Ploughman, 
'·, 
presented ttli ttle beyond terrific expanses of barbed wire .••29 
In spite of these· 11nonconductors of a live volume,,. however, 
this critic prophecied for the poems "certain immortal! ty," re-
cognizing in them an original vitality in which "nothing is 
derivation; neit.her subject, treatment, means nor ends.•• 
Another critic, a Professor of English at university Colle e, 
Dublin, where Hopkins spe.nt his last years, connected Hopkins' 
originality with tendencies appearing in contemporary poetry~ 
.... beyond q.uestion his audacities made him a 
true pioneer.. In his passion for Teutonic 
monosyllables, in his hatred of convention or 
meretricious ornament, in the free swing of 
his rhythms and the running over of his lines. 
in the restl•ss novelty of his forms, o~ his 
28 Ibid •• P• 209. 
29 ~·• P• 207. 
,.. 
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rhymes following all manner of schemes or 
no-schemes ••• he was ~uite ahead of his own 
generation ••• JMany a poem of Walter de la Mare, 
of Sandburg, Untermeyer, Wilfred Wilson Gibson, 
.Tames Stephens, .Toseph Campbell could be fitted 
without any incongruity into the slender volume.30 
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O'Neill echoed Bridges ·in his comments upon the •wilful odditiE~ 
of Father Hopkins' grammatical constructions,• and ~uotes 
Patmore's criticism also in the following passage wherein he 
describes his difficulty in reconciling Hopkins' literary 
ability and his •taults•~ 
Gerard Hopkins had an exq__uisitely refined 
literary sense, but it permitted him to 
lapse into nearly every literary fault. 
He was a cultured scholar, but this did 
not stay him from fantastic use of the 
English language •. Most delicate per-
ceptions were associated in him with a 
most untrustworthy sense of fitness and 
proportion.. His metrical notions ••• are a 
mixture of simplicities, unintelligibilities 
and one or two illuminating suggestions. 
His poetry in general has ....... the effect of 
veins of pure gold imbedded in masses of 
impractible q_uartztt;, and there is evidence 
enough that he misjudged the golden and the 
quartzian elements and their mixtures .. 31 
Hopkins' obscurity, diction, syntax, rhythm, and a.ll.i terations 
wera anathematized the attack on 
long passages or entire poems in which 
30 George O'N.eill, ~ • .T. • •Gerard llanley Hopkins', • Bssavs 
in Modern Poetry (Dublin~ The Talbot Press, 1919), PP• 133-34 •. 
!he essay also appeared in atudies, VIII (.Tune, 1919). 
31 .!ill· t p •. 1.17 ... 
~-~----------------------------------------------------------~ 
meaning which we fain would gather is hidden 
beneath a cloud-mirage of far~etched phrases 
and queerly ~ssorted vocables, or tangled up 
in a hard-knotted and q_ui te insoluble syntax .. 
Euphonious verse beguiles us over some dif~i­
cult passages, but too often we are bumped 
over stylistic ruggedness without the relief 
of any perceptible rhythm. Sometimes, too, 
the author's passion for verbal assonances, 
echoes and jingles of all kinds leads him 
off into oblivion of both sense and time.32 
so 
Hopkins was too much of •pioneern to be completely acceptable 
to one whose conceptions of poetic art were based upon an older 
tradition. It is not surprising that his should appear to be a 
,.fantastic use of the English language" to one who considered 
Aubrey de Vere •altissimo poeta"' and the May Carols "one of the 
greatest poems of the nineteenth century..,tt33 
Very different was the Dixonian appreciation of another 
reviewer who was moved by the power of inspiration pulsing 
beneath the ttthorns and briarstt of an unusual meter.. •rn what 
pertains to the sheer command of the science of his art," wrote 
Henry Lappin, •Hopkins is surpassed by no poet in English save 
only 11Ulton."'34 Hopkins' fame was destined to "go on and in-
crease.... Lappin censured Bridges 1 "amazing provincialism of 
outlook" which prevented him from appreciating Hopkins' reHairrm 
inspiration, "the source and goal of his illumination,• and 
32 .!E.!!!•• PP• 130-131. 
33 Ibid., p. 63,68. 
34 "Gerard Manley Hopkins and His Poetry,• Catholic World, 
CIX (1919), p ... 507. 
,.. 
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from assessing corr~ctly the enrichment of his art resulting 
from his conversion, religious life and priesthood.35 
One more reviewer in the Month 1 .s1gning himself c~ B., who 
bad known Hopkins in his lifetime, reflected Bridges' chargesd'£ 
obscurity~ ~the more he labored at his. subject the more obscure 
be became ... " Underrating Ho:pkins.' achievement he looked upon th 
poems as merely exp-eriments and incomplete, full of tremendous 
power, yet rough and often rudely grotes~e. mere suggestions 
of perfect thoughts and striking turns of expression,, which 
should have been worked up and finished off at leisure in the 
studio. 
One more review during the first year after the publicatio 
of Hopkins' Poems deserves mention. The well-known critic, 
.John Middleton Kurry, effected a somewhat startling simplifi-
cation by relating Hopkins' poetic purpose to Verlaine's "de 
la musiq.ue avant toute chose... Hopkins 1 "avant toute chose, .. 
the "most concise. expression of his intention," was embodied, 
according to Murry, in the line from the sonnet to Bridges., 
The ro.ll, the rise, the carol, the creation 
The poem which could be most closely related to this definition 
was Shelley's "Skylark, .. and 
35 Louise Guiney also remarked Bridges' insufficiency in 
treating religious elements of Hopkins' verse ... Dr. Bridges• 
annotation goes all awry there; little mists and-breezes of 
complete misunderstanding flicker then between him and the 
text." (.QE. cit., P• 206.) 
A technical progression onwards ~rom the 
"'Skylark" is the main line o~ Hopkins • 
poetical evolution. There are other 
stranger threads interwoven but this is 
the chief .,36 
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An example of Hopkins• achiev•ment in the main line of Sh~iean 
inspiration is· his· ..,May Magnificat."" Here is discovered the 
1t'primary element mani~es-ted in one of its simplest, most recog-
nizable and, some may feel, most beauti:ful forms .. "· There does 
.., 
exist, it is true, a 3he1Iiean. swi~tne ss anci Glelight in the 
procession o~ fres-h images- in the •ay Magnificattt:: there is 
also a Kaatsian richness in the stanzas. 
When drop~f-blooa-ana-foam-&appa 
Bloom lights the orchara apple 
And thicket anG thory are merry 
With s-ilver-surfeci cherry 
And az_uring-ovar greybell makes 
Woods banks and braes wash wet like lakes 
Jnd magic cuckoocall 
Caps,. clears" and clinches all:--
Murry was corre-ct in saying tb.at rt:'inscapett was Hopkins:' 
•avant touta chose •"' in poetry but b.is interpretation of its 
significance anci meaning ~ell far short of the reality; it was 
merely "'tb.e roll,. the rise, tbe carol, tbe creation"' existing 
ttat a higher level of elaboration.,tt 
... rnseape"' is still, in spite of the apparent 
differentiation, musical;. but a q.uali ty of 
formalism seems to have entered with the spaci~ic 
aesignation. 'With formalism comas rigiai ty ;. 
36 ttGerarli Iiila.nl-ay Hopkins,"' Aspects of Litera.ture (Loncion:. 
'i\':., CollblS' and Sons, 1920), P•· aoi •. This essay first appeare& 
in the Atbenaeum, JUne 6., 1919. 
.. 
and in this case the rigidity is bound to 
overwhelm the sense ... 37 
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Murry •s ana~ysis misses comp~eteness. since be based it on 
the more obvious~y K.musica~'l composition of Hopkins, as the 
"Leaclien Echo. and the Go~den Echo'* (which he thought was too 
musica~), comp~.ete~y ignoring the poem i.n which Hopkins .first 
ela~orateci his theories, K-Tbe ureck of the Deutsch~a.ni. 11 It is 
on this count that F~ R~ Leavis ca~~s his judgment uimmediately 
absurd •. •t38 A~ though Murry recognized •~aments o.f Keats in ex-
pressions like "whorled ear" anli ·~ark charmeci, 11 and •t.an 
aspiration after Mi-~ton r:s arc.h.i tectonics u. in the sonnets, the 
•t.sky~arku remained, in his view, the 11central point of depart-
ure .. tt 
Few critics would agree today that'Hopkina• mind was 
irresolute concerning the ctua~i ty of his own poetical ideal.'• 
Hopkins.- letters have maie it manifest how rewolutely. he full ow 
and how clearly he conceived that ideal.. The shyness of 
Hopkinst earliest critics in ciea.ling with the thought-content 
of his poems was reflected in MUrry's statement that "tb.e 
communication o.f thought was seldom the dominant impu~e o.f his 
creative ·moment .. 39 
37 Ibie ... p. s6· ... Cf .. ,An Interpret! ve Glossary o.f Difficu 
Words,tt in Immortal Diamona .for a 46finition of •rnseape;"' als 
Meaning .!!!.!. J!!..! .2! Inscape by :r .. M. i.i'raunceB", S. .. J" .. (Maste:r; 1 s 
Thesis, Loyola U"niversity.) 
38 Cf .. !!!. Bearings !!! English Poetry (London~ Chat to ani 
Wincius, 1932.), p.. 175. 
39 .QE• ill.·· p .. 58. 
It is true that Hopkins defined poetry as 
speech framed for contemplation of the mind 
by the way of hearing or speech framed to be 
heard for its own sake even over and above. 
its interest o:f' meaning.40 
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His whole endeavor, however, was to embody thought in its most 
appropriate and most complete expression. The meqning must be 
clear., either "at once without effort as fast as one reads or 
else, if dark at first reading, when once made out~ explode! 
Ending bis criticism upon a note which was ~ater 
a familiar one in Hopkins criticism, Murry postulated 
that Hopkins• vocation thwarted bis genius. Critics, he stated, 
will specu~te whether the failure of his 
whole achi.evement was due to the starvation 
of experience which his vocation imposed 
upon him, or to a fundamental vice in his 
poetical endeavor. For ourselves we believe 
that the former was tha true cause. His 
"avant toute chose,• whirling dizzily in a 
spiritual vacuum, met with no sa~utary 
resi~tance to modify, inform, and strengthen 
it •. 4 
It was not until two years later that.a voice spoke out 
with authority and without q,ua~ification in regard to Hopkins' 
status as a poet. Hopkins had been long in coming to his own, 
Edward Sapir wrote, 
40 The Notebooks and Papers of Gerard Manley Hopkins, 
edited by Humphry HousetOxford university Press, 1937), P• 249 
Ct. also Letters III, PP• 78; 105-6. 
41 Letters I, P• 90. 
42 Qp. cit.,p. 61. 
but it is not too much to say that his own 
will be secure, among the few that know, 
if not among the crowd, when many a Georgian 
name that compla tely overshadows his for the 
moment shall have became food for the curi-
ous •••• Hopkins' voice is easily one of the 
half-dozen most individual voices in the 
whole course of English nineteenth century 
poetry. Ona may be repelled by his manner-
isms but he cannot be denied that over-
whelming authenticity, that almost terrible 
immediacy of utterance, that distinguishes 
the genius from the man of talent.43 
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Sapir's short analysis of Hopkins' style showed the existenceOfL 
a new canon of criticism which disposed of some of the diffi-
culty or legitimately related it to Hopkins~ intention. Bridge ' 
hint that Hopkins:' peculiar! ties of rhythm ar1d syntax had a rea 
relation to the effects of beauty in his poems was amplified by 
Sapir and Hopkins' practice was compared with that of "modern" 
poets~ 
There is, however, no blind groping in this 
irregular· movement. It is nicely adjusted 
to the constantly shifting speed of ~oo verse. 
Hopkins' effects, with a few exceptions, are 
in the highest degree suc-cessful ...... It is 
doubtful if the freest verse of our day 4s 
more sensitive in its rhythmic pulsations 
than the 11 sprung versen of Hopkins.44 
.Singling out the "Leaden Echo," the poem which :r. M. Murry 
had considered 11 too musical," as an example of Hopkins' sensi-
tive and sure handling of rhythms, Sapir praised its unity in 
variety:. 
43 "Gerard Hopkins," (review of Poems) Poetry, XVIII (1921 , 
P• 330. 
44 Ibid., P• 333. 
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••free as it can be with its irregular line lengths, anci 1 ts· 
extreme changes of tempo, yet at no point is the.re hesitation 
as the curvfi of the poem rouncls out to Q.efinite form.tt45 Com-
paring him to two contemporary practitioners of free verse, 
.3apir added that such rtlong-breatheci, impetuous rhythms 1 wind-
like and sea like," ham "·nothing to learn from the best of Carl 
Sandburg .. "· And if' Hopkins' rhythms should be set beside those 
of D. H ... Lawrence it would be founci that Hopkins possessed a 
11
-far greater sensitiveness to the music of words, to the rhythm 
of ever changing speeds of syllables. 46 
In the q.ualities which lilifferentiueci Hopkins from 
Lawrence or Sanciburg, Sapir recognized the discipline which con 
trolled Hopkins' freedom. This freedom was not mere.ly 
"unexample€1 liber-ty,u as Bridges had insinuated; while it 
brought to poetry ~tan entirely new vigor anCil lightness,tt at the 
same time the traditional limit~ of stanzaic form a~ employed b 
Hopkins, imparted •ta powerful com.actness and &rive ..,n47 Sapir 
noted also the significance of Hopkins• innovations in the 
sonnet. ttHow unexpecte4ly he had enlarged its pos~ibllities.tt 
.As for the perennial problem of' Hopkins• obscurity--while 
he loved obaeuri ty to a certain extent for its own sake, finding 
45 Ibifi .. ,. p..il, 334 ... 
-
46 Ibiti ... p ... 333 .. 
-




in it, perhaps, ''a symbolic reflection of the tumu~t that rage 
in his soul," the attendant difficulties had been«aggerated. 
"They yield," Sapir observed, "with unexpected ease to the 
modicum of good will that Hopkins has a right to expect of 
n48 
us .. • 
Here was a critic placing Hopkins in the main stream of 
modern verse, implying that his work was a criterion by which 
contemporary achievements could be gauged, and rebuking Bridge ' 
judgment of his obscurity~ Neither mannerisms of diction and 
style nor prosody could "define the essentia~ Hopkins." 
Taking a hint, perhaps, from Bridges' remark on the "nake 
encounter of sensua~ism and asceticism," in "The Leaden Echo 
and the Go~den Echo," Sapir presumed the existence of a 
"conflict" in Hopkins' personality between tb.e poet and the 
priest .. In his definition of' the ttreal Hopkins," he was the 
first to introduce the principles of' Freudian psycboana~ysis 
into the discussion of the poet's personality:. 
The consuming mysticism, the intense 
religious faith are unreconcilable with 
a basic sensuality that leaves the poet 
no peace. He is longing to give up the 
loveliness of' the world f'or the greater 
loveliness of' the spirit •••• but be is 
too poignantly aware of' all sensuous 
beauty, too irresistibly haunted by the 
allurements of' the flesh.. A .b'reudian 
psychologist might call him an imperfectly 
sublimated sex-mystic.49 
48 Ibid., P• 332. 
-
49 Ib 1 d • 1 P • 334 • 
-· 
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Something of the view just expressed appears in the 
opinion de-livered by a Catholic editor and critic, who speak-
ing of the renunciation which is the theme of Hopkins' early 
''liabi t of Perfection, ... remarks that •repression in the end 
prec~uded expression; having bound himself hand and foot again 
st nature, Hopkins threw his body amid the thorns of Greek 
prosody.-.50 Shuster reali%ed Hopkins' appeal to the "moderntt 
- .._ 
and called him a •futurist .. poet, practicing a theory •interes 
ting but impossible," and a verse •seldom graceful, .. what power 
it was gifted with generally lying •beyond the boundaries of 
song... The.: main cbaracteristica of Hopkins' poetry were set 
down as 
immediate reaction to ~ba wrve of nature 
and the resolution to set that down in 
words regardless: of enviro'liiiii'nt and con-
tinuity. He was a child enchanted with a 
sunbeam and oblivious to the light which 
floods the world; he was a master of' the 
phrase but a mere tinker at composition.5l 
Obliviousness to the light that floods the world was rather a 
strange characteristic to predicate of the poet of "The Wreck 
of the Deutschland,• •Hurrabing in Harvest, .. and lines like 
"The world is charged with tlle grandeur of God, .. and there is 
not much to say to one who could call Hopkins a tinker a~ com-
pos! tion ... 
50 George H ... Shuster, ttpoetry and Three Poets, •- The 
Catholic Spirit !!1 Modern Eas~ish Literature (New York::-
Macmillan, 1922.), p,J 117 .. 
51 Ibid., PP• 118-19. 
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Shuster detected the same "'futuristic It q_uali ties in 
Hopkins• prose, for the counterpart of which he went to the 
•strabismic art displays of m9dern painters.• There is an 
effect, if not strabismic, at least reminiscent of the handlin 
a painter gives to his theme in the passage from Hopkins• 
.Journal which dhuster draws upon to support his description • .S2 
Boward Sapir had taken the first important step in inter-
preting Hopkins' technique in the light of his poetic purpose., 
Five years later a more important and influential step was 
taken by I. A. Richards, who not onty defended Hopkinst diffi-
culty but presented it as a virtue, thus directly opposing the 
stand taken by Bridges. Although Hopkins remained still ,.the 
most obscure of English verse writers,• there were a arguments 
for obscurity in its own right. A poet who could compel a 
slow reading had an initial advantage~ the effort which the 
reader had to make was a bracing intellectual experience cal-
culated to •awaken other mental activities more essential to 
52 Hopkins 1 description runs as follows;. ""Ji'irst saw theo 
Northern Lights. My eye was caught by beams of light and dark 
very like the horny rays the sun makes behind a cloud. .At fir t 
I thought of silvery cloud until I saw that these were more 
luminous and did not dim the clearness of the stars in the Bea • 
They rose slightly radiating and thrown out from the earthline 
Then I saw soft pulses of light one after another rise and pas 
upwards arched in shape but waveringly andwith the arch broken 
They seemed to float, not following the work of the sphere as 
falling stars look to do but free though concentrical with it. 
Note-books, pp. 134-35. (The first extracts from Hopkins' 
.Journal had appeared in 1920 in the articles by Page and 
"Plures" on Hopkins' life and character in The Dublin Review, 
CLXVII (1919) pp .. 40-66. 
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poetry .. " 
The state of intellectual inquiry, the 
construing, interpretative frame of mind, 
60 
so much condemned by some critics ..... passes 
away once its task is completed, and the 
reader is likely to be left with a far securer 
grasp of the whole poem, including its 
passional structure than if no resistance 
had bean encountered.53 
This was a direct rationale for a ,.difficult"' poetry, for that 
poetry which, tutored by the criticism and poetic practice of 
T .. s. El.iot, was assuming a place in the foreground during the 
nineteen-twenties. Thus Richards could say 
The more the poem~ ar~ studied, the clearer 
it becomes that their oddities are always 
deliberate. They may be aberrations, they 
are not blemishes.. It is easier to see 
this· today since some of his most daring 
innovations have been, in part, attempted 
independently by later poets.54 
Richards presented the first painstaking analysis of any of 
Hopkins' poems in a study of the ~~indbover's" meaning which wa 
to have not a little influence upon other critics. First of al 
he set the precedent for considering it as more than usually 
cryptic and esoteric; only "after many readings and several day 
of reflection" did it become "perfectly clear and explicit, 
53 "Gerard Hopkins," The Dial, LXXXI (1926), p. 195. In 
"The Three Languages of Foetry~Immortal Diamond) William T. 
Noon,. 3 .J .... , corr.oboi"at.as Ri<Ulards' statement and, in an inter pre 
tation of the fourth stanza of the "Deutschland," shows how the 
"construing, interp~etive" approach is rewarded. " ••. the initia 
effort is not easy, but once this effort is made,. the ·meaning i 
unlocked for us for good; and we come back again and ~gain, not 
to read poetry that palls from repetition, but to delight in a 
permanent possession, a golden gift, whose value grows with tim • 0 
54 .!ill. J p. 196. 
intellectually satisfying as wall as emotionally moving.ttgt 
Next, he carried further the theory of t.ha conflict in Hopkins• 
nature which Murry and Sapir had introduced, associating it wit 
a "belief problem" which Hopkins was not able to solve satis-
factorily:. 
He solved it emotionally, at a cost which 
amounted to martyrdom; intellectually, he 
was too stiff, too •tcogged and cumbered" 
with beliefs, those bundles of invested 
emotional capital, to escape except through 
appalling tension ..... His status as, a poet 
will not be recognized until the importance 
of the Belief problem from which his poetry 
sprang has been noticed. He did not need 
other beliefs from those he held. Like the 
rest of us, whatever our beliefs, he needed 
a change in belief, the mental attitude 
itself.56 
Hopkins' conflict was temporarily resolved gnce in a while by 
a stoical asceticism, ''which fails to reach ecstasy and accepts 
the failure .. " All Hopkins' poems, thus, in one sense. are 
"poems of defeat.~ 
The explanation which .Richards gives of the "Windhover •stt 
import centers round his interpretation of the phrase, •uy 
heart is biding," at t.he &nd of the octet, from which he wrests 
an undue meaning. 
I caught this morning morning's minion, king-
dom of daylight's dauphin, dapple-dawn-drawn 
Falcon, in his riding 
55 Ibid., P• 196. 
56~., P• 203 .. 
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into an unappeased discontent.57 
Tne concluding lines of ~apelt from Sybil's Leaves" are a con-
firmation of tbis unappeased discon_tent, of tbe realization on 
the poet's p'art tbat his renunciation "brought no gain. It was 
all loss., "58 
Richards also noted in Hopkins• poetry that quality which 
has come to be particularly predicated of the metaphysical poet 
of the seventeenth century as well as of certain modern poets~ 
tne power of rendering self-consciousness, a power peculiarly 
felt in tbe following passage and others like it: 
Only what word 
Wisest my heart breeds dark heaven's baffling 
ban 
Bars or hell's spell thwarts. This is to 
hoard unheard, 
Heard unheeded, leaves me a lonely began •. 
(No.44) 
It is this rendering of self-consciousness which, accordin 
to the two poet-authors makes Hopkins "one of the first 
57 Ibid., pp. 198-99. For a very different interpretation 
from the above and its kindred (those of Empson, Leavis, Phare, 
et. al.), see the> essay by riaymond v. Schader, "What Does The 
Windhover Mean?"- (Immortal Diamond) The essayist submits the 
text to a full analysis nin the twofold light of the dynamic-
ally Jesuit cast of Hopkins' mind and of the basic critical 
principle--stemming from Plato-that any fine work of art is _ 
like a living organism:. unified throughout its diversified parts, 
by a single dominant principle or soul, with each part con-
tributing its special function to the whole and subordinated to 
it, while being harmoniously suited to all the other members." 
58 l..J:U.g., p. ZOO.· Cf. Schoder's "dpelt from Jybil's Leaved ,, 
!hougbt (1944), PP• 633-48, for another interpretation, dis-
cussed in chapter VI below~ 
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modernist poeta; modernist because he felt tha necessity of 
a clearness and accuracy in feelings and 
their expression so minute, so more than 
scientific, as to make poetry a higher sort 
of psychology ••• We call him.a modernist in 
virtue of his extraordinary strictness in 
the use of words and the unconventional 
notation he used in setting them down so 
that they ~ to be understood ~ he meant 
them to be, .2! understood not at all (this 
rs-the crux of the whole ~uestion of the 
intelligibility of "difficult" poetry.59 
The apologia for the unconventional departures in language in 
modern verse presented by these ~wo critics in reminiscent of 
Hopkins' pronouncements against a "Parnassion" convention which 
stereotypes meaning. Nhen language grows thus stereotyped and 
loses ~ts meaning it becomes the place of the poet to bring bac 
the conception of what language really means:. ""he must use 
language in a fresh way or even, if the poetical language has 
grown too stale and there are few pioneers before him, invent 
new language." 60 Such a practice, it follows, will offend thos 
who "have a proprietary feeling for the old language." That t 
was the feeling underlying Bridges' objection to the descriptio 
of the hills as 'ta stallion stalwart very-violet-sweet 
c•Hurrahing in Harvest•) is suggested in the following comment;. 
why cannot what Dr. Bridges calls a fault 
59 Laura riiding and Robert Graves, A Survey£[ Modernist 
Poetry (London:. William Heinemann, 1927), P• 90. 
60 Ibid., pp. 94-95. Cf. also Noon, Q£• cit. on Hopkins' 
conception of "Parnassian." 
~ ~--------------------------------------------------~ 
of taste ..... be. with the proper sympathy for 
Hopkins' enthusiasm,. appreciated as a phrase 
reconci~ing the two seemingly opposed q:uali-
ties of mountains,. their make, animal-like 
roughness ana strength and at the same time 
their etheria~ ~uality under soft light for 
which the violet in the gentle eye of the 
horse makes exactly the proper association?61 
65 
Another word which" Brid.ses cal~ed a homophonic absurdity ,.62 
"'betweenpi.e" occuring in the line which concluties one of Hopkins 
sonnets. 
., • ..as skies 
Betweenpie molintains-lights a lovely mile ... 
(N"o. 47) 
is defended as describing very accurately ~ow sky seems pressed 
between two mountains ....... 1t is also the neatest possible way of 
combining the patching effect of light-as in the word tpiedt or 
in •magpie~"'--with the w&y this light is introduced between the 
mountains •. ..-63 Very discerning likewise is the appreciation of 
the singular accuracy and appropr1at1ness of the word "J'"ackselftt 
by which Hopkins, in the same sonnet, addresses his soul. Tbe 
central meaning of ".Tack"' becomes clear from a rehears-a~ of its 
uses in other combi na tiona~ jack-screw, jackass, jack-knife 1 
.Tack Tar, .Tack Frost, .Tack of all trades, lumber-jack, etc. ltit 
represents a person or thing that is honest, patient, 
61 Ibid., P• 93 .. 
62 Poems, P• 11.7. 
65 .9£· ill.·· p •. 92. 
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cbeerful. bard-working, undistinguished--but the fellow that 
makes things happen, .. Hopkins ••workaday self which be advises 
to knock off work for a wbile.~64 
A further step in making Hopkins' irregularities, espec-
ially his grammatical irregularities, acceptable was taken whe 
his techni~ue was .related to the psychological theory of the 
association of ideas. Maintaining that the rapid advance of 
psychology was opening up the possibility of a ... complete and 
final poetics, ... Alae Brown indicated one of the tenets of that 
poetics: ttwe may understand a poem without any real reference 
to its grammatical structure~tt It is not necessary that poetr 
be logically and syntactically coherent since its object is 
different from that of prose. The object of prose is to com-
municate fact; it presents a complex image in ttwords which are 
organized by the ordinary formal. grammatical structure or .... ~-c>P 
Poetry, which communicates not only fact but meaning 
also, presents its comp~ex image in "words which may or may no 
be organized as they are in speech or verse, but in any case 
are at tha same time provided with another formal order tran-
scendental to the grammatical order; possibly, not necessarily, 
transcendental to the semantic content.u65 
64 Ibid., PP• 91-92. 
65 "Gerard Hopkins and Associative Form,tt Dublin Magazine, 
III (1928), P• 8. 
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' This latter order Brown called "Associative Form." A poem at 
first appearance recondite and not conveying meaning, judged b 
this criterion, may turn out to be "a most translucent thing.tt 
Allow the words, without analysis, "to drip on the ear," and 
they will supply "a cogent picture accompanied by rich sugges-
tive comment.•• Considering, for example, the first stanza of' 
"Binsey Poplars," 
My aspens dear, whose airy cages ~uelled, 
Q.uelled or quenched in leaves the leaping sun, 
All felled, felled, are all felled; 
Of' a fresh and following folded rank 
Not spared, not one 
That dandled ,. sandalled 
ahadow that swam or sank 
On meadow and river and wind-wandering 
weed-winding bank. 
we find that Hopkins disregards grammatical structure for assoc 
ative form. The separate lines form, not logical but sense-
units. "Separate images fall on our minds which we strip of al 
mechanism to connect and explain." The who~e effect is one of 
a great poignancy which comes 
from a succession of words calling up varied 
associations, exciting both a series of states, 
and a cumulative, affective state in us. This 
is the ultimate structure of poetry, which I 
call that of cumulative association.66 
The:- effects of this associational process are traced in several 
other poems, notably "Spelt from Sybil's Leaves, 11 "Peace, 11 "The 
Leaden Echo," and •~Tom • s Garland .. " An example of pure sound 
66 ~·• PP• 9-10 
r 
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association is given in the "too obvious, blatant, and precious," 
Evening strains to be time's vast, womb-of-all 
home-of-all, hearse-of-all night. 
However, very skilful is the handling by which the dramatic 
tthearse-of-all 11 was prepared for by u 1 Earn est, 'earthless' shift 
ing down through 'equal' and •attuneable' to •vaulty' and 
•voluminous• toward the •womb-of-all' from which it is emerge." 
Brc:mn does not think Hopkins worked according to any such 
theory as outlined above.; In fact he implles that, because he 
was striving after grammatical coherence when he did not need 
to, he often failed to achieve effectiveness, as in the last 
stanza of "Binsey Poplars." The "palimpsest meaning" of his 
poems, that which is revealed by a non-grammatical reading, 
states Brown, would probably surprise Hopkins.67 We can hardl 
agree with this. All Hopkins' care in working out the allit-
erations, assonances, rhymes and half-rhymes in his lines was 
directed toward the enforcement and embodiment of a 11 palimpses 
meaning" which would '' inscape" his thought. In his definition 
of poetry he speaks of an everthought," the obvious meaning, 
and an "underthought'' which was "conveyed chiefly in the choic 
of 
metaphors etc. used and often only half-realized 
by the poet himself, not necessarily having any 
connection with the subject in hand but usually 
having a connection and sugg~sted by some circum-
stance of the scene or of the story.n68 
67 cr.~., PP• 13-14. 
68 Letters III, PP• 105-6. 
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It is clear that the history of the first decade of Hopki 
criticism is hardly that of a great literary success. Of the 
750 copies of the Poems printed in 1918 1 the last four were 
sold in 1928. In 1927, a critic wxpressed the opinion that it 
was "scarcely probable that the popular demand for Hopkins' 
poetry will render a new edition of his work important for man 
years.n69 The first bewildered and annoyed reactions to 
Bridges' edition, if Hopkins could have seen them, would have 
confirmed his opinion, expressed to Dixon, that "people cannot, 
or they will not, take in anything however plain, that departs 
from what they have been taught.u70 Thift instinctive res:ponse 
given support by Bridges' reserved commendation, as we have 
seen, obtained for some time. However, during the nineteen-; 
twenties, as more poeta flouted the popular expectations re-
garding poetry, and cultivated 11eccentricitles11 as strange as 
anything in Hopkins,, his practice gradually became more accept 
able. "The extravagances are andwill remain what they are,tt 
Bridges had stated. Of this statement Ric::hards remarked~ 
But too many experimnts have been made 
recently, especially in the last eight 
years, for this lofty tone and confident 
69 H. M. Robinson, Commonweal, December 28, 1927, P• 871. 
70 Letters II, P• :31. 
r 
assumption to be matntained ..... some of the 
most daring innovations of Hopkins have been, 
in part.t attempted independently by later 
poets .. 7 J. 
70 
The majority of those who "discovered•• Hopkins during the 
twenties, stressed those elements which set him apart from the 
past. This was of course natural in an age in reaction against 
tradition._ But it tended to exaggerate the experimental qualit 
1Jhile completely disregarding what was traditional. Sprung 
rhythm was discussed with scarcely any reference to Hopkins' 
explanation of it which Bridges had printed as the "Author's 
Preface" to the Poems. T .. s .. Omond, who did refer to it, spoke 
of "the author's teaching about •.Sprung .Rhythm' and other 
mysteries.tt72 r .. A. Richards considered it merely as a system 
by which Hopkins disguised his complete rhythmical freedom. No 
attempt was made to scan it by those who, like Sapir, founa its 
effects highly successful. It was his new rhythm, however, an~ 
his "clearness and. accuracy in feelings and their expression, .. 
which appealed to the poets of the twenties, who bad divorced 
themselves from t-radition and were looking for a medium which 
would express that particular, complex self consciousness op-
erating on several levels at once, which was the subject of 
71 .Q£• ill•, P• 196. 
72 English Metrists (1921), "Postscript," p. 263 .. The 
remainder of Omond's short paragraph with the-"simply atrocious 
double rhymes in the "Eurydice,tt and ended with the sentence~ 
I cannot believe that these poems deserve or will receive 
attention from the most determined seeker after novelties.tt 
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their communication. Hopkins' techni~ue, the method, in con-
tradistinction to the substance or thought of his poetry was 
the concern of these poets.. By 1930 the Poems were exercising, 
as Malcolm Cowley witnessed, a significant •underground" 
influence. Copies now 11 commanded fantastic prices among 
London book-sellers; they were mimeographed and circulated 
among poets all over the world.~73 An indication of the enthus 
iasm aroused by the poems also appears in a recent statement by 
another poet, Richard Eberhart~ 
I cannot write ••• about Hopkins without 
recalling my introduction to him in 
Cambridge in 1927 or 1928. Now, in our 
world of war, as then, even before the 
~crash" of 1929, it would be difficult to 
describe the excitement of that discovery. 
In a world at war, one cannot imagine such 
a joy.74 
73 •Resurrection of a Poet," New~ Herald Tribune, 
hlarch 8,-1931, p~ a. 
74 In a review of John rick's Gerard Manlel Hopkins, 
Poetry, (1943), p .. 347~ 
CliAPTEil IV 
THE EARLY NINETEEN THihTIE3~ HOPKIN~ BECO~ES A MODERN 
The discovery of Hopkins by poets and critics became more 
frequent and enthusiastic during the nineteen-thirties, as 
interest in poetic techniq_ue became more acute, and interaction 
of critic upon critic more noticeable. Mapy diverse preoccu-
pations and attitudes are apparent in the studies which now 
began to multiply, and it is sometimes difficult to separate 
their various strands. One thing can b,e said, ho•,.;ever:. Hopkins 
emerges, particularly during the first part of the decade as a 
thoroughly "modern't poet. He· is the revolutionary who threw 
overboard all the traditional ballast, lock, stock and barrel, 
in order to achieve freedom. His "difficulty" was taken for 
graated as a sign of his contemporaneity. lt'or that matter, in 
some quarters it bad become almost a poetic heresy to be easily 
understood. Eliot had pointed the way for the poet in his 
essay, on 11 The Metaphysical Poets":. 
We can on~y say that it appears likely that 
poets in our civilization~ as it exists at 
present, must be difficult, Our civilization 
comprehends great va~iety and complexity, 
and this variety and complexity, playing upon 
a refined sensibility, must produce various 
and comple• result~.l 
1 Selected Essays (New York:. Harcourt Brace, 1938), P• 248. 
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The revival or interest in the metaph.ysical poets of the 
seventeenth century had helped to make Hopkins.,.. practice appear 
less strange and di.rf'icult. Several of' the young poets who had 
grown up in the twenties also began to look to his theory as a 
rationale for their practice. Side by side with the vociferous 
enthusiasms of coteries there went on a steady, serious inter-
pretation and analysis of his poetry, as well as an attempt to 
assess his fundamental contribution to English literature, to 
relate it to the modern trends and to the main streams of the 
past. Hopkins' achievement was making ita appeal to poets as 
disparate as W. H. Auden and Edith 3itwella and nearly every 
prominent literary critic found something to say of the ~oetry 
or of the man •. 
The year 1930 was marked by two important indications of 
Hopkins' increasing prestige--the 3econd Edition of his Poems 
and the first single work of biography and criticism. A.third 
indication was seen in a volume of poems by a young poet, 
W. H. Auden, which showed the influence of Hopkins. 
The introduction to the Second Edition, written by 
Charles Williams was very significant of the change which had 
taken place in the twelve years since Bridges' edition. 
also a poet, proved more sensitive to the beauty in the whole 
effect of the poetry, and less inclined to concentrate on 
details. The .. oddness and obscurity" were dismissed by him as 
the "accidents of genius seriously engaged upon its own 
,, ' 
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business .. "2 The greater part of his short introduction was 
devoted to an analysis of the function of alliteration in the 
poems.. Its function in Hopkins was brought out in a penetratmg 
contrast with 3winburne 1 s usage. Hopkins' alliteration was 
organic; when it appeared organic in Swinburne~ it was usually 
by chance merely; .and "the astonishing thing about 3winburne is 
not its presence but its uselessness,. as the admirable thing 
about Hopkins is not its presence but its use .. " In Hopkins it 
flowed directly from 'tthe intense apprehension of the subjectlt 
which ttprovides tow or more necessary words almost at the same 
time .. "3 
In the alliteration appearing in such a line as 
Thou hast bound bones and veins in me, 
fastened me flesh, 
It is as if the imagination s;eeking for 
express'! on, had found both verb and substan-
tive at o~ce:,. and had separated them only 
because the intellact had reduced the 
original unity into divided but related 
sounds .. 4 
In such a process the work of the intellect was to "sound the 
full scope of the imaginative apprehension, yet all the while 
to keep as close to it as possible," thus creating a perfect 
fusion of thought and expression. 
2 Poems, p .. xiii. 
3 .!!!JJ!.. p .. s. 
4 Ibid., p. xi .. 
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Passion. was the element which unifiej all Hopkins' ex-
pression~ To the passionate emotion ana passionate intellect 
was united a passionate awareness: of the worl<i without ami 
within, a_lf;passionate consciousness of all kindS' of experiencet 
It wa·s tbe sourcre of bis poetic energy and it was in his poetic 
energy be differed from the Victorians.. It might be expected 
that his passionate consciousness of all kinds of experiaace 
would relate him to the metaphysicals, but it is to Milton that 
that Wllliams relates him. picking up the thread which Dixon le 
fall-., 
The simultaneous- consciousness of a controlled 
universe, ana yet of division, conflict, and 
crises in that universe, is harcily so poignantly 
expressed in any other English poets than those 
two. .. ..... .Both their imaginations felt tpe 
universe as divided both within them ana without 
them; both realized single control in the universe 
and both< of them fashioned demands upon themselves 
and upon others out of what they held to be the 
nature of that control .. 5 
Bri Iigas had recommencieli Hopkins to those who •tstufiy stiyl.e 
in 1 tselt' •11 Williams recommende<ii him to poets, as to a vivify-
ing fountain, believing that as time went on they must come to 
him "as to a source, not a cbannel of poetry ... n6 
Father G~ F~ Lahey's brief •iography anci <ielicate apprec-
iation of Hopkins tbe ar-tist appearea almost simultaneously wit 
the Secomi EcU tion. The author inclutied in his biographical 
5 Ibid •• p-., 1-l-., 
-
6 Ibid .. , p ... 16. 
-
7 Gerard Manley Hopkins (Oxforli university Press·. 1930) .. 
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sketch a greater number of selections from Hopkins• prose--from 
his letters and. diary--than had hitherto been published, thus 
contributing, as he hoped to the "apperceptive approach which~ 
indispensable for a complete understanding of Hopkins' i4eals.• 
In his chapters entitle~ "The Craftsman" and "The Artistlt 
1-'ather .Lahey analyzed those q_uali ties which made for Hopkins 
peculiar greatness as well as the causes of the attendant ob-
scurity. His power arose out of a perfect fusion of those 
elements which Williams had discerned to be the source of his 
poetic energy:. 
the amazing union of intellectual profundity 
with great emotional intensity and imaginative 
pcwer, under the control of a highly developed 
faculty of expression and structural perfection.B 
As for Hopkins 1 obscuri ty-' .. Every poe tic distinctiveness 
has at first a certain obscurity.'" In Hopkins it sprang from 
two causes:.. 11 The one from the difficulty in attaining the almos 
unattainable ideal of craftsmanship, the otber, as in Donne, 
from the nature of his tbought." 9 Hopkins' thought, as otber 
critics also began now to reali~e, was no ~simple tbougbt" 
hiding under the obscurity of tbe language, as :r. M· M.urry bad 
described it. He was ''a poet of intellectual inq_uiry into man 
and matterulO and while it was true tbat tbe thought migbt be 
8 Ibid., p •. 88. 
-
9 Ibid., P• 107. 
10 Geoffrey Grigson, Saturdai4_ Review, F'eb. 14, 1931, P• 23 .., 
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hidden under surface beauty, "it is very real there ••• in its 
variety and strength."ll A~though the difficulty and obscurity 
at first reminds one of Browning, it has not the same inception; 
in Hopkins it rose from depth of thought, in Browning, from a 
"tortuous and often misty seq_uence .. •l2 Browning did not posses 
Hopkins' s.ens i ti vi ty or intelligence. Nor was Hopkins t obscuri y 
like that of the moderns who communicate more often -by implicit, 
oblique suggestion, a procedure which often produces a purely 
"private" poetry. As Lahey says, 
A certain preternatural elusiveness in him 
is far from what Mr. Richards has called a 
"music of ideastt in the poe:try of T. s. E'Iiot. 
Hopkins wrote tb.e ttDeutschland" from an 
intuition of will and intellact, but Mr. Eliot 
wrote ttThe Waste Land" from an intuition of 
emotions and impressions which eschew the 
logic of ideas. Hopkins will also differ from 
the poets of today who have attempted a 
sensuous intuition only .13 
However, there are resemblances in Hopkins to poets both of the 
past and the present. Modern poets, also load and pack their 
lines so that no word is inactive... But Hopkins employs words 
with more exactness, and creates nearly always both an emotion 
al mood and a philosophical concept. In tb.e 11Deutschland •• are 
many reminders of nineteenth century and seventeenth century 
poets:.. 
ll Herbert rlead, Criterion x (1931), p .. 557. 
12 Lahey, .QE. ill•, .,P• ~07 .. (F. R .. Lea vis also makes the 
point in New Bearingp1ll ~n&llsh Poetry.) 
13 Ibid., P• 108. 
-
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of Tennyson i.n 
Thy unchanceJling poisin[ palms were weighing 
the worth, Thou mar~yr-mas\er~ in thy sight 
Storm-flakes were scroll-leaved flowers, lily 
showers--sweet heaven was astrew in them. 
of Browning, 
Is out with itt Oh, 
We lash with the bast or worst 
Word last! 
But how shall r •.. .make me room there ••• 
of Morris, 
Away in the loveable west, 
On a pastoral forehead of Wales. 
of Milton, 
••• the jay-blue heavens appearing 
of pied and peeled Mayl 
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And Donne in the ''T am soft si:ft.., conceit of stanza 4. Other 
seventeenth century affinities are discoverable in Marvell and 
Vaughan-the second half' o:r "Binsey Poplars" might creep almost 
unobserved into some of their lines~ Crashaw, too, in his 
"Shepherds' Hymn .. or "dain.t Teresa It can be compared to Hopkins' 
-
more exalted imagery.l4 
Both williams and Lahey remark (as did Bridges) a progres 
towards si.mpl~city in Hopkins' poetry. Williams implies that 
Hopkins was abandoning his theories at the end~ 
His poetic tricks, his mannerisms, his 
explorations in the technique of verse, 
are not in the earlier poems and they are 
14 Ibid., P• 108ff; ll9ff •. 
disappearing from the later.. Had he livecl, 
those tricks might have seamed to us no 
more than the incidental excitements of a 
Qle.veloping genius J.5 
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~ihila we. might <deplore W.illiams' use of the word 'ttricks u here 
in referring to Hopkins' serious preoccupation with techniq_ue,. 
we must admit that a number of his poems, notably, the so-
called "terri ble 11 sonnets are cast in a more reserve« style ... 
These, Hopkins said, ttcame like inspirations, unb1Cil<ien and 
against my will .. " Other poems of the last four years of 
Hopkins' life indicate that he was still profoundly concerned 
with tt.-explorations in the techniq_ue of verse .. 11 "Epi thalamLon'* 
and "Heracli tean Fire, 11 are cases in point... Certain of his 
''poetic tricks 11' appear also in the sonnets;. his omis-sion of 
words, for instance 
This to hoard unheard,. 
Heard. unheeded leaves me a lonely began .. 
(4:4:) 
I cast for comfort I can no more get 
By groping round my comfortless, than blinCil 
Byes in their dark can fliay ........ ( 47) 
his separation of syllables and transposition of word order:. 
I w~ar­
y of idle a being but by where wars are fife. 
(No •. 4:4:} 
and his individual compounding 
--as skies 
Betweenpie mountains--lights a lovely mile .. (No .. 47) 
15 .QE:• ill·, p. xvi ... 
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Lahey's distinction between the "guileless artistryrt and 
the "highly- wrought artistry" in two somewhat similar poems, 
•The Ha:bit of .Perfection" and 11 Thea, God, I come from, 11 
is a discerning one. In comparing the first stanzas of 
we note that "The first is merely beautiful, the second (writt 
nearly twenty years later) is strong, poised, final.ul6 Lahey 
discovers this simplification at work in "The Windhover" which 
is "more direct than most critics have allowed, for it seems 
that they have woven into it complexities which were foreign t 
the author's intention .. 11 His brief elucidation in its simpli-
city is in contrast to that of Richaris~ 
It is a poem which hangs a pendant from one 
word, the verb "buckl~~" The octet is a 
statement of fact, a striking picture of the 
achievement and mastery of a ~indhover in a 
,big wind' ...... Th.e sestet is a reflaction on 
the buckling of brute beauty and valour and 
act, oh, air, pride, plume, in the bird, 
which breaks into a fiery beauty 'a billion 
times told lovelier' than before. Than be 
adds: the reason, that the potential beauty 
hiding beneath all things breads forth a 
'billion times told lovelier' when it is 
stirred into action.17 
Simple in meaning (but, it must be added, profound in its 
implications) the "Windhovert• is. But considered from the ~int 
of view of its prosody, it is Hopkins' greatest metrical< 
16 2£• £11., p. 115. 
17 ~·• pp. 117-18 
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achievement; 'in it be seems to have reached the final bound-
aries of rhythmic possibility--any further would result in a 
sheer cleavage of rhythm and meaning.nl8 
!n his chapter on '1The Craftsman, u Lahey presented one of 
the first detailed analy•es of sprung rhythm as enunciated by 
Hopkins, defending it as "a magnificent contribution to the mor 
scholarly phase of English Literature," against those nwho 
would relegate it to an esoteric few as impracticable.nl9 A 
collation of Hopkins' manuscripts has since allowed a closer 
approach to the understanding of his own intention in the 
scansion of the "Windhover" than Lahey achieved in presenting 
the ttrhythmical skeleton" of the poem.20 He very aptly des-
cribes the effect of "hangers" or 11 outriders" as giving 
"hesitancy or swi;ftness, or airiness, or heaviness," to the 
lines. He offers the second line of the ··~Undhover," 
dom of daylight's dauphin, dapple-dawn-drawn 
.lt,alcon, in his riding 
as an admirable example.Zl In his scansion of the line, how-
ever, he represents 1 t as .F'ir st Paeonic. 
-'-''"''-'I- ..... 1_ .......... '""1--'""' ._... '-"1-....., 
18 ~·• P• 102. 
19 ~·• p. 95. 
20 cr. PP• 103-4. 
21 ~·• P• 94. 
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' and without any indication of his underlined outrides. 
Another critic, with reference to his manuscripts, de~n-~. 
Hopkins indicate_d an outride upon the second syllable of 
"dauphin .. " It was Hopkins' practice to give an extra heavy 
stress to the: syllable immediately preceding the outride.. This 
seemingly, would give the following scansion:_ 
'-''""I~~!..!.:(-...-)~ ---1- ~1- '-'"''""'I- '-'.2.2 
A mistaken idea of Hopkins' ttrove-over" lines appears also in 
1aheyts description of the following quatrain as urove-over,~ 
wherein he says that "~re-ba-shares' should be read ~uickly 
to harmonize with its counterpart, 1 Irish 1 ."23 
A Bugler boy from barrack (it is over the 
Hill there) -boy bugler, born he tells me, of Ir$_Sc~ 
Mother to an English sire (he 
Shares their best gifts surely, f'all how things 
will) 
Hopkins, in the •Author's Preface" related ttrove-overs" to 
scansion only;. 
Remark also that it is natural in Sprung 
22 c. K. Ogden, Editorial to Psyche, XVI (1936), P• 34. 
('wv. H. Gardner remarks that Lahey's scansion of this sonnet is 
"not an accurate guide to Hopkins' intention." His scansion, 
based on a collation of the manuscripts, for the line is as 
follows;. be inserts two outrides, the second one on the second 
syllable of Falcon;. 
X X./ X / ~ )<."I/ dom ofidaylight'sldauphin, dapple- dawn-
dr~wn I F~lc*n in hls I rldi;g 
Cf. his complete metrical reading, .2£• ill·, P• 99 • 
23 .2£· ill•• P• 98. 
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Rhythm for the lines to be rove over, that is 
fo~ the scanning of each line to take up that 
of the one before, so that if the first has one 
or more syllables at its end the other must 
have so many the less. at its beginning; and in 
fact the scanning runs on without a break from 
all the stanza is one long strain, though · 
written in lines asunder.24 
II 
The change of attitude manifest in Williams' Introduction 
was emphasized in the reviews following upon its publication, 
articles in which Hopkins' .. greatnesslt was the keynote. 
acclaimed as •tone of the major poets of' the second half 
nineteenth century, ~t25 the ttmost original of the whole centur , 
the only one likely to exert an infl.uence upon contemporary 
poets, because, although other nineteenth century poets con-
tributed significantly to literature, 
no poet writing today feels that he can 
l.earn technical secrets from these poets, 
whereas Hopkins is full of strange.powers 
(and an unexhausted technical prowess} 
which he feel.s he must assimilate and 
possess.27 
24 Poems, P• 4. 
25 T ..L..§. •. , July 15, 1930. 




Tbe antithesis of Bridges' judgments was expressed by a review 
er who stated that Hopki.ns • experiments in interna~ rhyme, 
counter-pointed rhythm and word transposition were always 
justified, and added that "no ather poet in the entire range of 
English literature bas brought sense and sound into so perfect 
and beautiful a unity.»28 His "verbal indulgences" were re-
garded by another as 
less faults than a curious, purposive colliding 
and jamming, and overlapping and telescoping of 
images and words in en effort toward sustained 
music and sense. Extravagance of a kind is the 
inevitable result, but extravagance so integrated, 
so disciplined to intention . , that the accomplish-
ment ·never sinks to mere lavishness .. 29 
Still a third reviewer modified Alec Brown's theory of Associ-
ative Form in her analysis of the musical.. q_ualities of-Hopkins 
rhythm and diction.. In his most successful. poems, she found, 
a new richness of sound, an orchestration of 
vowels and consonants and varying feet that 
makes one won~er if Hopkins• genius, given a 
freer rein, was not of a weight and originality 
at least e~ua~ to any in the nineteenth century~ 
••• He bas found combinations of sound wbicb apart 
from their meaning create the emotion be is 
trying to produce •••• He tries to make a gram-
matical statement that is at the same time an 
image of the kind that doesn't need grammar.30 
28 Nation, .Tan. 28, 1931, P• 105. 
29 Hi~degarde .F'lanner, ~Republic, Feb. 4, 1931, P• 3:32 
30 Hester Pickman, "Gerard Manley Hopkins,'' Hound .!!19,. 
Horn, IV, P• 125. 
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"Even Homer nod:s," seemed to be the prevalent attitude of othe 
in regard to what Bridges described as Hopkins' Oddity and 
Obscurity .. 
In general it was Hopkins' contribution to rhythm which, 
in the opinion of the reviewers, was his main claim for 
greatness:. 
Regular rhythm has its appropriate uses, but 
in most cases the "new rhythm" is preferable, 
for it is the rhytbm of music, the rhythm of 
rhythmic prose, the perfectly elastic means 
for making sound reinforce and interpret 
sense, a requisite for all great poe try ...... 
Here at last modern poetry can find the 
rationale, the convention. of the freedom 
it has been seeking .. 31 
Another reviewer, remarking that, "it will be the testimony of 
future generations that his 'modernity' is as long as his 
genius was deep," disposed easily of the "problem" of sprung 
rhythm. About its technicalities no one need "bother his head 
at all," 
.... his line is essentially a time-unit rather 
than an aggregate of metrical feet and persons 
with an average musical sense and a f~irly good 
ear will find new delights in the poets rare 
sensitiveness to the rhetorical plasticity of 
the English speech.32 
One critic who evidently thought Hopkins sometimes did 
"sink to mere lavishness" was tha poet T. Sturge Moore, who 
re'l{rote "The Leaden Echo and the Golden 1l;cho 11 according to hi$ 
31 H. L. Binsse, "Gerard Manley Hopkins," Saturdai: Heview 
of Literature, Aug. 9, 1930, P• 34 .. 
32 "Dilly-Tante, 11 (.3tanley J. Kunitz) Wilson Bulletin, 
Dec., 1930, P• 258. 
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classical ideal of word-economy, that "the content should 
, 
precisely fill the container."33 His revision cut down Hopkins• 
547 words to 2Q4.. His version of the ltLeaden Echo't follows: 
How keep beauty? is there any way? 
Is there nowhere any means to have it stay? 
Will no bow or brooch or braid, 
Brace or lace 
Latch or catch 
Or key to lock the door lend aid 
Before beauty vanishes away? 
No, no ther~ 1 s none, 
Nor can you long be fair; 
aoon your best is dona, 
Wisdom must be early to despair; 
Look now for age, hoar hair, 
Winding sheets and tumbling to decay, 
Even now today 
Be beginning to despair 
Despair, despair. 
The above lines it is claimed, have eschewed all the 11 ludicrous 
redundancies" of 
/ ~ 
How to keep-is then3 any any, is there none such, 
nowhere known some, bow or brooch or braid 
or brace, lace, latch, or catch or key to keep 
Back beauty, keep it, beauty, beauty, beaut~~··• 
, from vanishing away 
0 is there no frowning of these wrinkles, rankid 
wrinkles deep, 
D~n? no waving off of these most mournful 
messengers, still messengers, sad and stealing 
messengers of grey? 
and ''achieved an inherent music which reads itself without the 
aid of marks and so asks for less indulgence.~34 And, it may 
be added, the frugal revision has discarded Hopkins' intention, 
33 ~style or Beauty in Literature," Criterion IX (1930), 
p ~ 594. 
34 Ibid., PP• 599-000. 
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everything implied in the title, together with the suggestion 
of ltmundus muliel:ris •t which Hopkins desired, and all the· emot-
ional and passional content expressed in the mUJ..ical flow and 
ebb; it has discarded, in the words of F. R. Leavis, "all the 
action and substance" in Hopkins' poem. 
The nature of Hopkins' contribution and its relation to 
other modern movements in poetry was more precisely pointed out 
by Morton D. Zabel, who declared his work to be a gauge of 
modern achievement~ 
at once both the measure of his own genius and 
of the worth of the reforms and innovations 
which, for better or for worsel have occupied 
the poets of two generations.3~ 
Hopkins undertook three modes of experiment, symbolic, prosodic 
and ver~al, in each of which modes he surpassed modern poets 
in the conviction and sureness of their use. Noting, as 
Williams bad, the unity of Hopkins' acbievewent, the organic 
nature of his innovations in imagery, mater, and diction, Zabel 
related his theories of art and poetry to those of his famous 
contemporaries, Baudelaire and Rimbaud. Like theirs, his con-
ception of poetry was "dynamic." Abandoning the old classical 
methods of discursive expression as inade~uate to convey the 
complex experience of the poet in the modern world, these later-
generation poets sought a more flexible prosody~ one better 
35 "Gerard Manley Hopkins. Poetry as Experiment and 
Unity, 11 Poetr;y:, XXXVII (1930), 153. 
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suited to the expression of the libertarian moods of the 
analytical processes fostered by social and psychological re-
search which they undertook to express. The Zymbolists had 
attempted to present by means of oblique image and implicit 
suggestion, this new q_uali ty of experience, the Imagists by 
sharp visual image, economically pared of everything except the 
presentation of the object itself~ In a step with the reform, 
movements resembling that of "freew verse, and the exploration 
of the possibilities of word-juxtapositions, word-combinations 
and word coinages. Comparing Hopkins' experiments with those 
of other practitioners in these three il;odes, Zabel discovered 
that his achievement better withstood the test of actuality~ 
The value of a symbology, as of a meter, lies 
in its durability as a poetic index long after 
the special experiences of its inventors, and 
the detailed exegesis they provide, are defunct. 
For un~ess a new generation of readers and poets 
feels a symbol as reality, or a rhythm as emotion, 
or a recreated \liord as ilidespensable and unpara-
phrasable meaning, that symbol, rhythm, or word 
will be discarded.36 
But the symbolism of Mallarme and· his descendants, compre 
hensible though it was to a small group of initiates, is often 
too "prtvate," too dependent upon arbitrary relationships to 
stand the test of actuality. This may be said likewise of 
much that was written by the more careless advocates of free 
verse which, unless the modulations of thought and feeling 
exactly correspond to the modulations of rhythm and cadence 
36 ~·, P• 156. 
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tends to become "a slovenly garment for unpoetic material." 
Verbal experiment, too, unless it is securely based on ling-
uistic principles, also leads, as with Joyce, to unjustified 
obscurfty .. Because they are so based Hopkins' verbal innovat-
ions withstand the test. 
Approached thus, Hopkins' obscurity almost vanishes~ 
His ineluctability diminishes as one defines 
the sources of his allusions in minute obser-
vation, of his comparisons in exact and logical 
translation of physical or theological ideas, 
and of his rhythms in modulations of thought 
and feeling which always derive immediately 
from the subject matter and tone of the poem.37 
There is a finality and inevitability in such a poetry as that 
described above, not, as Zabel makes clear, the finality which 
obviates "clues to infinite extension," but "a finality of un-
flinching honesty in craftamansbip, and of courage and vision 
in mative ..... in the strength of every symbol, rhythm and word 
as an aesthetic reality and in the synthesis of these to an 
irreducible poetic substance.n38 
III 
With the appearance of the Second Edition and the accom-
panying increase in interest, the discussion of Hopkins' poetry 
began to find space in the more general treatments of the 
37 .!ill.··. p .. 158 .. 
38 ~·• P• 161. 
rr ~ nature and scope of modern poetry~ 90 Early in the nineteen 
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thirties it draw the attention of psychological critics 
William Empson and Herbert Read. In a short passage in his 
3even Types of Ambiguity, Empson treats the llkUndhover't as an 
example of the seventh type of ambiguity in literature. The 
ambiguity which Bridges had complained of is made, in this poem 
to appear the basis of the poet's inspiration. The poem be-
comes an "evident example of the use of poatry to convey an 
indecision, and ita reverberation in the mind.n39 The in-
decision is apparent in the sestet of the sonnet, in the am-
biguity of the words "·here,tt "buckle,tt •tthen.,•• and "chevalier'':. 
Here may mean 11 in the case of the bird, 11 or 
1l"filthe case of the .resuit, 11 when you have 
become like the bird," or "when you have 
become like the Jesuit." Chevalier personi-
fies either physical or-spiritual activitY.:. 
Christ riding to Jerusalem, or the cavalry-
man ready for the charge; Pegasus, or the 
Windhover.40 
The pertinence of Lahey's remark that critics sometimes wove 
into this poem ttcomplexities which ware foreign to the author's 
intention," is evident here. A straightforward reading of the. 
poem removes much of the ambiguity in the words Empson cites. 
The word "buckle" has more than one meaning in the language, 
and may, in that sense be said to be ambiguous.. (ubuciUe, like 
39 Seven Types of Ambiguity (London:. Chatto and ilindus, 
1930 )), p .. 284. 
40 Loc. cit .. 
--
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a military belt, for the discipline of heroic action, and 
buckle like a bicycle wheel, tmake useless, distorted, and in-
capable of natural motion•.n) Following I. A. Richards, 
postulates a 11 conflict 11 in Hopkinst personality and then attri 
butes the indecision in the poems to that factor, basing his 
interpretation upon a well-known Freudian doctrine:; 
Thus in the first three lines of the sestet 
we seem to have a clear case of the Freudian 
use of opposites, where two things thought of 
as incompatible, but desired intensely by 
dif:ferent systems of judgments, are spoken of 
simultaneously by words applying to both; both 
desires are thus given a transient and exhaust-
ing satisfaction, and the two systems of 
judgment are forced into open conflict before 
the reader. 41 
This is a direct contradiction to the statement made by 
Riding and Graves that Hopkins' words 11 had to be understood as 
he meant them to be, or understood n~at all.• Everything in 
the explanations that Hopkins has given of his poems indicates 
that he would avoid this kind of ambiguity. In fact, the effor 
to avoid it underlies much of the ,.Hopkins idiom, •t which 
11 combines words, breaks them, transposes the parts of speech, 
forges them anew so that ~he meaning of it if it is to be 
understood at all, will be understood B!& way.rt42 Fre~uently 
the Metaphysical poets and tbeir modern imitators have essayed 
41 ~··ill· 
42 Morris 3cbappes, ••Gerard Manley Hopkins, •• Symposium, 
(1931), P• 1.34. 
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a poetry of ••wi t'• in which the effects of irony and ambivalence 
are intended in order to express the difrerent levels of com-
munication. But as H .. V. Schoder has observed ( wwbat Does tbe 
Windhover Mean?"), "one should not force other types into this 
mould •••• to say that words mean both this thing and that, ita 
opposite or even contradictory, is to confess ignorance of the 
real meaning, and weaken the conQentrated vigor and directness 
of the poet 1 s thought • 11 Such advice is more to be irJsisted upo 
in regard to Hopkins, who always "has something very precise in 
mind, 11 so much so that an interpretation of one of his p~ems 
"that ends up in confusion or counter-balanced alternatives 
simply has not yet found the clue to its meaning." 
A criticism like Empson's is basad, at least implicit~y. 
on the assumption that the life embraced by Hopkins could not 
be compatible with the nature of the artist, in fact, with 
human natura. vii th such a premise it is easy enough to read 
into the poems evidences of division and rationalization. It i 
not impossible, it is true, that Hopkins was comparing his 
"sheer plod 11 with the ecstasy symbolized in the smooth flight 
of the bird. If he was, if the sonnet is more than praise of 
beauty in action, the words themselves seam to point rather 
clearly to the phase of action more to be admired, the one "a 
billion times told lovelier." 
The "Windhovar~ is clear enough for a direct interpretatio 
such as Lahey offered. Another critic, condemning "ingenious 
interpretations that are based not on the poems themselves, but 
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on hypothetical complications of the dead poet's mind, u 
presents a similiar reading~ Tha emphatic position given to th 
word 11 buckle," be remarks, points to it as the crux of the poem 
The inherent beauty in all things is brought out in tpe act of 
"buckling" or struggling against forces:. 
It is then, at the time of buckling that all 
things become more beautiful. The plough 
shines only because of its sheer plodding dawn 
the furrows; the embers of the burning log are 
most beautiful when the log breaks and falls, 
causing the embers to ngall themselves and 
gash gold-vermillion... The kestrel is beauti-
ful when it hovers in the eastern sky at dawn; 
but when, after it bas swept swiftly with the 
wind, it turns to buckle against the wind's 
forces, t.he bird becomes .lovelier in its 
dangers, as its reeling body and fighting wings 
break the still sunlight and pash it into 
action .. 43 
As will be pointed out later, deeper implications, "clues to 
infinite extension, 11 for Hopkins' own life and for t.be spiritua 
life in general can be drawn from the ttj_indhover," implications 
not found in the ambiguity of Hopkins' use of words, but rather 
in the philosophy underneath and guiding all his endeavor .. 
Similar in its conclusions and in its influence to Empson' 
criticism, although based upon another premise, was that of 
Herbert Re~d. His poetic dogma~ "True originality is due to a 
conflict between sensibility anq bel1ef, 11 44 formed the found-
43 Harris Downey, 1'A Poem Not Understood, •• Virginia 
l..C..uarterly Review, XI (1935), P•· 514. 
44 £oJ.l.ected Essays, P• 338 .. 
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ation for the statement that Hopkins' greatest poems were poems 
of doubt. His faith was always held "in opposition to his 
obstinate reasoning." 45 The conflict appears in the 
"Windhovertt in a more direct wa-:~ than to Empson:. 
ttThe Windhover•• is completely objective in its 
senseful catalogues ••• but Hopkins gets over his 
scruples by dedicating the poem "to Christ our 
Lord." But this is a patent deception. It 
does not alter the marked sensua.lism of the poem.46 
Aside from the exaggeration in the word "sensualism" here (an 
echo of Bridges), we can detect a suggestion that there is 
something inordinate (or that Hopkins thought there· was some-
thing inordinate) in the sheer delight found in beholding the 
movement of the bird, in the morning freshness and the rhythm 
and rapture of flight. It is a judgment having a tinge of 
Puri tanlsm about it.. An.other way by which Hopkins "sublimated 
his poetic powerstt is evident also in ttpied Beauty.tt a ttcat-
alogue of dappled tbings .... wbich Hopkins concludes by a neat 
inversion...-an invocation to God who, fathering forth such thin 
is Himself changeless.u47 Read comes much closer to the truth 
in the following assertion:. They, the "windhover," "Pied Beauty, 
"Hurrahing in Harvest," etc. are tributes to God's glory, as 
all poetry must be; and a right conception of God and religion 
45 ~·• P• 332. 
4.6 .!!Ui!. t p .. 335 .. 
47 Ibid. 
-
is not hurt by such tributes.•48 
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Bridges found •The Golden 
Echo" hurt by "the naked encounter of sens.ualism and ascetic-
ism." Read comments ,-"'while I appreciate the magnificent 
S'8nsualism of this poem, I fail to detect the asceticism."49 
Bernard Kelly, notes in this connection the "flat contradictio 
in the use of the word, asceticism.• 
For Herbert Read understands by it a harsh and 
sour austerity, Dr. Bridges (apparently) an 
offering of the physical senses to Go.O.. Dr. Bridges 
dislikes it. in the present poem because it is 
not here in external character what Herbert Head 
misunderstands all ascticism essentially to be, 
that is, harsh and sour.50 
An essay influential in establishing Hopkins as a modern 
mind was that which appeared in F. R •. Lea vis' study of post-
war poetry,~ Bearings !!1 English Poetry. Leavis included 
Hopkins as- one of the three main influences contributing to the 
regenerati.on of poetry in the twentieth century; the other two 
poets Lea vis treated were Ezra Pound and T .. s ... Eliot. The 
essay was a pertinent. summary of current critical attitudas 
towards Hopkins, as well as of current conceptions of the natur 
of poetry. Leavis describes the Georgian attempt to modernize 
poetry and bring it closer to life as a failure because it did 
not express the experience of the poet "fully alive in his own 
age.• The "new start" which came with Eliot's "Prufrocklt woul 
hava come sooner, Leavis felt, had Hopkins' poems been current 
48 .!E.i!!· 
49 Ibid .. 
-50 .QE· ill· 
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earlier. He takes issue with Bridges' criticism of the 
"faults 11 :.. "~at Dr. Bridges calls •blemishes 1 are assential 
to Hopkins' aim .. u 5 l Bridges errs in assuming that poetry shoul 
be immediately comprehensible. This is not possible nor would 
it be desirable in modern poetry, so much concerned with 
•tpersonal urgency" and "inner debate.'' To find a techniq_ue to 
express this inner drama is difficult, and it will be a diffi-
cult techniq.ue .. Hopkins, far from expmeting to be immediately 
comprehensible, 
must deliberately have contemplated leaving 
the reader in more than momentary uncertainty~ 
he had positive uses for ambiguity, and be 
presumed to expect from the reader prolonged 
and repeated intellectual effort.52 
The above statement is just; however, it must be empbasiz.ed 
that Hopkins did not cherish ambiguity for its own sake, as is 
hinted, and as some modern poets (apparently) do~ Hopkins' 
immediate aim was to express perfectly and in its smallest 
details- his pattern, design or inscape. This he realiz.ed might 
not be immediately comprehensible. "Obscurity I do and will 
try to avoid so far as is consistent with excellances higher 
than clearness at a first reading .••5 :3 Tba t be wished to be 
finally understood is manifested in the resolve be made at one 
51 2£• cit., p. 161 
52 Ibid., P• 164 
53 Letters I, p. 54. 
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time to prefix short prose explanations to his poems.54 
Hopkinst contribution to English poetry, according to 
Leavis, was twofold~ in giving to each word the full weight of 
all its meaning, be revivified language, restoring its original 
force and symbolic power; and be brought poetry closer to 
living sp~ech. In his use of language Hopkins differed both 
from the Victorians and from Milton, and he may be compared to 
Shakespere. He is like the great dramatist in his "imagery, an 
his way of using the body and movement of the language" which 
becomes ."a rendering of the very movement of consciousness."55 
This was absent in Milton as well as in the poets of the 
nineteenth century~ 
I have in mind ~ilton's habit of exploiting 
language as a kind of musical medium outside 
himself as 1 t were.. There is no pressure in 
his verse of any complex or varying current of 
feeling and. sensation; the words have little 
substance or muscular ~uality. Milton is 
using only a small part of the resources of 
the English langu~ge.56 
To illustrate his contention Leavis compares the two following 
passages~ 
My thoc:ght whose murder yet is but fantastical, 
Shakes so my single state of man, that function 
Is smothered in surmise, and nothing is, 
But what is not, (Macbeth, I, iii.) 
Only what word 
Wisest my heart breeds dark heaven's baffling ban 
55 . .QE.• ill.•• P• 170 .. 
56 Ibid., PP•· 81~82. 
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Bars or hell •s spell thwarts.. This to hoard unheard, 
Heard unheeded, leaves me a lonely began. 
(No. 62.) 
The first critic to make a frontal attack on Bridges t 11 Dragon, 
Leavis finds in it also the Shakespearian qualities analyzed 
above:. .. the association of inner, spiritual, emotional stress 
with physical reverberation, nervous and muscular tensions that 
characterizes he best verse is here explicitly elaborated in a 
account of the storm which is at the same time an account of an 
inner drama"'tt57 He submits the first caref'ul analysis of the 
much discussed fourth and eighth stanzas. Of' the f'ormer be 
asserts:. stNothing approaching this imagery in subtlety and 
strength can be found in any other poet of the nineteenth 
century .. "56 Of the latter:. 
The conceit~ is metaphysical, but the technique 
is pure Hopkins. It would be difficult to produce 
a more elaborate pattern of' alliteration, 
assonance and internal rhyme, but we do not 
f'eel of any element (except perhaps, ~lush-kept 
plush-capped") that it is there for the sake of 
patt.arn .. Even of "lush-kept plush-capped't it 
might be said that by a kind of verbal suggestion 
(two diff'erent expressions sounding so like) it 
contributes to the sense of mystical identifi-
cation that the passage is concerned to evoke-
identification of the "stress felt" with the 
Passion; helps also the metaphorical identifi-
cation with the bursting of the sloe.59 
57 .!lli·· pp ... 175-76 .. 
56 !£!1·• P• 160. 
59 Ibid., P• 177 .. 
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Leavis concludes a very skilful and sensitive appreciation of 
•tspelt from .:iybil's Leaves"' with a remark which indicates the 
influence of I •. A .. rlichards' interpretation of it. Commenting 
on the order of words. in 
black, white; right wrong 
be notes that Hopkins' first draft had 11wrong, right"; but 
Hopkins •deliberately, and significantly, reversed the order.• 
This reversal indicates that •his absolutes waver and change 
places, and he is left in ter;ible doubt~"'69 
It was not surprising that Hopkins' remarkable ability to 
realize sound and color expression.!stically should attract the 
attention of Edith Sitwell .. The characteristic problem with 
which she is concerned both as poet and critic stands out in 
her assay on Hopkins. The passing from modern poetry of the 
visual and tactile sense is a recurrent theme in Aspects £! 
Modern Poetry .. In a criticism primarily concerned with texture 
she contrasts Hopkins with modern poets, in whose work, for the 
most part., "the visual sense in almost as goo-existent as in 
the machinBs which inhabit their world," and there is "no 
tactile sense whatever .. "61 M.uch of Hopkins' strangene.ss, in 
fact, is due to his acute visual sense 
which pierces down to the essence of the thing 
seen, and which, .heightening the truth of itt 
by endowing it with attributes which at first 
60 ~ • ., PP• 185~6. 
61 Aspects ~ Modern Poetry (London~ Duckworth, 1935) PP• 
229-30 .. 
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seem alien, with colora that are sharper, clearer, 
more piercing than those that are seen by the 
common eye, succeeds in producing its inherent 
spirit .62 
#ords, to Miss ditwell, are entities, "rather as birds and 
beasts are entities, having each their own natural plumage, fur, 
or hair, of varying thickness and varying color, of varying 
surface, softness or roughness.•63 Her examination of Hopkinst 
poems is, conse~uently, an analysis of the effects of asson-
ances, consonances, dissonances and rhymes which contribute to 
the movement and energy of the verse. The nature of her crit-
icism wil~ be conveyed by the following ana~ysis of the first 
three lines of "The Wreck of the Deutschland," of which full 
quotation is necessary:. 
In the slow and majestic first lige, the long 
and strongly-swelling vowels, and the alliterative 
M's produce the sensation of an immense wave 
gathering itself up, rising slowly, ever increasing 
in its huge power, till we come to the pause that 
follows the long vowel of "me." Then the wave falls, 
only to rush forward again. 
bfter this majestic line comes th~ heaving 
line 
God~ giver of breath and bread 
ending with the ship poised on the top of the 
wave. This last~fect is caused by the 
assonances of "breath and bread.•• The sound 
of breath is slightly longer, has slightly 
more of a swell beneath the surface than "breadu 
beeause of the 11 th." This pause on the top of -
the wave is followed by the gigantic straining 
6a lliE.., p. 56 ... 
63 ~·, P• 230. 
forward of the waves in the line 
World's strand,_ sway of the sea 
an effect that has been produced by the strong 
alliterative s•·s reinforced by the internal R•s 
of •tworld 's strand 1 '' followed by the internal 
~ii of '"sway .. 11 This line, after the huge tossing 
up and down from the dulled A of 11 strand" to the 
higher dissonantal A of "sway 11 ends by sweeping 
forward still further with the long vowel sound 
of "sw~ u a s-ound th&t is more peaceful than 
that of ''strand 11 and 11 sway 11 because of the 
absence of consonants ..,64 -
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The analysis of the rest of the poem proceeds on similar lines 
The effect of the internal rhymes and assonances of stanza 
twenty-six is compared to that of 11 & ~ird flying through the 
holy and peaceful light.1165 The analysis of the subtle shift-
ing of the vowels, '*hardly perceptible variations of the 0 and 
'u sounds 1 •t in the sonnet "Peace" is sans i ti ve and appreciative 
"In this beautiful poem." Miss Sitwell concludes, ~the form, 
the texture and tthe subj~ct form one miraculous whole .. ,u66 
A criticism such as the above can be an illuminating 
appreciation of the art involved in effective expression. Mis 
.:3itwell.ts is undoubtedly valuable in revealing felicities of'· 
diction and undertones of melody. In her hands the type tends 
to become too subjedtive and sometimes exaggerated., and there 
are always the limitations concomitant with the confining of 
64 ~·· PP• 59-60. 
65 .!B.!.!!. • p~ 64 ... 
66 Loc. cit. 
--
rr criticism to one aspect of' the subject. l02" 
' That Hopkins' technique was so much concerned with inner 
divisions, friction, and psychological compLexities in genera~~ 
was one of the reasons advanced by Leavis for the modern poet's 
interest in him~ The modern poet's contraction of interest to 
the personal problem was often related to the personal note in 
Hopkins•- poetry, especially in his later sonnets. Because he 
bore the "indelible imprint of the exile,• he appealed more 
strongly to modern poets even than T .. s. El.iot •. This was the 
opinion expressew by a member of ane of the most recent "scbool • 
of modern poetry, C. Day Lewis:. 
For whereas Eliot ts work is not so much some-
thing rootless as something uprooted, Hopkins 
suffered the more terrible exile of a man born 
out of his time ••• His, in a slightly lesser de-
g'ree, is the predicament of the twentieth cen-
tury poet--the consciousness of being cut off 
from the mass of his fellows, a current insulated.68_ 
In ! Hope f2L Poetry, a study of the problems confronting a 
certain section of post-war poats, those who might loosely be 
described as the •New Signatures• group, Day Lewis makes the 
statement;_ "Post-war poetry was born amongst the ruins. Its 
-
immediate ancestors are Hopkins, OWen, and Eliot.u69 In •ach 
of these as in the modern poet there existed a •conflict betwee 
67 .QE.• ill._., P• 193 
68 "Records of a Great Poet," .!!!:! Republic, May 22, 19:35, 
p .. 52. 
69 (New York:- Random House, 19:35), P• 16:3. 
the poetic self' and the rest of' the man." 
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In Hopkins• conf'lic 
the 11 poetic agent" was spiritua~ doubt •. The contemporary poet 
ttacuta~y conscious of individuality, • and at the same time 
"acutely conscious of the present iso~ation of' the individual, 
is faced with a di~emma:. Whether to turn to the extrame indivi 
ualism of a D. H .. Lawrance or to Communism.70 
Technically, "in his ordering of' words," Hopkins is "the: 
first •modern' poet, and a most evident link between them and 
Donna .. u71 Day Lewis agre.es with Leavis in ass~illg to 
Hopkins a Sbakespearlan quality, noted in his •re-creation of' 
word and image•~ tbe •reel of' 3hakespea~a· is in 
.As a dare-gala skylark scanted in a dull cage .... 
(No. 15) 
are you that liar 
And, cast by conscience out, spendsavour salt? 
(No .. 2..6) 
Another characteristic of Hopkins' diction Lewis notes is its 
"incantatory" qual! ty:. "·by him the language of poetry was 
removed almost as far as possi b~e from ordinary language ."72 
He desired to bring poetry nearer to common speech not by a 
change in the use of words, as did Wordsworth, but by a change 
in its rhythm .. 
~Almost as far as possible from ordinary language," should 
not be exaggerated. While Hopkins did not agree with 
70 ~·• ct. P• 217ff; 226f. 
71 1.!21&.. p .. 237. 
72 ~., P• 171. 
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wordsworth that the best language of' poatry is no m.ore than the 
language of prose when it is well written, he held neverthelesst 
that "the poetic language of an age should be the current 
language heightenedt to any degree heightened and unlike itsel t 
but not an obsolete one .. "73 As Leavis observed, Hopkins •de-
parts very widely from current idioms (as Shakespeare did) but 
nevertheless current idiom is ••• the presiding spirit in his 
dialect.K74 While considering sprung rhythm as offering a 
much greater freedom for rhythmical effects than is afforded 
by common rhythm with all its possible licenses, Day Lewis 
advances two objections to its use. The first springs from the 
fact that its metrical foundation is so shifting and elastic 
that its use almost invariably does away with one of the most 
desirable of rhythmical effects, namely, "the counterpoint of 
the words working in contrast .to the~rict beat of the meter." 7 
This effect, we might point out, is one Hopkins sought to 
achieve by his use of hangers or outrides ana be himself 
answers Lewis's objection in one of his letters:.. 
However by means of the ~outrides" or looped 
half-feet you will find in some of my sonnets 
and elsewhere I secure a strong effect of 
double rhythm of a second movement in the verse 
73 Letters I, p .. 89. 
74 ~Bearings in English Poetry, P• 171 .. 
75 ~·· p .. 172-. 
besides the primary and essential one, and this 
comes to the same thing or serves the same 
purpose as counterpointing by reversed accents 
in Milton ... 76 
105 
The second objection is that. as used by Hopkins, sprung 
rhythm does not conform closely enough to speech rhythm: •we 
find ourselves compelled to run over a number of heavy syll-
ables, which would certainly be stressed in ordinary speech, 
before we come to the intended stress. The intended stress, 
indeed, is often difficult to find." While he does not give an 
example. to support his objection, he cites the first stanza of 
"The ~Vreck of the Deutschlandn as one of the few that "sp-eak 
themselves easily," pointing it as follows: (and, as C. K. 
Ogden has observed, punctuating, pointing, and aligning it 
incorrectly)?? 
,; "' Thou mastering me 
/ ·' , , Godt g1ver of breath and bread: 
World's strand, sway of the sea 
Lord of living and dead; 
Thou hast boUnd bones and veins in me, 
"' " ,. fasten,ed me fle~h _, , 
And after it almost unmade, what with dread 
Thy doing~ and dost thou touch me ~fresh? 
over again r feel thy finger and find tnee. 
It is true that it is often difficult to say with certainty 
which particular syllables receive the stress in some of Hopkin ' 
lines. The most frequent cause of this, as w. H .. Gardner notes 
in his discussion of the stresses in the "'Deutschland.," is "the 
76 Lettera II, P• 41 ... 
77 Cf ... .QE.• ill•, PP• 13-14 • 
~ juxta-position of two iong or strong syllables 106 which au,e.m at 
' first to be equally important." He cites from stanza 12--
Yet did the dark side of the bay of thy blessing 
an example in .. dark side." Here 11 both the meaning::and the 
alliteration award the stress to ~'dark,' while 'side' has the 
~ ---- ' strength of a secondary s-tress ('dark side').'' The. effect of 
this "is to give weight and solemnity, like the classical 
spondee, '1 and Gardner counts twenty-five other examples in the 
poem.78 Here is Gardner's pointing of the above stanza, which, 
be says, is not easy to scan. The first line is "rove over .. ~ 
, Thou_,mastering,m;-79 , 
. ,..God~ g1v,er of b;eath and b~ead;. 
World's strand, sway of the sea; 
Lord of living .and dead; 
/ , " .... Thou bast bound bones and veins in meJ fastened 
me flesh 1 
, . /, / / . / And after 1t almost unmade, what w1th dread, 
/ Thy doing~ and dost thou touch me afre~h? 
~. , ·"' , , Over aga1n I feel thy f1nger and find thee. 
Hopkins received briefer mention in three other general 
treatments of English poetry during the early thirties.. Tbe.se 
were indicative of the increasing realization of his importance 
rather than t.portant in themselves~ they did little more tban-
·'· 
record other current opinions. B. I. Evans noted with idith 
S1twell Hopkins• •capacity for looking at ordinary objects as 
if they bad never been seen before and certainly as if no on.e 
78 Op. cit., p. 45. Gardner remarks in another place (p. 
282) that "there is·more than one way of reading Hopkins, as 
there is more than ode way of playing a great sonata ... 
, , .. 
79 Ogden stresses this line .. Thou mastering me .. 
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bad built up a conventiona~ vocabulary in which to describe 
them.~ He attributed his elliptical use of grammar, his re-
moval of ordinary links and transitions, to his constant striv-
ing for "that unity of impression which a painting or a piece 
of music possesses." His particular achievement lay in his 
having "gained new value~ for words, new impacts between the 
mind and experience."80 
To F .. W .. Bateson, Hopkins t revolt against the pre-
Raphaelite tradition was abortive. "The language had not in-
creased sufficiently in precision by then[l876) for the massive 
concrete poetry of Hopkins to Be possible at all without very 
special precautions .. " In comment upon this statement one can 
but point not only to the possibility but to the actuality of 
Hopkins' poetry. Certainly Hopkins, as he used it, increased 
the precis ion, of the language, and Bateson's nex~ statement 
amountw to an admission of the fact.. t'The clumsy, and as one 
feels now, unnecessary concentration of his style was in fact 
necessary in 1876.. Without the restriction it imposed, th~ 
tendencies of the language would have carried him away into the 
vagueness and diffuseness that he was in revolt against." More 
over, Bateson associates Hopkins, together with Housman, Hardy 
and Bridges, with the initiation of "a process that bas 
80 English Poetry 1a ~Later Nineteenth Century (London~ 
Methuen and Co .. , 1933), pp. 212-18. 
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~ culminated in the one indisputable achievement of post-war 
poetry--its catholicity of diction.u81 
Geoffrey Bul~ough described Hopkins "as the most original 
poet of his time, and the most intense," adding that "his range 
was narrow, and he himself saw that some of his mannerisms 
would be well away.n82 
One of the few dissenting voices to make itself heard 
regarding Hopkins' modernism was that of T. s. Eliot: "He is 
not nearly so much a poet of our time as the accidents of his 
publication and the invention of his metric have led us to 
suppose." Eliot could not place him on a level with Yeats or 
Pound, for his innovations, 
like the mind of their author operate only 
within a narrow range, and are not easily 
adaptable for many purposes~ furthermore 
they sometimes strike me as lacking inevi-
tability, that is to say, they sometimes 
come near to being purely verbal, in that 
a whole poem will give us~ of the same 
thing, an accumulation, rather than a real 
development of thought and feeling.83 
This critic ism has in turn been criticized by W. H. Gardner who 
observes a more palpable development of thought and feeling in 
Hopkins' poems than in Eliot's "accumulations of powerful and 
skilfully juxtaposed images." The method Eliot and other moder 
81 English Poetry~ the English Languase (Oxford, 1934), 
pp. 117-18 ;. P• 120. 
82 The .Trend of Modern Poetry (London: Oliver and Boyd, 
1934)' p:--23. -
83 After Strange Gods (New York~ Harcourt Brace, 1934), 
• 52. 
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poets use, which involves "free association and ~he ~schewing 
of a logically linked progression of ideas is a method which 
lends. itself to accumulation and repetition .. " Hopkins' 
"definiteness" on the other hand is conducive to development .. 84 
Whil.e in a very patent way Hopkins' poetry might be said 
to be narrow in range, the statement demands some ~ualification 
rt certainly does not embody that eclectic range of reference 
to many disparate and disconnected fields of knowledge which 
?-Ppears in Eliot's poetry. Nor does it express all the classes 
and levels of experience in ~hakespeare's or the depths of burna 
dep~avity in Baudelaire with whom, as a religious poet Hopkins 
is unfavorably contrasted by Eliot. "To be a devotional poet," 
Eliot states, "is a limitation." But it may be questioned 
whether a poet who concerns himself so intimately with the 
relations between God, man, and nature and with so many assent-
ially human problems is not "a religious poet in the more im-
portant sense." Hopkins' poetry, it may be observed, conc~~es 
a wide knowledge of human nature with its strength and its 
weaknesses. It is universal in a sense not immediately apparent. 
Hopkins knew man,.. "unteachably after evil but uttering truth, 11 
in his true nature. He had as much insight into the peculiar 
charm of childhood as Wordsworth. It is no shallow experience 
of human nature that can express so powerfully the awareness of 
the times in such lines as 
ive, life's pride and cared-for crown, 
84 Q • cit., PP• 239-49. 
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Have lost that cheer and charm of earth's past prime~ 
Our make and t.nakina .. break, are breaking, down 
To man's last duet, drain fast towards man's first 
slime. (No. 11) 
Hopkins' poetry indicates not so much limitation of range as a 
directing of energies. It possesses "clues to infinite ex-
tension.~ As one critic has expressed it. Hopkins "represents 
a perennial mood of the spirit, and for this reason transcends 
distinctions based on schools, movements or periods. He is the 
poet of the vicissitudes of the inner life, and his arfinities 
are with the masters of the spiritual lire or all times and 
countries."85 
Hopkins' ~uality as a religious poet afrected the react-
ions of the first writer to the present a rull length critical 
study of the poetry. rt is possible to trace the inrluence or 
the psychological critics in Elizabeth Phare's study, published 
in 1933. Miss Pbare claimed to express a "perennial moodn in 
the remark that:.. "The majority of readers, or English readers, 
at any rate, are apt to distrust poetry dealing with intimate 
religious experience."86 Although Hopkinst poetry "benerits a 
great deal" by his preoccupation with religion, in many instance 
his "craving for violent sensational effects" mars the poems. 
85 G. M. Turnell, "Tradition and T • .3. Eliot, 11 Colosseum, 
r (1934), P• 49. 
86 Gerard Manley Hopkins:..! Critical Appreciation (Cambridg 
University Press, 1933), p •. 106 • 
p: 
fl ~' ~The Wreck of the Deutsch~and" is one poem thus marred. 
~ll 
It is 
"artificial in the bad sense," shallow and febrile. Hopkins 
has tried to make himself believe that his . 
feelings on the subject under consideration 
are more intense than was actually the case 
...... The poem savors too much of S.t. Ignatius 1 s 
method of meditation, in which the will excites 
the emotions .87 
The same forcing of embtion can be felt between the lines of 
"F~lix Randal"~ the poet "is working himself up to a pitch of 
grief which normally be would not reach."88 11 Tbe Bugler's firs 
Communion," also is "somehow false 11 and leaves the critic 
feeling "very uncomfortable ."89 In the latter 1 the "apparently 
unconscious sensuousness• of 
Limber liquid youth that to all I teach 
Yields tender as a pushed peach 
conflicts with the praise of cbastity.90 Miss Phare accounts, 
a little apologetically, for her .. peevishness": 11 It seems that 
the notion of accepting or rejecting a poem somes from the very 
quick of the will; it is rarely possible to give a wholly satis 
factory account of one's reasons for doing one or the other."91 
This is an honest admission although it subtracts from the valu 
of the critic's comments as a literary critic. 
Hopkins' importance as a poet, ho~ever, was recognized by 
87 1£i..9.·, P• 17; 108-9. 
88 1.2.1§. • I P• 53. 
89 ~·· P• 52. 
90 
.fE.!.£. • I P• 50 .. 
91 ~·· p .. 53. 
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Miss Phare~ "he fias done posterity a signal service ••• he has 
9..., broken down several barriers which no longer served any purpos~ 
Nor does his best poetry suffer "by comparison with the best in 
3hakespeare and Dante.n93 E;mphasizing her statement that 
Hopkins was not outside the main current of English literature, 
pbare compared his contribution to that of other English poets. 
Like Milton, a~though in a different direction~ he modified the 
language; in the use of the conceit he resembles Crashaw and 
bis devotional poetry also 11nks him to metaphysicals. Thare i 
a reminder of Browning in his use of vocabulary and syntax, of 
Keats in his tactile, visual, and audile imagery, of ~halley in 
bis motile imagery. 
In a long comparison of Hopkins' poetry with that of 
Wordsworth, Miss Phare notes several affinities, and several 
differences. As poets of nature both shared the belief that. it 
was possible to come ~o a strong sense of the presence of God 
in the universe through those aspects of nature which present 
themselves to eye and ear.. v~ordsworth 's sense of this presence 
however, ·~vas of a Deity omnipresent but vague, so to speak, whil 
Hopkins' was a sense of the presence of one or other of the 
persons of the Trinity .. 
Another similarity of theme in the two poets springs from 
9 2 Ibid • , p. 7;.... 
93 ~·• pp~ 149-50. 
rf tlleir ability to enter sympattletically into the lives of' ~t~er 
r numan beings, to trace the primary laws of human nature working 
in incidents chosen from everyday experience. They differ 
again, however, in that ~ordsworth seldom gives the impression 
of being conscious of any unusual degree of physical existence. 
His is primarily "the power of etherealizing man and b.is ex-
perience." As a general result, "his poetry is more limited, 
ana so to speak more vulnerble than Hopkins's •••• The way of, 
living and facing life suggested by Hopkins's poetry seams~~ 
to be satisfactory under more different sets of condition than 
Wordsworth's ."94 
As for Hopkins' obscurity, Miss Phare ·agreed with .Hichards 
and others that it was almost dismissible ... It more often pro-
ceeded from the attitude of the reader than from the poetry 
itself. Hopkins' poetry was never a "privaten poetry like that 
of Eliot with his fondness for allusions, or that of Auden with 
his purely personal symbols. It is obscure only to the reader 
who thinks that "a single reading will take him as far as he 
needs to go." Hopkins demands, it is true, some labor. In 
general Miss Phare's criticism and appreciation gave the im-
pression that the reward was worth the labor, even that Hopkins 
"merits the extreme of popularity which be himself, a critic as 
just as modest, thought his due.••95 
94 ~., P• 79. 
9 5 Ibid • , p • 15 0 • 
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A conception of the religious element in Hopkinst poems 
very different from Miss Phare' animated the study·written by 
Bernard Kelly, who attempted to demonstrate, in his briet mono 
graph, The Mind !:.!12. Poetry o:f Gerard Manle~ Hopkins. that 
Hopkins' priesthood was a principle of unity ratper than an 
agent of division in his poetry. Kelly also discussed briefly 
the philosophical and aesthetic principles implied in •'The 
iindhover"" and "'The ·IIi reck of the Deutschland .. u Affirming that 
psychological actuality was one of the primary characteristics 
of the poems. Kelly demonstrated this by a comparison of a 
similar theme in Francis Thompson and in Hopkins. If we place 
the first few lines of ""The Hound of Heaven• 
I fled Rim down the nights and down the days:-, 
I fled H1m down ths arches of the years. 
I fled Him down the labyrinthine ways 
Of my own mind, and in ~ mist of tears 
I hid from Him, and under running laughter. 
side by side with 
I wake· and feel the fell of dark 1 not day. 
What hours. a what blalik pours we have spent 
This nightl what sights you, heart, saw, ways 
you went1 
And more must, in yet longer light's delay (N.o. 45) 
we feel the difference. Thompson's metaphors here-arches, 
labyrinth, mist--convey the suggestion of "theatrical propertie 
for the masq_ue of physical flight," Kelly observes, "a mas<iue 
which removes and does not bring nearer, the reality of spirit-
ual flight .. " Whereas Hopkins • on the other hand, 
walks in <;leaps on which this superstructure 
of imagery has been blilt; and his cry iE 
exactly of that spiritual pain which 
Thompson has softened, and did habitually 
crowd out of his mind, by imagery. 
Thompson names tears; Hopkins never had 
naed to name them .. 96 
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It is important to realize the creative excitement which 
animated each of Hopkins' metrical innovations. It is evident 
in the very names he gives them. 
The donnish metrician does not call a handful 
of syllables flung against the meter of a 
line to give pause and echo to its movement 
Outrides; and Paeans, accepted from the 
Greek, is a loud and lovely word. A dead 
measure was of no use to Hopkins. His 
scansion was alive with values in movement .. 97 
That Hopkins' method was a "subterfuge" by which he reconciled 
himself to his originality, or a disguise for his complete 
rhythmical freedom, as Richards and Leavis would have it, is 
here implicitly denied. It is the instrument of the informing 
disciplinary principles to which his poetry was subject .. 
It is very important also, in Kelly's estimation, for the 
reader of Hopkins to realize the driving intellectual force 
which gives life to his use of the senses by sound and image. 
It is the "intense thought alive and aloud in words "that makes 
for the difficulty of the "vUndhover,•• and Kelly's explanation 
of that poem is an explanation of the act of the intelligence i 
knowing. The poem opens with the poet in the act of seeing the 




until at the end of the octet he grasps the beauty of the bird 
in his mind and exclaims at "the achieve of, the mastery of 
the thingJ" 
uffere, u. then, is in the poet r s mind ••• now 
he commands, ":Brute beauty ••• here Buck~e t• 
.,. ... It is the 'bird now, present in the senses, 
who is commanded to lock in the embrace of 
the mind; the bird itself in its own power 
and act present in the image of it.98 
Here in this poem, says Kelly, it is the theologian in the poet 
who is speaking and he is explaining what St. Thomas might have 
explained, that the intelligibility of thinas is in their act~ 
It is from the act of ploughing that we know 
the plough.. Embers blue-bleak, things dead, 
things bleak for lack of life, fall shining 
into the mind, gall themselves, expending a 
splendour in the a-ct of change (act in which 
the world, perpetually losing its beauty shines 
to the mind in dying) that, lost now to the 
thing, lives in the beholder's mind forever .. 99 
As for "The ~~reck o.f the Deutsch~nd•" it is discussed her 
almost as an act of religion,. not to be entered upon without 
preparation.. "Meditate first for a fortnight on the Passion," 
is the advice given.. Kelly treats as s~·parate two movements in 
the poem which, he says, are merely two aspects of the same 
movement~ the main act by which ia meant not only the ship-
wreck, "but a more profound spiritual act to which the ship-
wreck is material or fuel only, and of which the poem is utter-
ance••; and the first part of ten stanzas which is the beginning 




of toe movement which .overtakes the shipwreck and carries it 
forward with itselr. The theme of the poem is "Chriltianity 
integra1 and absolute.~ 
In this comment upon stanzas 5-8 of the poem. in which ~th 
intimacy of Christ's appealing in the beauty of this world is 
vitally apprehended by the mind." Kelly advances an aesthetic 
theory to which he believes Hopkins' poetry conforms. The appr 
hension of tohe tangible beauty of the world produces in the 
mind a simultaneous delight of the senses and the ih:t.ellect,£!1!. 
delight "·in which the senses and t.he mind are integral in one 
act .. •r It is this delight which Hopkins' poetry is always tryin 
to express, and this is why the emotional and sensible ~ualitie 
of beauty in his poetry are "more vitally themselves, than any 
poetry which rests in the emotion and the senses alone.• 
He tends to a fusion of all that words can 
utter; of their inte111gibility, of their 
sound, of the power they have on emotion, 
of the meaning they have to desire. And 
this fusion is living and intimate, a fusion 
made in the pain of poetic creation, lit by 
the clarity of a rare mind. He is not con-
tent to rest delightfully in the objects of 
poetic experience. The whole force of his 
mind and of his nature drives him further.lOO 
Looking back over the criticism of the first few years 
following the appearance of t.he .Second Edition of Hopkins• poems, 
we can perceive a marked change from t.he strained reception of 




revolutionary aspect as setting him ~ff as a rebel against 
Victorian tradition, continued to draw much attention, and were 
still found confusing, they were, for most, as h ... E .. Pbare 
observed, "of a kind that can be modified by time .. nlOl The 
preoccupation with originality was natural in the discussion 
of so original a poet; moreover, it is an ordinary phenomenon. 
in the appraisal of a literary figure, according to ~be obaa~­
vation of T. s .. Eliot, who notes 
our tendency to insist, when we praise a poet, 
upon those aspects of his work in which he least 
resembles anyone else. In these aspects ••• we 
pretend to find what is individual, what is the 
neculiar essence of the man. We dwell with 
satisfaction upon the poet's difference from his 
predecessors, especially his immediate prede-
cessors; we endeavor to find something that can 
be isolated in order to be enjoyed.l02 
One extreme of the acceptance of Hopkins as a "modern" 
and one "out of his time• is represented in a statement made by 
Raymond Larsson:. "to call him Victorian is simply to indicate 
the period in whic~ be belonged, not a group of ideas and senti 
ments by which he was bound. As his audience increases, his 
influence increases, he becomes less identified with his own 
time, more identified with ours.ul03 In opposition there were 
tho~e who maintained that "he was a Victorian in style, outlook 
101 2£• cit., p. 80. 
102 "Tradition and the Individual Talent," 3elected Essays, 
pp. 3-4 ~ 
103 Commonweal, June 21, 1935, P• 219. 
and feeling."104 
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•e have seen that certain poets felt an 
affinity with Hopkins because they regarded him as an "eiile" 
born ahead of his time. Others, misconstruing the ~desolation" 
of the last sonnets, detected a similarity to their own 
religious insecurity. As one critic and poet described them~ 
••• their skepticism is not merely intellectual 
uncertainty; it is a desperate insecurity--how 
can we prove that anything at all is valuable? 
they ask. It is natural that such poets should 
regard the work of Gerard Manley Hopkins and 
T. S. Eliot as a starting point.105 
The percepti.on of a fundamental -'hakespearian quality and 
movement of thought in Hopkins' poetry was also a recognition o 
his contemporaneity. It was consonant with the revived interes 
in the late Elizabethan and Jacobean poets whoae style exercise 
a potent influence upon post-Eliot poets, offering a better 
medium for the subtle, analytical problems, p~ychological and 
social, which concerned them, than the freer rhythms of a few 
years earlier. These, while exercising a salutary effect in 
permitting the entrance into poetry of new materials, did not 
convey the complexity of experience which the more self-con-
scious modern poet was trying to communicate. In the speech 
rhythms (often the rhythn of argumentative, close reasoning 
104 G. vv. Stonier, ttGerard Manley Hopkins," (rev. of Poems) 
New Jtatesman !££Nation, June 25, 1932, P• 236. 
105 Michael Roberts t It-Notes on English Poets, II Poetry xur 
(1932), P• 273. 
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thought), the vigor of metaphor, '""nd the incorporJ.tion of the 
difficult and un-"poetictt in the poetry of the metaphysicals he 
found what he needed for the expression of his often centrad-
ictory experience. These same qualities. more or less emphes~ 
also appeared in Hopkins,.together with his unique individualit • 
A broader view which proceeded to analyze more carefully 
Hopkins' position in relation to contemporary movements or to 
place him in a truer perspective with regard to the main stream 
of English literature is apparent in the studies of Lahey, Z:abe , 
Phare and a few others. Eliot placed him with the nature poets 
and the devotional poets. Bernard Kelly related his poems to 
a theory of knowledge and a theory of beauty and pointed to the 
influence of Duns Scotus. W. G. Jtonierts remark, of 1932, was 
becoming less· true:. 
The 11 difficulty" of his work lies in the 
inaccessibility of critics to the range of 
his artistic feeling. By some process of 
critical winking they ignored his religion, 
his worship of God in nearly everything be 
wrote .106 
and with the publication of his Letters would become less 
possible. 




RECEPTION Q[ THE LETTERS 
In 1935 the influence of Hopkins' poems was fortified by 
the publication of the first two volumes of the Letters, those 
to Bridges and Dixon~ The direct discussion of his practice 
and pri~cipls which was contained in them 1 and the revelation 
of his admirations and aversions, of his judgments of poets and 
school.s of poe.ts, directed an ill.uminating ray upon his poetry •. 
In his general remarks and particular elucidations, his critica 
soundness and consistency were manifest. Too, his absorption 
with so many matters, from Greek prosody and ielsh consonant 
chime to painting, music, and Anglosaxon roots revealed forces 
playing against each other in his own art. The letters, al-
together, would prove to be "an indispensable source of intell-
igence for poets and readers of poets,nlespecially for readers 
of Hopkins. They would rectify or modify certain conceptions 
held of his innovations, of the idea, for instance, that his 
"inventions were matters of creative audacity." On the contrar , 
1 III., D. Zabel, .. Hopkins in His Letters, •• Poetry, XLVI 
(1935),. P• 219 •. 
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they were evidences_"of a humility before his themes and his 
language that j,.s harder to praetic.e, and much harder to under-
stand, than the patience of Bridges with-the duties of a 
formal inher1tance."2 Critics emphasized the importance of the 
Letters not only as literary documents but as a revelation of 
the uniq_ue personality of the poet:." •• ..greatness is unmistak-
ably there. A classic is added to the language; and it is 
indeed a matter for rejoicing, especially in times like these, 
to be admitted to intimacy with a spirit so pure~ courageous 
and humane .. "'3 
The Le.tters, together with Hopkins t Notebooks -~ Papers, 
to be published tbree years later, were to have as one of their 
effects, the drawing of critical attention more to the positive 
influence upon Hopkins• poetry of his life as a .Jesuit priest. 
The uproblem" of Hopkins would not be immediately solved, 
however~ It was rather emphasized in the Introduction which 
Claude Colleer Abbot, the Editor, prefixed to the first volume 
of the Letters. Abbot recognized that the poems were uwritten 
to the glory of God by a man who is looking on the world as 
charged with His grandeur 1 11 but he felt neverthele:ss that there 
was ·something "not altogether subdued to the Christian spiri tu 
in them .. 
2 ~·• P• 214. 
3 .F. R .. Leavis, in a review of the Letters, Scrutiny, IV 
(1935), P• 231. 
... ..always as I read them I feel that the poet 
is primarily seized by the beauty of earth, 
and though a man of e~~uisitely tempered and 
religious mind, his senses, not his religion, 
are in the ascendant. • •• The yeast of the 
religious spirit has not worked through them. 
The fusion of earthly beauty and exemplum is 
often so incomplete that the second is merely 
the addendum of a poet captive in the first 
place to the beauty besieging his senses.4 
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The assumption here is ~he same as that in earlier comments by 
Richards, Read and others~ that there is something incompatible 
between religion and a sensuous perception of beauty. Abbot 
implies that the cause of the dichotomy he perceives lies in th 
fact that "despite his determination to surrender all, the 
strife between poet and priest remained unsolved.•5 In Abbot, 
as in Bridges, the judgment was linked with a certain anti-
Catholic or anti-Jesuit prejudice evident particularly in his 
comment on the relations between Bridges and Hopkins~ --To 
Bridges the priesthood raised an insuperable barrier:he had and 
rightly, a profound distrust of the 3ociety of Jesus."6 
A similar bias is noticeable in a lengthy article by 
John Gould Fletcher who maintained that Hopkins' choice of a 
vocation was made a.t the sacrifice of his poetic talent and mad 
of him a "tragic failure." Fletcher's opinion was based on the 
4 Letters I, xxvii ff. 
5 !!2.!..£.., p.. xl. 




.premise that to an artist of Hopkins' sort, 11 dogmatic arthodosy 
though it may be of assistance in first orientating and 
disciplining the mind, always ends by finally destroying it.u7 
.B'le tcher particularly regrets the narro·.ving of theme and treat 
ment which was the result of Hopkins' religious preoccupations; 
a constriction which made him 11 incapable, after the first 
beginnings, of creating major works of all." The last sonnets 
are examples of this narrowing, being ''like compressed dramas, 
demanding but not achieving the ~rear spaces o~ a larger and 
more comprehensive canvas."8 
As to the e~~ect of Hopkins' mode of life upon his poetry, 
aside ~rom the affect upon his personality, (if they can be 
separated) several critics can be found to disagree with 
Ii,letcher. I~ Hopkins had not been a .Iesui t priest be would 
perhaps have written more poetry. But, as Herbert Read has 
observed, 
.~.he would not necessarily have been a 
better poet, and, as it is, his small harvest 
is so rich and golden, that we would not ex-
change it ~or all the pallid stacks of verse 
piled up by his contemporaries.9 
7 "Gerard .Manley Hopkins-Priest or Feet?" American 
Review, VI (1935-36), p .. 345 •. 
8 ~·• P• 346. 
9 Review of tbe Letters, Criterion, XIV (1935), P• 481. 
It is to the point to note here in passing, a remark of Read's 
in a letter to w. H. Gardner, dated Sept. 18, 1935:. "In so far 
as I have, in my essay on Hopkins, implied that therQ was an 
open conflict between the poetic impulse and the theological 
faith in Hopkins, I confess I was wrong. 11 quoted by Gardner, 
Op. £.!..!•• P• 292, n. 
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The limitation of the field of Hopkins' experience regretted by 
some of his earlier admirers has been regarded by others as a 
concentrating force which imparted to his poetry its peculiar 
intensity and passion. It enabled him, as one of the first 
reviewers of the Letters noted, ~to exploit to the fullest what 
experience he had and •working in a concentrated vein,• to 
produce his finest poetry.11 The same critic observes also that 
it made him a more acute critic because it usaved him from the 
emotional, social, and political muddle which vitiated the 
writing of so many great Victorians."10 The importance of 
Hopkins • a.piri tual discipline in supplying a protecting and 
nonrishing influence upon his talents was noted also by M~ D. 
Zaber .. ll 
The impression received by some of the first reviewersl2 
of the Letters-one that exercised a certain amount of influenc 
upon a number of young ••1eftisttt poets-that Hopkins manifested 
a ••strong Communistic bias, u calls for only a passing reference 
here. It was based on a passage in a letter to Bridges in whic 
Hopkins remarked~ 
Horrible to say in a manner I am a 
Co~unist. Their ideal bating some things 
is nobler than that professed by any secular 
10 :f. lj. §. Jan. 31, 1935. 
ll .9.£• cit., Poetry, XLVI (1935) •. 
12 Notably, Babbette Deutsch in the ~~Herald 
Tribune March 17, 1935, PP• 1-2; E. L. ialton, Nation, July 24 
1935, PP• 109-10. Cf .. also the article,"Cri~ics, Comm~nists and 
Gerard Manley Hopkins," by alfred Barrett, ;;;>.J., Amer1ca, Oct. 
31, 1936 .. 
statesman I know of (I must own I ~ive in 
bat-light and shoot at a venture).. Besides 
it is just, --I do not mean that the means 
of getting it are~ But it is a dreadfuL thing 
for the greatest and most necessary part of 
a very rich nation to live a hard life •.•• in 
the midst of plenty--which plenty they make ••• L3 
1.26 
It was probably this passage which Fletcher had in mind in 
suggesting that Hopkins, if recalLed from the dead, might prefer 
to all other of his critics, "those young poets of the present 
day who have rejected his Catholicism but borrowed turns of' 
phrase and sound of his rich repertory to illuminate their ••• 
lyrical Comrnunism .. "L4 
The passage which Osbert Burdett cites to show that 
Hopkins was 'tdrawn in several directions that he found it not 
easy to reconcile with"l5 his vocation, can also appropriately 
} 
be summoned to describe a state of spiritual desolation often 
ref'erred to in the ~piritual Exercise of Jt. Ignatius:. 
Feeling, love in particular, is the great 
moving power and spring of verse and the 
only person I am in love with seldom, 
especially now, stirs my heart sensibly and 
when he does I cannot always "make capitalll 
of it, it wd. be sacrilege to-do so.l6 -
This passage points to what, in Hopkins' own estimation was the 
source of his inspiration-his love for God, his religious life., 
13 Letters I, p. 155. 
14 ..QE.• ill·, P• 345. 
15 Review of Letters, Nineteenth Centur1, CXVII (1935), 
.p. 237. 
16 fbi d • .,: p • 6 6 •. 
It is very true he felt deep~y and sadly the fai~ure of 





Hopkins manifested a greater resignation and understanding of 
this condition than some of his critics. "Nothing comes~ I am 
a eunuch-but it is for the kingdom of heaven's sake •. "18 He 
wrote to Dixon~ "I see no grounded prospect of my ever doing 
much, not only in poetry but in anything at all. At times I 
reel this sadly and bitterly, but it is God's will.nl9 
Hopkins• physical state of weakness from 1874 onwards must 
be taken into account in any attempt to explaiu the condition 
of depression he refers to in his letters. ~tatements similar 
to the following are fre'l.uent:.. "iiince our holidays began I 
have been in a wretched state of weakness and weariness, I can• 
tell why, always drowsy and incapable of reading or thinking 
to any effect .. "20 
A careful reading of the correspondence of Hopkins' last 
years shows, indeed, more than this~ It gives evidence of a 
singuar state of mind induced by a complex of conditions in 
which ill-health, the failure of poetic inspiration, the 
burden of work and a state of spiritual desolation all combined 
17 ~·· pp •. 22~-22. 
18 ..!EJ:..!!. • p. 2 70. 
19 Let~ers II, p. 108. 
20 Letters I, P• 168. 
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to cause severe mental suffering. Hopkinst nature, as one of 
nis earliest Jesuit critics, already quoted, pointed out, was 
too "·aver-sensitive and delicate perhaps, to face without much 
suffering, the rough work of the world." 2l Hopkins' reaction: 
to 11 the sordid, turbid time,"' is expressed in his letters~ "But 
I never could write; time ~nd spirit were wanting; one is so 
fagged, so harried and gal lied up and down.. And the drunkards 
go on drinking, the filthy, as the scripture says, are filthy 
still~n22 Hopkins' state can be exaggerated. The same critic 
just quoted took exception to certain statements of Bridges in 
his Memoir af Hopkins in Miles~ 
.Mr. Bridges .... implies that the poet was 
always depressed and unhappy in Dublin, so 
affected by the moral contagion of his 
surrounding,s that he had not the heart to 
fight against "one of the material contagionsu 
of the city, waich eventually carried him off. 
This • I have good grounds to kn.ow, gives a 
qpite misleading impression of li1ather Ho:pkins 1 
Dublin caree.r.23 
Others of Hopkins' Jesuit confreres have offered explana-
tions of his suf:f'erings., One of its contributing causes, 
according to Father Martin D•Arcy was that •literal mindednesstt 
characteristic of many converts, which refuses "to distinguish 
21 J .. Keating, J.J., ttimpressions of li'a ther Gerard Hopkins 11 
Month, CXIV ( 1909) , p. 59. 
22 Letters I, P• llO. 
23 Month, CXXl (1913), P• 644. 
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between the serious and the light or fantastic, duty and that 
haPPY love which enables the children of God to act in full 
liberty of spirit."24 Not that this was the whole explanation. 
For that we must begin D•arcy adds, with "the natural whole~ 
sameness of the man" with his 11 passion for fairness and truth, 
because he never lost a certain delicacy and innocence that 
belongs to childhood it was difficult for him to adapt himself 
to conditions around him, 11 to build up defenses and be worldly 
;dse." Left unprotected he grew more and more singular despite 
a hatred af singularity. As a consequence of his over-conscie 
tiousness and isolation, his moral and spiritual conscience did 
not escape suffering, becoming over-delicate and "almost 
scrupulous .. u 
Hopkins suffered, therefore, because of the 
very quality of his mind and soul, and we 
cannot easily separate his triumphs from his 
sufferings. But I doubt whether spiritually 
or practically be would have been so haunted 
by failure had it not been for the exhaustion 
and collapse of his body.25 
Hopkins' bodily exhaustion was a freq,uent topic in his 
Letters, especially those to Bridges, which show that it was an 
important contributing factor to his mental and spiritual 
suffering. He was ••always tired, always jaded, 11 so much so 
that the ordinary circumstances of his life, the long hours in 
24 "Gerard Manley Hopkins," in Great Catholics, ed. by 
Claude Williamson (New York~ .Macmillan, 1939), P• 359. 





the confessio·nal, lecturing, examinations, wore him down. This 
condition was existent not only in his later life. From re-
collections of those who knew him he appears to have been a 
somewhat delicate child and youth .. 26 ..:bile he was teaching at 
the Oratory dchool he wrote to his friend, Baillie that he had 
almost no energy and that teaching exhausted him •. 27 
This over-conscientiousness li'ather D•arcy mentions was 
remarked by one of Hopkins' intimate friends at Catholic 
University College, whose recollections are recorded in Father 
Lahey's memoir. Hopkins was examiner in classics, a post which 
carried with it the labor and responsiblity of preparing and 
marking examination papers and "in his scrupulous anxiety to be 
just andfair, he was accustomed to give to these tasks a far 
greater amount of care and time than most conscientious ex-
aminers would have considered necessary."28 This conscient-
iousness is manifested also in the incident of his purchase of 
a small bottle or cruet for Bridges, in 1866. His exactness 
and concern in carrying ·out what seems to have been a com-
paratively small commission, appear in four of his letters. ••I 
am rather puzzled, .. he writes, uabout the bottle and can take 
no further step until I have heard from you." He had been to 
26 Cf. Letters III, Appendix I, PP• 247-49. 
27 .l£1.9.·, P• 84. 
28 .9.E.. c it • J p •· 144. 
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the dealers and ''they have only three shapes, which are in 
ract three sizes and to my mind only the biggest is at all 
nice."29 He goes into minute detail describing cruet and 
stopper, his dissatisfaction with them, and his plans for im-
proving the design. It was not until he had drawn his own 
design, and taken it to the .dealer to be executed that he was 
satisfied, and he continued to express fear lest Bridges be dis 
satisfied. More than two months later he excuses himself to 
Bridges for not having visited a mutual friend~ •r cd. not 
bring myself to do so till the cruet was off ~ mind." 
Christopher Devlin, S~., also detected in Hopkins a "sort 
of absorption with pain, combined with scrupulosity, a 
struggling with God as in a sick room with blinds down, which 
is reminiscent of Kierkegaard." This critic, however, called 
attention to the fact that it was only toward the end of his 
life that any great sadness appeared in the poems~ "poem upon 
poem, from the beginning to the end of his published works," 
from "God's Grandeur" to "Heraclitean Fire," show "that if 
there was a strain of scrupulosity in Hopkins, it certainly is 
not the dominant one." 00 · 
Devlin and other Jesuits who may safely be expected to 
speak with authority on the matter, denied that the Spiritual 
29 Cf. Letters I, PP• 10-llff. 
30 "The Tgnatian Jpirit of Gerard Manley Hopkins," 
Blackfriars, XVI (1935), P• 896ff. 
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Exercises of St. Ignatius would tend to foster a condition of 
scrupulosity, as were contended by two of Hopkins' ciritics. 
~tEven as an under-graduate and as an Anglican he was in morals 
over-scrupulous,'' Humphry House stated, "and this scrupulosity 
must have been accentuated by the practice of the particular 
ezamen."3~ He wa~ echoed by G. M. Turnell for whom Hopkins 
exemplified "one particularly well defined tendency in post--
Tridentine Catholicism" •• ~ 
. 
Man's preoccupation is no longer directly 
with God, but with himself, with preparing 
the human vessel for the coming of grace. 
It is to this endless and inordinate self-
scrutiny introduced at the Counter-Reformation 
by the .ri:xercises that we owe the minute and 
elaborate analysis of sin ••• 3Z 
s. H. Crehan, S.J., denies that Hopkins' nature tended towards 
excessive scrupulosity as House averred, finding no evidence 
of it in his early pre-Jesuit writings, early poems and letters 
to Bridges.. Neither are there references to it in the recoll-
actions of Dixon and others regarding Hopkins' youth. It does 
not manifest itself when it surely would be expected to, at the 
time of Hopkins' conversion. Tbe "entire change of mental out-
look involved in joining the Church brought with it apparently 
not a trace of scruple, no indication of an inability to come 
31 "Hopkins' rteligious Life, 11 New Verse No. 14 (1935) 
quoted by s. H~ Crehan, 5 •. J., '~Poetry and L\eligious Life-The 
Case of Gerard Manley Hopkins,!! Month, CLXVI (1935), P•493. 
32. "Gerard Manley Hopkins" Colosseum, II ( 1935), p. 158 .. 
to or accept any•difinite or unwavering conclusions."33 
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In a 
letter to Bridges at the time Hopkins remarked, 11 J(ewrnan made 
sure I was acting deliberately."34 Deliberate action is the 
one thing impossible to a scrupulous mind. 
In answer to the second contention, Turnell's, Devlin poin s 
to the nature of the ~xamination of Conscience as "only a 
slightly more methodical form of an elementrary piece of common 
sense ••• used by Christians from the earliest times as well as 
by such extravert Deists as Benjamin Franklin.u35 
Father Keating supports this opinion ~ith the reminder tha 
the Exercises are primarily intended as a guide to teachers and 
are apt to be fuisunderstood by inexperienced pupils. They are 
not completely self-explanatory. And he adds further that it 
would be rtimpossible to experience a complete Ignatian retreat, 
and then speak of even one effect of it as induci~g an 1 endless 
and inordinate self-scrutiny' and a preoccupation with the 
study of sin.u36 It is true that St. Ignatius demands the pro-
foundest self-knowledge as a basis of that humility of soul 
which disposes man to receive God's greatest graces. To 
Hopkins' Colleagues the result of his having often experienced 
33 .QE. c i t • ' p • 
34 Letters I, p. 5. 
35 .QE• ill•·• P• 896. 
36 "Father Gerard Hopkins and the Spiritual Exercises," 
Month, CLXVI (1935), P• 269. 
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the Jpiritua~ Exercises "can only have been to give him a pro-
founder understanding of God, man and nature and to provide for 
whaW~er . ~efects of character and temperament he was liable 
to, the most sound and effective remedies~"37 
The subjectivist trend which Turnel~ f-inds in Hopkins as 
in Baude~aire, Proust and ~liot,. D~vlin connects with post-
Cartesian rather than post-Tridentlne thought. He too observes 
that "the whole scheme of the Bxercises militates against sad-
ness, sel:f-scrutin.l and subjectivism, 11 and believes that for 
Hopkins they •twere circumstances that channelized the poet's 
working, just as other sets of circumstances, poverty, blind-
ness, war, etc., have done to other poets.u38 As an example 
he points to the connection he sees between the "Wreck of the 
Deutschland" and the 3piri tual Exercises, affirming that the 
poehl "springs primarily and spontaneously from the intimate 
experience of the first week and the first half of the second 
week; with special stress upon the twin mysteries of Creation 
and Incarnation."39 
The various attempts to define the nature and causes of 
Hopkins' conflict are an index to the difficulty of the 
problem. All the elements discussed above are no doubt con-
tributing factors in his complex mental sta~e. It is very 
37 .!ill·' p:.. 270. 
38 2£· £11., P· 887. 
39 2£· cit., p. 894. This theory was more fully develpped 
by John Pick in Gerard Manley Hopkins, Priest and Poet (Qsford, 
1942 •. Cf. Cha tar VI below. 
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seldom that such a state can be ascribed to one factor alone, 
and it is well known that what sometimes seam to be the most 
obvious causes of strain are only manifestations of more 
hidden causes. Ultimately the source of Hopkins' state of 
mental anxiety and nervous prostration which incapacitated him 
for effort which he felt necessary, lay in his own natural 
temperament. The "intense concentration of awareness 11 native 
to him and sharpened by education and training, which made 
him, in the expression of a critic• 11 taut all the time to the 
fresh unstaled experience of what things are in their individ-
ual selfhoods, tt40 was also the cause of' his suffering. It 
would be imprudent to minimize the constant, ever-recurring 
necessity to subdue that nature to the demands of the vocation 
which h& had embraced. His was a temperament which would 
naturally take an extreme view of the relation of his art to 
his priesthood, the view manifested in his burning of' his man-
uscripts when he entered the nQviciate of the ~ociety of Jesus, 
to begin his religious life. The evidence, as far as it can be 
judged, points to a continual struggle to shape his many-sided 
nature and genius to the ideal (than which he said there was 
none higher) to which be had consecrated himself. That the 
struggle to keep his religious ideals in the ascendant in the 
expression of his poetic and artistic ideals was not easy, that 
40 Vincent Turner, "Gerard Manley Hopkins," 1844-1944, 
Dublin neview, CVIII (1944} p. 156. 
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ne seemed to feel that there was something incompatible be-
tween his vocation and a poetic career (a circumstance pain-
ful to a genius of his peculiar kind) is perhaps justly to be 
deduced from the evidence. His physical weakness without doubt 
contributed to his state, and in turn his anxiety aggravated 
the condition of physical weakness thus forming a vicious circl •. 
Whether they believe that the Jesuit discipline placed a 
serious restriction upon Hopkins as a poet, or that it provided 
precisely the stimulants his poetic turn of genius needed, all 
Hopkins' critics are at one in admitting that it made of him a 
different kind of poet than he was before. "When he wrote 
poetry again, it was as an entirely other, and novel poet.~4~ 
The study of the various elements synthesized in this en-
tirely novel poetry was naturally given impetus by the infor-
mation which the Latters revealed in regard to influences, 
sources, and inspirations affecting Hopkins' artistic life. 
The more detailed explanations which he gave of sprung rhythm, 
for instance, the references to his varied interests--in music, 
~elsh ucynghanedd," Anglo-iaxon, Greek: prosody, and many other 
preoccupations--all helped to widen the approaches to his 
poetry. One realization which most critics took away with them 
from a reading of the Letters was that of the profound know-
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ledge of prosody underlying Hopkins' craftsmanship, of his 
seriousness and the exquisite care axpended upon his work. Any 
ideas of his "taking shots" at words, and "enjoying tbs 
process,n42 or of his not sufficiently understanding his own 
theories began to lose ground. One critic calls Hopkins' 
craftsmanship and prosody "one of the most significant con-
tributions in history to the English literary tradition."43 
c. K. Ogden rebukes opinions like that expressed by Leavis and 
others, implying that Hopkins "could not be reconciled to his 
originality without subterfuge~" "The ineptitudes of prosodists " 
as Ogden states, 11 have made 1 t impossible for most contemporary 
~riters on verse to regard Hopkins' specific contribution to 
the subject as more than an aberration of genius.n44 
Despite the Letters, Hopkins' theory remairJed an aberna tio 
of genius to G. M. Young. While professing great admiration 
for Hopkins as a poet, he averred that 
his theories on meter seem to be as demonstrably 
wrong as those of any speculator who has led a 
multitude into the wilderness to perish. Unfortu-
nately they have been used as justification for 
the cacophanies which naturally result when the 
metrically deaf write verse.45 
It must be admitted there is some truth in Young's last sentenc • 
Certain of Hopkins' imitators, as hdith 3itwell bas pointed out 
42 T.L.S., Jan. l, 1919, P• 19. 
43 Egerton Clarke, "Gerard Hopkins, Jesuit," Dublin Review 
CXCVIII (1936), P• 138. 
44 2.£. cit. 
45 11 F'orty years of Verse,"Lopdon M~rcury,X.YJ{.V (l936-37),:p.l2 • 
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misunderstanding his example, have produced poems characteriz.ed 
by "a complete loss of melody, arisinc;: from falsified, clumsy, 
of too-thick vowel-schemes, clumsy and huddled-up assonance 
patterns, useless alliterations ••• "46 Miss ~itwell cites 
IHlliam Empson Is .. Legal .[i'ictian, II with its "Law makes long 
spokes of the short stakes of men," as an eiample; Charles 
Madge's "Apprehending," 
Master to me~ fly turning clouds to walls 
approaching steep to life if that is square. 
The hold on me of the held-onto hand 
shows where bones lie, and if ! ever knew 
the touched quick once, big nov: is here instead .... 
contains "all Hopkins' difficulty and obscurity, but none of 
his strength, of his vitality, of his acute visual sense.n47 
However, only a complete refusal to recognize the evidence can 
account for the attitude of Young when be ascribes Hopkins' 
·~rrors" to an "ignorance of his subject so profound that be was 
not aware tba t there was anything to know .. n48 The differer:;ce 
between Hopkins and some of his imitators arises at times from 
"metrical deafness~" It arises also from a lack of that tech-
nical knowledge which Hopkins possessed. That "Hopkins under-
stood the technique of poetry as no poet since Dryden under-
stood it,"49 more than one critic certifies. 
46 .QE.., cit., P• 53 .. 
47 ~·· P• 69. 
48 Loc. cit. 
49 rlead, Criterion (1935), p. 478 .. 
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Youngts criticism is founded on a theory of metric which 
would preclude sprung rhythm altogether~ 
..... the least impeded way of uttering English 
·ts so to arrange the sounds that we are not 
called upon to make two successive discharges 
of vocal energy, or to inhibit that energy 
over too long a seq_uence of unstress-ed 
syllables .. so 
As :for Young's first objection. C., K .. , Ogden bas· reminded us 
that in 
/ , I' 
Da~~~n, down, down, / / I' Down to the depths of the sea, 
the ~smoothest of the Victorians" made four successive discha~es 
-
of vocal energy .. Sl Lines similar to Arnold's can be cited in 
all the moderns, ~successive discharges" as appear in Eliot's 
ttCa.pe Ann, w fat example~ 
0 ~uick quick quick quick hear the song spar~ow. 
Eliot's rhythms, like Hopkins' are itDitative, and the q_uestion 
of their use is not one of propriety so much as of success ... 
The q:uestion arises·, when does a sequence of unaccented 
syllables become too long.. !n his description of the Anglo-
Saxon alliterative measure, Coventry Patmore tells us that 
tttbree syllablas without accentu' are "'as large a number as can 
be articulated without Glestroying the approximate equality of 
50~·· cit .. 
time between accent and accent.u52 
14-Q 
In his Preface. Hopkins 
defines the basic foot of sprung rhythm to be "of from one to 
four syllables regularly, •• ..any two stresses may either f'ollow 
one another running, or be divided by one, two, or three 
slack syllables .. 11 Here be conf'orms to Patmore's norm, aading 
however, the qualif'ication that "f'or particular ef'f'ects any 
number of weak or slack syllable~ may be used .. "53 Hopkins' 
"any number" in a f'ew instances exce·eds f'i ve, as in the last 
line of "BuglerS First Communi onn:: 




wherein the loops und.er syllables outride.. l'he longest 
se 1 uence of unstressed syllables in the ".Deutschland'' is five:. 
/ -------------- ,; Woke thee with a~~ perishinG in the 
/ / / 
weather of Gennesareth. 
(Stanza 25) 
~ ~ " Let him easter in us, be a dayspring to the 
di~ness of us, be a crim~d ea~t.54 
(dtanza 35) 
~e cannot read these lines, or indeed any lines of poetry 
abstracthtg their metrical aspect only.. aead in their context 
they impress us as achieving the poet's "particular effects" 
52 bssay ~ Enslish ~etrical ~w, p. 249. 
53 Poems, PP• 3-4. 
54 Gardner's pointing, from a collA.tion of 113. "AI' and "B" 
The loops indicate 11 tiurried syllables ... Gf .. Gardner .QE•ill•t·· 
pp. 282-83. 
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consonant with the spirit and tenor of the whole poem. Hopkin 
bas an illuminating note prefixed to the "Deutschland" in MS. 
uA 11 in which he explains his intention in regard to the stress 
ing of syllables. In a foot of several syllables, if the 
syllable carrying the beat is by nature long, the stress given 
to it must be stronger, the greater the number of syllables 
belonging to it, "the voice treading and dwelling~ 
but if on the contrary it is by nature liLht, 
then the greater the number of syllables 
belonging to it the less is the stress to be 
laid on it, the voice passing flyingly over 
all the syllables of the foot and in some 
manner distributin~ among them all the stress 
of the one beat.•5b 
~ 
As an example he gives the line~ 
B1i~ger of a te~der ;f t 0 of a fe~ thery dilfcacy t 
Maiden could obey so •• ~ 
Here, he says, 
The first two beats are very strong and the 
mora the voice dwells on them the more it 
fetches out the strength of the syllables 
they rest upon; the next two beats are very 
light and escaping, and the last as well as 
those which follow in the nest line, are of 
a mean strength such as suits narrative.56 
Hopkins' rhythm, like the oldest ~nglish poetic rhythm, is a 
speech rhythm, 11 the rhythm of common speech and of written 
prose when rhythm is perceived in them. 11 57 Even the most 
55 ~uoted by Gardner, Ibid., PP• 46-47. 
56 ~uoted by Gardner, .Q£• ill· • P• 47 .. 
57 Hopkins' Preface, Poem , p. 5. 
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rhythmic prose allows long sequences of unaccented syllables: 
ttin normal English prose we frequently insert more than twice 
as many sy~ables as Hopkins normally used between two beats, 
at the same tempo as those in the 11 Deutschland. 11 58 
~thile Hopkins' own sxplanations of sprung rhythm in his 
"Preface 11 and in his letters, probably remain the best state-
ments of his intentions, attempts have been made to simplify 
them, to deduce, so to speak, the law behind the law which 
governed Hopkins' practice. In an article by Geoffrey Bliss, 
s • .r., which contains a rearrangement of Hopkins' unfinished 
"~oodlark 1 " the writer maintains that this poem illustrates 
the single rule to which HopkiiDs' reduced the laws of English 
prosody. This rule Bliss states to be~ •Every verse contains 
a predetermined number of accented syllables." It has one 
scholion~ "in polysyllables the accent is fixed by the dict-
ionary~on all monosyllables by the poet, at his own risk.u59 
This rule marks Hopkins as a firm traditionalist, for it is the 
only rule of English prosody to which no exceptions had been 
admitted. Hopkins' chief distinction lay in the fact that "he 
admitted exceptions to all the other rules more freely than 
most poets. He also admitted exceptions cautiously, to the one 
58 Ogden, 2£• cit., P• 19. 
59 nrn a Poet's vvor'ishopft II. 'rhe vvoodlarku, Month, 
CLXVII (1936), p. 533. 0£ •. also n·on a Piece of Music •" 1..£19., • 
PP• 160-167. 
tl' rule 's scholion ~ but 
~· tor ."60 
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in this, too, he was no absolute innova-
Hopkins ignored this one rule only twice; in the "Echoes" 
and the ••Bpi thalami an," with results nextremely interesting but 
extremely dangerous as a precedent." In the "Woodlark" he 
observes it faithfully~ 
The poem is in four-beat with a possible three-
beat in one stanza (predetermination does not, 
of course, exclude ordered novelty of the verse-
lengths.) The union of rigidity with infinite 
variety which the one-rule prosody provides 
makes a good basis, in t~is poem, for a music 
of lark-song type~ monotom:JUS yet perpetually 
changing. While the four accents persist, the 
number of syllables varies from four in "Flame-
rash rudred," to twelve in tt"!'atter-tassel-
tangled and dingle-a-dangled.n61 
Bliss lists five exceptions to Hopkins' one rule or to its 
scholion~ (a) accent on a pause (or pause counted for accent), 
(b) accent on a run of unaccented syllables (metrical pause), 
(c) accent on the seconrlary accent in a p~ysyllable, (d) accen 
on a single unaccented syllable at the and of a verse when this 
is rhymed with an accented syllable, and (e) tne equal division 
of an accent between two syllables .62 These exceptions ara ex 
amplified in tb.e stanza, 
60 Ibid., PP• 533-34. Cf. the appendix to this Chapter for 
Blissts rearrangement of "The Woodlark."' 
61 Loc .. cit •. 
--
62 Ibid., P• 534. 
-
I' " / / An/d da)Vn the f}lr~ow dry 
3unspurge and oxeye "' 
And lace-leaved lovely 
"'"' / "'· / 11 oam-t uft fum1 tory .. 
with 11Tatter-tassel-tangled and dingle-a-dangled." 
It will ~uickly be seen, as Elisa observes, that the 
following of this rule, except in the hands of a "subtle con-
scientious craftsman," involves many dangers. But if it is 
held to, "with good reason for all exceptions," and if these 
exceptions "do not destroy the predeter.mined beat-count, .. 
~ you have a prosody which differs from 
the English tradition only by going a lit~le 
further in the direction in which it has 
always tended. They are some of our greatest 
poets who have adventured furthest with success 
in that direction:. Shakespeare, Donne, Milton, 
Crashaw and Coleridge .. 63 
Walter :r .. Ong, S.;r .. , brings forth further evidence to 
f prove to what extent Hopkins' rhythm is a revival and contin-
uation of a traditional rhythmic principle.64 ~hen he opened 
a place again for the sense-stress as against the running 
rhythm imposed by the Jpenserian tradition, his "achievement wa 
not q__uite alone,.." This dramatic utalk" rhythm, of course, ex-
isted everywhere in the lilizabethan dramatists and the poets of 
wit following them and then it went underground. However, 
between Shakespeare's 
If it were done, when 'tis done, then 'twere well 
It were dona quickly. 
63 .2!!· ill·, p~ 133. 
64 ££· .£11· 
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and Hopkins' "heart's charity's hearth's fire," or "And the 
8 ea flint-flake, black backed in the regular blow," other 
esamples of stress rhythm appear (besides those in Milton):. 
Burns's "To a Louse," 
Hal whare ye gaun, ye crowlin' ferlie~ ••• 
0 for some rank, mercurial rozet, 
Or fell, red, ameddum. 
and Blake's "rhymeless pindarics" and 11 Tho Fairy," with its 
skeltonics, 
~ ')( )Co. ' I .... • )C.. ,tl So a l;t(U ry · sung " , 
.f!'rorn t~1e lea:Ves I spruna ,· 
J( "" ~ )(. / 0 He leaped from ttie spray 
Tx " ,.. / o flee away ..... 
But in my hat caught 
.,'X / K )C / He soon shall be taught. 
3helley 1 s ~ueen Mab and Jouthey's Thalaba contain other ex-
arnples. Lines in Keats's Ode on i.~elancholy can be divided to 
show the Old English pattern~ 
, " " " " ./ i:~o, no go not to Lethe 
Wolf's-bane, tight-rooted 
"' )<. , 
neither twist 
for its poisonous 
"' Wlne; 
or 
X / ' I' And ~ deep, deep X " / X upon/ her peerless 
eyes .. 
Ong's whole ~ssay goes far to show how deeply the found-
ation of Hopkins' rhythms lie in the nature of the English 
language. 
Another criticism which illustrated the tendency, in-
creased by the Letters, to r.elate Hopkins with tradition,~es 
of Egerton Clarke, who emphasized his connection with the "main 
1.4:6 
stream of English poetic structure from Langland to Blake.•~: Hi 
~ 
rhythms merely carried the earliest tendencies to their logical 
completion~ They 
were embryonic is Piers Pl.owman and almost 
mature in Donne's lyrics.. ;.ihakespeare, Keats, 
and the rtomantics, the pre-Raphaelites, the 
later Victorians, and our 0wn modern Georgians 
b~long to a different though not unrelated 
lineage born of the Graeco-Latinism of the 
Renaissance .65 
Hopkins' great love of music had been instanced in several 
of his poems and remarked by his earlier biographers (e.g., 
Lahey, .QE• cit., p. 2).., But the extent and intensity of his 
interest was not fully revealed until the publication of the 
Letters.. During the last ten years of his life music played a 
role almost eq_uctl to, if not surpassin6, that of poetry. As 
abbot observed, it looked almost as if the former art had be-
come his "predominant passion." Hopkins had confidence in the 
value of his musical compositions. as in the case of his poetry 
he felt he had come upon something new. Of the music to which 
he set Collins' "Ode to Evening," for instance, he gave this 
description to Bridges~ "What came out was V6r~ wild and very 
strange and (I thought) very good ... ..as near a new world of 
musical enjoyment as in this old world we could hope to bave.n66 
65 Ql?• cit..,, p. 133. 
66 Letters I, pp •. 199-200. 
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Sir Robert Stewart, to whom he submitted his compositions, 
saw no great merit in them but rather the signs of the un-
schQQled ~mateur.67 But a more recent criticism offers the 
theory that had Hopkins lived, ~something interesting might 
have come of' 11 his experimenting. He built his compositions 
upon plain-chant, with which he was well-a~uainted; however, 
tthe also found his way into the very problematical world of 
archaic Greek music and modes.n68 
And, indeed, all the evidence seams to suggest 
that ••• he would have appeared as a composer in 
the little~tried art of the unaccompanied solo 
song .:·;: • ..Might he, perhaps, granted a longer 
life, have turned consistently to his own verse 
and become a neo-Greek poet-musician, creating 
simultaneously with the words a barless, un-
accompanied, enharmonic music~69 
The above apeculation is provocative, but the more immed-
iate subject which presents itself to critics is that of the 
influence of his musical interests upon his poetry. Negatively 
it appears that he would have spent more time upon his poetry 
had be spent less upon music. Bridges thought so, and took 
Hopkins to task for it.70 However, Hopkins seems to have 
turned to music when poetical inspiration failed llim. "Every 
67 Cf. Letters III, Appendix III, pp .. 167-70. 
68 J .. F. W'aterho.use, ••Gerard Manley Hopkins and .OO.us ic, 11 
Music ~ Letters XVIII (1937), p •. 234. 
69 Ibid., P• 235. 
70 Letters I, p •. 277 • 
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rmpulse and spring of art," he wrote Bridges, "seems to have 
died in me, except for music, and that I pursue under almost an 
impossibility of getting on~n7l 
The infl.uence of music is immediately felt in poems like 
••Binsey Poplars," "The wioodlarkt'* and the n.&choestt (of the last 
Hopkins said, "1 never did anything more musical")• In all 
the explanations of his poems Hopkins lays emphasis upon their 
sound. Bridges in regard to the "Burydice" is to "take breath 
and read it with the ears, as I always wish to read, and my 
verae becomes all right .. tt72 "Harry Ploughman,tt likewise ,'t fs 
for recital, not for perusal (as by nature all verse should 
be)," 73 and ":ipelt from dybil's Leaves" "should be almost sung:. 
it is most carefully timed in tempo rubato.•74 
lt is just this musical quality which, according to 
Egerton Clarke, gives Hopkins his singular position among 
English poets:. 
Monosyllabic ;;)axon is at the root of Hopkins' 
architectural method .. But he was also a 
musician, and it is not difficult to detect a 
mechanized musical notation tapping like a little 
hammer along his lines. In this--and in this 
71 Ibid,., P• 252. 
72 lbid.t P• 79. 
73 Ibid., P• 263 .. 
74 Ibid., P• 246 .. 
alone--is he uni~ue among the poets •••• be en-
riched the whole tradition of English verse by 
embroidering into it the conceits o~ the violin 
and the piano without in any way d~stroying the 
fundamental simplicity •. 75 
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The analogy between music and sprung rhythm as Hopkins conceive 
it need scarcely be given emphasis. as in music aile whole note 
may fill a measure, and the next measure be composed of 
equivalent in half-notes, eighths or sixteenths, so in Hopkins• 
melodic phrases, a foot may consist of one to four syllables. 
the time elements supplied if necessary by emphasis, ("dwells") 
or pauses~ Hopkins refers more than once to the process "by 
-which syllables are lengthened so that three fill a bar or so 
that the last of one becomes the first of the next,tt76 and to 
similar devices .. 
It is notable that the marka Hopkins used to clarify his 
intention were in part taken from musical symbols~ ... slurs, that 
is loops .2!2.!: syllables, to tie them together into the time of 
one~ ••• what in music are called pauses~, to show that syll-
ables should be dwelt on~" Clearly, Hopkins' intentions are 
not always discernible without these and other markings, which, 
no doubt with wisdom, Bridges omitt~d from the printed text. 
As Ogden's study has shown, recourse to the original manuscript 
shows that, in the sense of rightly inferring Hopkins' intent-
ions, critics' guesses in many doubtful cases are not likely to 
75 .Q£• ill•, P• 133 •. 
76 Letters I • pp •. 233-34 .. 
be correct .. 
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Although a complete knowledge of an author's 
purpose is not absolutely necessary to appreciation and under-
standing of his work, nevertheless "there is at least a certai 
historical interest in discovering the poet's intention before 
indulging the creative impulse at his expense.u77 
A study from the manuscripts of Hopkins' employment of the 
"outride" shows that (as Hopkins himself stated) its function 
may be compared to that of counterpoint in running rhythm.78 
Its purpose would also appear to be to ensure ~ necessary break 
after certain slack syllables, i~ order to avoid monotony. In 
discussing with Bridges certain of his alexandrine lines, 
hopkins remarked that "that meter unless much broken, as I do 
by outrides, is very tedious."79 Ogden four1d that in 104 out-
-
rides, in fifteen poems,80 "more than half were immediately 
followed by some sort of punctuation which would at least 
ensure the ra~uisite break~~ In seven other cases punctuation 
would be expected in normal usa~e, as in the third line of the 
11 VWindhover" 
Of the roll~ level underneath ~ steady air, 
and str1ding 
Although the constitution of the foot in which the outride 
77 Ogden, .2£• ill·, p .. 26 .. 
78 Letters II, P• 41 .. Cf. also chapter IV above, P• 
79 Letters I, p .. 80 .. The poems were r..;os. 7, 12, 14, 
19, 20. 21, 23, 29, 4p, 43,. 53, 61, 62, 63. 
15, 
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This leaves ten 11 doubtful examples," a few of \vhich may be cite 
It gathers to a greatness like the ooze of oii81 
~ -..__r (No .. 7) 
in which, Ogden observes, "the marking of two outrides in a 
paeonic foot is peculiar.~ 
Times told lovelier, more dangerous, 0 my chevalierS 
'---" '-..__..-../ 
"where the possibility that the stressed syllable in the :f'ourth 
foot may be~· thus pulling 0 in the third foot, cannot be 
excluded--if, for example, the chevalier were 11 Christ our Lord. 
This in drudgery, day-laboring-out life's age. 
"---"" (No.l5} 
"where it is conceivable that the third stress might be on 
day .••82 
Ogden's was the first penetrating study of sprung rhythm 
which correlated Hopkins' principles with his practice in the 
81 Gardner (Op. cit., p. 98.) defines this AI "an entirely 
anomalous double hanger-(or, more probably, an over3igbt) .. " 
82 Gardner ( Q£• cit., P• 285) resolves the problem by 
stressing this line~ This in drudgery, day-laboring-out life's 
age. Hopkins' device, over tlho syllabes indicates that 11 thoug 
one has and the other has not the metrical stress, in the re-
citation-stress tbey are to be ·about eq.ual."(Le:tters II, p. 129) 
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manuscripts, and it was a valuable contribution towards the 
realization of the fundamental consistency between theory and 
practice~ It went far towards remedying the "ineptitudes of 
prosodists," and disposing of the idea of the irrelevancy of 
Hopkins' theory~ His attention to the "Deutschland" did not 
a little towards establishing the "regularity" of that poem. 
Hitherto many critics had read it 11as if the meter were ir-
regular, disregarding the carefully studied stresses (on an 
even beat) and pausing for breath or emotion where they felt 
inclined."83 Ogden was the first to mention the fact that 
Part II of the "Deutschland 11 has one more stress in the first 
line than Part I, and that the number of stresses in lines two 
to eight of every verse in both parts is 3-4-3-5-5-4-6~84 Ex-
pressing surprise that Bridges had nowhere stated that the 
metrical scheme of the poem follows the alignment, Ogden be-
lieves that he may not have realized before he came to edit the 
poem that the meter was regular. The fact that -he printed the 
first stanza with even alignment in The Spirit of Man, however, 
seems scarcely to be proof of this, for matters of prosody 
were not his concern in his collection. 
The failure, to which Ogden drew attention, on the part of 
83 Ogden, .QE. ill· , p • 14 ·-
84 While aligning incorrectly the stanza he ~uoted, 
c. Day Lewis had remarked that the alignment was a clue to the 
scansion, Cf. above, Chapter IV, P• 104f. 
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critics and poets to understand the real nature of Hopkins' 
sprung rhythm was one of the reasons advanced by David Daiches 
to account for the infelicities in the poetry of some of 
Hopkins' imitators. G. M .. Young traced them to Hopkins' 
"ignorance of his subject 11 ; Daiches to his immitators• lack of 
technical knowledge; "Hopkins studied the subject carefully and 
wrote with a technical knowledge none of the modern poets 
possesses.w85 when sprung rhythm is adopted with no under-
standing of its structure the result is only 11 looseness ad 
infinitum.~ Daiches adds other reasons for the differences 
between Hopkins and those whom he has influenced.. He agrees 
with Edith Sitwell that "no modern poet has Hopkins' tactile 
and visual sense~" that he "stands alone in the intensity of 
his perceptions.u86 
A more important consideration to Daiches, however, than 
these differences, is that of the reason for the 11 terrific 
force of the ~pact of Hopkins' verse on post-war poetry." 
This reason, be believes, lies in the fact that "the post-war 
poets, for differing reasons, came to adopt an attitude to the 
poatic medium which Hopkins for reasons of his own, bad 
adopted and axploited.•87 Hopkins' use of language was similar 
85 .. Gerard Manley Hopkigs and Modern Poets," .llir!, Literar;y; 
Values (London:. Oliver and Boyd, 1936), p •. 32. 
86 ~·• P• 43. 




to that which modern poets were attempting. In their 
eclecticism they had sought models from many ancestors--Donne,. 
Skelton, .Rimbaud, La.F'orgue, ~vhitman, Yeats, Found, Eliot-but 
tbe 11 practice of Hopkins came closest to what they were seekirg. 
The attitude to the poetic medium which both Hopkins and the 
modern exemplify is that of a 11 Btraining after directness 
beyond that allowed £I. the formal syntactic ~ of language.u88 
Hopkins achieved this directness by dispensing with the 
barriers which syntax reared against the immediacy of union 
,. between subject and object, that is, (as Alec brown had pointed 
out earlier) "he allowed the form of his expression to be dic-
tated by an emotional rather than a logical sequence. 11 89 Here 
he differed from Donne to whom he has often been compared, in 
that Donne "intellectualized his passion," whereas Hopkins 
presented "his feeling and his thought in rapid progression of 
hichly wrought images and ideas set down in words deliberately 
chosen for their intensity, their concentration, their approx-
imation as it were, to the native fact itself."90 
'This difference between Hopkins and the metaphysical poets 
including Donne, was further emphasized by Harris Downey. It 
is a difference reflected in the reaction of the reader to the 
88 Ibid., p.- 26-. 
89 Ibid., P• 27 .. 
90 Ibid., P• 29 ... 
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poems. With Hopkins, the reader is drawn right into the poem 
itself, becomes part of the poem; with Donne he reacts "rather 
as an auditor experiencing a work of art~" The latter ex-
perience "is an apprehension. Hopkins presents for the most 
part the comprehension;;"-91 In stating, however, that Donne's 
poetry is intellectual and Hopkins' is emotional, the antith-
esis must not be given too much emphasis! 
a conceit embodies both intellect and emotion; 
but of the two poets one may note a difference 
of degree. Hopkins to a great extent lacks a 
logical framework; Donne may wander into the 
emotional as far as he wishes, he always has 
the logic, the intellect, which ths reader 
occasionally loses sight of but which is always 
there and which is always seen in analysis .. 
The dependence on emotion in Hopkins results in 
his greater subjectivity, his spe€dier direct-
ness and conse~uently--bis naivett.92 
Ne may add that in Hopkins also "the intellect is always 
there ... .and always seen in analysis." And exegesis of almost 
any one. of his poems reveals a strong framework of thought-
more of a logical progression than is obvious at first--suppor-
ting and justifying the very real and sincere emotion. The 
emotion is more immediate it is true. out as often as his 
manner, the tough fabric of his thought causes the 11 difficulty 11 
associated with his poetry. The thought content is conveyed 
91 "Gerard Hopkins;. A citudy of Influences," .:louthern 
iieview, I (1936), P• 843. 
92 Ibid., PP• 843-44. 
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emotionally and passionately but it is the driving force of 
the emotion and passion; indeed they cannot be separated. That 
the thought progresses in dynamic leaps from image to image 
more often than in the close argumentative reasoning of Donne 
and the "cerebral" poets ought not to obscure its reality. 
Thisl;lpartly due to a difference of degree in conviction •. As 
Daiches has observed, Hopkins was sure of his content. He 
"took for granted that the kind of subject he wanted to write 
about was a fit subject for poetry." His concefn was with the 
means of expressing, of "inscaping• it. 
'I'hat there are points of similarity between Hopkins and 
the metaphysical poets is evident from often-drawn comparisons. 
There is a similar condensation, intensity, and accuracy of 
expression, and a similar use of the conceit. The abrupt 
openings of many of Hopkins' sonnets resemble those of Donne, 
and there is a similar slowing up of movement. The "far-fetch-
edness" (as Hopkins designated it) of many of his images also 
is reminiscent of Herbert, Crashaw and the other Metaphysicals. 
deference to Hopkins' subjectivity likewise calls for 
qualification.. Hopk\nR did not live in his own world of self-
introspection or translate the world outside him into terms of 
self or his own private symbols. His subjectivism is not the 
same as that of Baudelaire and Proust .. His world always remain 
the outward world of men and things. To experience the "selves 
of things as far as possible, and to give that experience in 
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words--this was his discipline. He was always observing how 
Each mortal thing does one thing and the same~ 
Deals out that being indoors each one dwells; 
Selves--goes itself; myself it speaks and spells. 
(No .. 34) 
Thus, to call him an objective poet, as another critic does, 
is to describe accurately the primary strain of his genius: 
~ ... where a poet like 3helley was describing 
how a akylark went up into the sunlight, was 
shooting off all sorts of ideas like fireworks, 
about the bird's singing and what it did to 
him the poet, Hopkins would be trying to get 
into words the skylark itself and ~he singing 
and he would not be bothering about Hopkins 
at all. He was ••• an objective poet •••• his 
eyes blazed outward an things, seeing them 
whole and full and deep, after the fashion of, 
say, Chaucer .. 93 
The publication of Hopkins' Letters marked a decisive stag 
in the growth of his reputation. By setting him against the 
background of his own period, they revealed his essential re-
lation to the outlook and thought of his age, and permitted 
him to speak for himself in regard to his conceptions of art 
and poetry.. In clarifying the real nature of his revolt agains 
current poetic practice they modified to a certain extent the 
idea held by many of his revolutionary modernism. At the same 
time they presented the most valuable of commentaries on his 
own poetic practice, uncovering interests which bore upon his 
conception of the art. It is revealing to note, for instance, 
that the references to music in the Index to the Letters are 
93 Francis MacManus, "Gerard Manley Hopkins, The deturn of 
a Victorian," Part I. Irish Monthly, LXV (1937}, P• 330. 
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exceeded only by those to Hopkins himself, to Bridges, and to 
Versification. The letters also make known not only the "dis-
tinguished naturalness, the sensitive vivacity, the flexi-
bility, and the easy sureness of touchu94 of his prose but 
reveal him as a penetrating and independent critic. In genera , 
then, their effect was to axpand the boundaries of reference 
and to open new avenues of approach to the better understandmg 
of the poetry and, above all, of the essentially sincere, 
single-minded purpose and ideal of the personality behind the 
poetry. 
94 Leavis, .-;crutiny XII (,;;ipring, 1944), P• 92 .. 
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APPENDIX. 
In the following rearrangement of 11 The V¥oodlark 11 the lines in 
brackets are those supplied by Father Bliss. 
Teevo cheevo cheevi~ cheat 
0 .. where, what can tha't'"b'e? 
Weedio-\rJeedio; there againL 
3o tiny a trickle of song-strain; 
And all round not to be found 
li'or brier, bough, furrow, or gr~en ground 
Before or behind or far or at hand 
Either left either right 
Anywhere in the sunlight. 
Well, after alll Ah but hark-
'I am the little wood lark. 
The skylark is my cousin and he 
Is known to men more than me. 
Round a ring, around a ring 
And while I sail (must listen) I sing~ 
Today the sky is two and two 
,Ji th white strokes and strains of the blue. 
The blue wheat-acre is underneath 
And the braided ear breaks out of the sheath, 
The ear in milk, lush ths sash, 
And crush-silk poppies aflash, 
The blood-gush blade-gash 
Flame-rash rudred 
Bud shelling or bro~d-shed 
Tatter-tassel-tangled anu dingle-a-dangled 
Dandy-hung dainty head. 
And down the furrow dry 
8unspurge and oxeye 
And lace-leaved lovely 
Foam-tuft fumi tory 
/ "' I am so very, 0 so very glad 
That I db think there is not to be had 
[Anywhere any more joy to be in, 
Cheevio :..] when the cry within 
3ays Go on then I go on 
Till the longinb is less and the good gone. 
But dovm drop, if it says at_,op,. 
'l'o the all-a-leaf of tbe treetop. 
And after that off tbG bough 
[Hover-float to the be dge-brovJ .] 
Through the velvety wind V-winged 
[ iihere sh~ke shadow is sun' s-eye-rint;sed] 
To the nest•s nook I balance and buoy 
With a swee~ joy of a sweet joy. 
Sweet, of a sweet, of a sweet joy 
Of a sweet- a sweet-sweet-joy ... 
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CHAPTER VI 
RECEPTION OF' ~ NOTEBOOKS. REG<ENT CHITICIJ.WI 
In the last few years there has taken place what might be 
loosely described as a "settling" process in the somewhat 
rambling structure of Hopkins' criticism. This can be traced 
partly, as has already been indicated, to the effect of the 
Letters, an effect augmented by the publication of lt,urther 
Letters (those to Coventry Patmore and others) and The Noiebooks 
~Papers of Gerard kanley Hopkins; it can be accounted for 
also by the passage of time. This third phase is not by any 
means definitive, of course, but its characteristics are dis-
tir;guishable enough for rough classification.. One of the most 
noticeable shifts is towards the realization of the unity of 
Hopkins' achievement--and of the true value of that achievement 
in relation to 3nglish literary tradition. We have seen 
already that as attempts to place him in the se~uence of 
literary history become more fre~~ent, he appears less a poet 
of our, more a poet for all time. In contrast to the asseas-
ments of the early ninsteen thirties, we find statements such 
as the following:- 11 ..... nor does his work e.ver strike us with the 
sudden fresh surprise of modernity that Blake's, for instance, 
~ produces in such a piece as ~ Island of lli ~."1 In l 1 Anne hidler, "Gerard Hopkins", Periodical, XAVI (1944), p:. 
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general, in this third phase of criticism, more attention is 
devoted to Hopkins' thought, to his aesthetics, practical and 
theoretical, and to their sources in his philosophical, 
theological, classical and linguistic studies. 
The Notebooks, published in 1937 by Humphry House, opened 
a veritable mine of information to il~uminate Hopkins' aesthet-
ics and his poetry. The Journal particularly, covering the 
years 1868-1875, was in its way as enlightening as Coleridge's 
notebooks in uncovering the raw material out of which Hopkins 
made his poetry, and the resetting and refining process which 
transmuted his minute observations of nature into poetry of the 
highest order. Read side by side with the poetry, the Journal 
is, as one writer remarked, "more enlig~tening than the most 
sympathetic critic."2 And indeed, the following juxtapositi.on 
of the Notebooks and the Poems3 will prove the truth of the 
statement. Here we see the garnering of image and epithet 
which later found its perfection in the "Deutschland.• 
Notebooks 
P• 135. 
"the water swung with a 
great'down and up again ••• 
the sight was the burly water-
backs which heave after heave 
kept tumbling up from the broken 
foam." 
•Through the cobbled foam-
~ fleece what could he do 
With the burl of the fout.it 
of air, buck and flood of 
the wave?~ (Stanza 16) 
2 Arnold ~hitridgei neview of. the Notebooks, ~aturday 
i{eview of Literature, July 10, 1937. 
' 3 These and similar comparisons are to be found in Gardner 
(, .9.£. ill· ' pp. 164-68. 
P· 180 
11 Painted white cobbled-foam 
tumbling over the rocks an~mbed 
away off their backs again." 
P· 181 
"flinti waves •••• In an 
enclosure of rocks the peaks ~f 
the water romped and wandered •• ~" 
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11 And it crowds and it caJO. 
-to the fall.K(Jtanza 4) 
"The sea flint-flake ••• " 
(Stanza 13) 
11 
••• rolledf\'vi th tbe sea-
romp over the wreck • ..-
(Jtanza 17) 
The spontaneous "Hurrahing in Harvest" written in 1877, 
bad its beginnings in Journal entries iLJ 1871. 
Hotebooks 
P• 145. 
"A simple behavior of 
p. 143. 
silky lingering clouds • ._..u 
p. 144. 
"the clouds meal white ••• 11 
p. 143. 
"Later mouldir.g, which brought 
rain." 
"what lovely behavior 
Of silk-sack clouds! has 
wil'd"'er, ''lilful-wavier 
lueal-drift moulded ever 
and melted across skies? 11 
Besides the Journal, the Kotebooks included extracts from 
Hopkins' early essays before and during his undergradu~te days; 
his Lecture Kotas on ~betoric and Poetry, probably compiled 
while he was Professor of Rhetoric at Manresa House, Roehamptob 
selections from various sermons, and a Commentary on the 
3piritual Exercises of St. Ignatius. ~verywhere the Hopkins of 
the i~otebooks and the Hopkins of the poems is seen to be one. 
The ideas expressed, even in the early essays are clearly re-
lated to the later poetry. Commenting on this relationship, 
Cbarl6S K. Trueblood has stated that 
it is seldom one finds a body of ideas 
that is, on the one hand, so organic with 
the art th~t developed from it, and on the 
other, so fundamentally original, so 
immediately a rationale of the abundant 
instinctive response of the man to his 
world.4 
In his essay, "On the Origin of Beauty~ A Platonic 
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Dialogue," written in 1865 Hopkins defines Beauty as the coll-
ective effect arising out of a work of nature or of art when th 
beholder perceives likenesses and differences between the parts 
t.her:1selves and between the parts and the whole, each part being 
seen in the light of the others and of the whole, and the whole 
~ iD the light of tho parts. That is, Beauty arises from the 
J perception of design, pattern, or structure, all that Hopkins 
i 
called "inscape." 
Hopkins applied these ideas to poetry-to inscapes of the 
ear, speech framed in likeness-difference patterns of sound. 
That these patterns could become very complex is one of the 
reasons, as Trueblood observes, why his poetry is "obscure" to 
many, why it is an "intellectual"poetry, a packed poetry "in 
which no word or syllable is wasted, no word make-believe. 11 5 
As the design of "sound-words," "sound-clauses," "sound 
sentences" becomes more complex, "tbe more it penetrates and 
4 11 The Aesthetics of Gerard Hopkins," Poetry, L (1937), p. 
276. 
5 ~., P• 280. 
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organizes the verbal substance, the more close and elaborate 
become the comparisons the mind must keep making.n6 This is 
r the reason why Hopkins insisted so often that his poetry be 
read aloud, and why it shocked those used to reading with the 
aye. The "supposed obscurity is chargeable ••• to a gene rat ion 
to whom the reading of poetry i~ very nearly a lost art."? 
To c. Day Lewis Hopkins seemed to have some into ~nglish 
literature by a kind of partheno-genesis, his voice "reminding 
us of nothing we have heard before."8 rtecent critics are 
finding ancestors for him, without in any way subtracting from 
his originality, but rather emphasizing it .. 'lhey are thus 
vindicating T. s. Eliot's statement that "not only the best, 
but the most individual parts of a poe:t's work may be those in 
which the dead poets, his ancestors, assert their immortality 
most vigorously."9 
As is well-known, Hopkins was an outstanding Greek scho~ar 
It was natural that critics, impressed by constant references 
to Greek styles and prosody in his letters and notes, should 
look for the impress of this interest of his upon his poetry. 
The purpose of an article by w. B. Stanford was "to show that 
6 Ibid., PP• 277-8. 
-
7 llli.·, P• 280 .. 
8! Hope For Poetry, p. 168. 
g ttTradition and the Individual Talent," 2.£• ~·· P• 4. 
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more than a little of Hopkins' stylistic strangeness is 
genuinely Aeschylean.•10 Noting a similarity between Hopkins' 
lines, 
0 the mind, mind has mountains; cliffs of fall 
F1rightful, sheer, no-man-fathomed. (No. 11) 
and a passage from~e Suppliants (lines 794-97), 
A sheer, goat-deserted, unpainted-out 
lonely-minded, hanging, 
vultury, crag .. 
3tanford believes that "the brilliant and vivid epithet "lonely 
minded 11 suggested Hopkins' mountains of the mind." He observes 
also the likeness of figure in 
earl-stars, stars principal, overbend us, 
Fire-featuring heaven. (No. 32) 
and the Watchman's description in Agamemnon, of the stars, 
"shining dynasts in the forefront of heaven .. " 
Other Aeschlyean properties which are apparent in Hopkins' 
verse are new-coined, usually compound, epithets, and the 
acc~ulation of epithets on a single noun as "a sacrifice, 
different, lawless, ban~uetless, kin-builder of ~uarrels, not-
mar~-fearing .u (Agamemnon, 11. 151-52) Aeschylus too, favors the 
adjectives, sheer~ deep, towering, dappled, enormous. 3yn-
aesthetic metaphors, in which one kind of sensation is inter-
preted in terms of another are also employed by both. Hopkins' 
10 "Gerard Manley Hopkins and aeschylus," ~tudies, XXX 
(1941), PP• 359-68 .. 
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Journal (July 8, 1871), bas a passage in which be describes 
"thunder •• , .like gongs and rolling in great floors of sound." 
He speaks also of "thunder ringing and echoing round like bras 
!n a fragment of The Freeing of .ilrometbeus, Aeschylus describes 
a "red sea of bronze-thundering-and-lightning.• A trumpet-
call sets the coast "abl.azett with sound in Perseus (1. 395).., 
Another Journal passage (Feb. 23, 1872) of Hopkins bas this 
description. "But this sober grey darkness and pale light 
was happily broken through by the orange of the pealing of 
Milton bells." Hopkins' ttbrigbt windtt in the fifth line of 
"Heracli tean F'ire 11 finds an exact parallel in Agamemnon 
(1. 1180-l)l.l 
Hopkins worked many traditions. Herein lies the reason 
for the sometimes surprising contradictory statements from 
critics who try to relate him to one or another tradition--to 
the romantic, the Metaphysical, the Miltonic, or the allitera-
tive. In a sense· he beloggs to al.l traditions; he "learned 
from-! do not mean merely 'knew'--a greater veriety of poets 
and languages than any poet before him, some of which poets he 
in certain ways resembles, and others not."l2 
11 Gardner, in his Second Volume of Gerard hlanley Hopkins 
(not yet publist1e d) sbovJ s 11 how the gramrna tical structure of 
Greek and Latin poetry suggested to Hopkins ~n 'esornplastic'. 
syntax which would combine greater freedom w1th more compelllng 
uaity, concentration, and distinctiveness or 'inscape'.9 
(.Qll. ill·· 
12 'I'erence Heywood, "Hopkins' Ancestry, 11 Poetry, LIV ( 1939) , 
p. 279 .. 
' f-
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"Philosophically Hopkins is a romantic poet~ "13 is a 
statement that is true ogly with qualifications. He would 
never have subscribed to the romantic heresy which sought 
perfection in human relationships and in the contemplation of 
natural beauty. Nor was what critics bave called his human-
itarianism the humanitarianism of the romantic poets. It pro-
ceGded rather from his Christianity, from his a~ility to read 
Christ in his neighbor. And it was in this outlook, as 
Robert Jpeaight has pointeG out, that he returned to an older 
tradition in Bnglish literature, the "rneaieval tradition of 
'Pi srs Ploughman' and, ilJ p&rt, of Chaucer--and it vJas c ont in-
ued, ant c9nsummated by ~hakespeare. It found matter for the 
highest poetry in the hurnors of the earth and its humanity .. ••14 
hor is Hopkins concerned with emphasizing his own personality 
as were Wordsworth, Jhelley and Keats. Rather, in his greatest 
poetry he reaches out beyond t~e personal, to the dramatic 
narrative, ~s in "The ~reck of the Deutschland." But the diffi 
culty of placin.; Hopkins' poetry in any one traditi::m is seen 
in the followiD2 Ofinion of a. r .. Evans~ 
There is little in Hopkins' verse or in his 
criticism that can be explained vy the classical 
or 1~omantic contrast ..... he was iu reaction a;::,ainst 
the romanticism of the later nineteenth century 
but this ~id not mean that he ~as a~ainst the 
13 Downey, "Gerard Hopkins. A ~tudy of Influences," 
QQ. cit., p. 838. 
14 ~opkins' Genius and .3tature as a ~Ue.jor Poet, 11 
Cornmo.,.~eal·, Ici.ar. 28, 1941, p. 56::S. 
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ear~y nineteenth century or tha~ his own verse 
or his principles conform to any definiti0n of 
~classical." He was ~n advocate of tradition, 
as is hliot later, but it is difficult to see 
that his verse is traditional, in any meaning 
of the term that will easily admit of interpre-
tation. He may seem to reac~ back towards 
Langland, but the verse itself is very unlike 
Langland's, and their relationship to their 
audience is very different. 15 
It is true that ~opkins' work cannot be circumscribed by these 
terms used in a narrow sense, limited by the tendencies of any 
one period. There is a sense, however, in which it is clearly 
seem to ~e Classical. Uost critics writing at the present 
moment would probably agree with &ardner that Hopkins' prime 
intention and beneral method, "his total eomplex of style is 
Classical rather than domantic." His poetry, that is, achieves 
its greatest unity and is expressed in the most subtle and 
dynamic imagery, "when he is handling some deeply felt ethical 
and human tbeme."l6 
The way in which the philosophy of .LJuns Jcotus strength-
e~1ed and justified to Hopkins his interest in the "inscapes•• 
of natural objects, that fundamental concern of his art, was 
made clearer by the publication of the 1otebooks. Hopkins' use 
of the term appears in his Journal long before he made the ac-
q_uaintance of the .3ubtle Doctor, but the discovery when it came 
15 Tradition and rtomanticism (London, 1lethuen ana ~o., 
1940) P• 190. 
16 2E. cit., p. 19 6 .. 
in 1872 appeared to him al~most as a grace from Heaven, 
At that time I had first begun to get 
hold of a copy of dcotus on the dentences 
in the Baddely Library and was flush with 
a new stroke of enthusiasm. It may come 
to nothing or it may be a mercy from God. 
But just then when I took in any inscape 
of sky or sea I thought of Jcotus. 17 
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'I'he relation of Hopkins' thought to the philosophy of the 
Schoolman has not yet been very thoroughly investigated. 'I'be 
subject will undoubtedly be one of the important fields of 
study for future critics of tbe poet~ The bond that drew 
Hopkins to :3cotus was undoubtedly their common experience of 
11 form 11 as the individualizing force in things. Duns Gcotus's 
theory of individuation, which differs from the more commonly 
accepted theory of Jt. Thomas A~uinas which places the principle 
of individuation in "quantified matter," bas been briefly in-
dicated by Christopher Devlin, d.J., the first to show the 
relationship between Hopkins' and Jcotus's conceptions~ 
Each man's nature is the nature of all the 
world, elemental, veget~tive, sensitive, human. 
But one man differs utterly from another be-
cause by his individuality be possesses the 
common nature in an especial degree. The 
individual degree is the degree in which he 
lacks the infinite; it knits together in the 
one man all his natural activities, animal. 
rational, etc. and gives them direction 
God-wards. 18 
17 Notebooks, p. 161 
18 "Hopkins and Duns .3cotus, '' ~ Verse, No. 14 (April, 
1935), p .. 12 .. 
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Jcotus placed the principle of individuation in form because, 
as he said, matter as such possesses none of the characterist~ 
of individuality and since individuals exist, the principle of 
individuation must be the form .. 'Ihe human soul, then, in 
virtue of its essence, "is not simply~ soul but ~-soul, and 
it is this essential individuality which indiviaualiaes the 
matter of the body and, along with the body, the whol~ man."l9 
We can see why this philosophy would justify to Hopkins 
his preoccupation with individual things in all their partic-
ularity and singularity. It would not be a preoccupation with 
matter merely, but "with informed being, and this informed beir:g 
as being at least was the very seal and facsimile of God•s.n20 
The exact manner in which Hopkins saw the reflection of God in 
natural or human "inscapes" is debatable. He believed that the 
contemplation of them was the guide to God's beauty. Here he 
followed St. Thomas as well as Scotus and other schoolmen .. 
Hopkins• expression of his experience in statements such as 
that about the beauty of a bluebell he had been examaning,2l 
"I know the beauty of our Lord by it. Its inscape is mixed of 
strength and grace," can give the. impression that he really 
succeeded in finding the true likeness of God through creature~ 
19 Etienne Gi:J,son, Spirit .2£ Medieval Fhilosoph;y;, p. 196. 
2.0 Arthur Little, .. Hopkins and 3cotus, '' Irish Monthly, 
(194:3), P• 50. 
21 Notebooks 1 P•· 430 •. 
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b.Y i.1£J;j(.,rsing his mind in the minutiae of their q_uall ties .. 
'l'bis, as Li tt~e po.ints out in his article on .John Pick's 
treatment of Hopkins and ~co~us,22 would be contrary to 3t .. 
Thomas's t eachlng.. It is not by irru;;ers ion in creatures but by 
abstraction from them that, according to St. Thomast one arrive 
at the knowledge of God.. 'I'he world, in Hopkins t own words is 
~word, expression, news, of God .. n23 When he looks at a leaf, 
for instance~ "the leaf as a leaf is not a resemblance of God .. 
But the being and the beauty of the leaf faithfully and exactly 
reflect the being and tbe beauty of God •. '* Thus, the mare 
closely he perceives the details of the inscape, 11 the richer be 
comes Hopkins' insight into the meaning of beauty and the fulle 
his idea of tbe beauty of God. u-24 According to Scot us also, 
created nature in all its degrees of being was summed up in the 
highest possible degree in the human nature of Christ. Thus it 
is not surprising to find Hopkins, in the sonnet in which he 
particularly celebrates the "selvesu of' things, ending with 
Christ-for Christ plays in ten thousand places, 
Lovely in limbs and lovely in eyes not his 
To the lt'a ther through the features of men '"s faces. 
(1\o .. 34) 
This aspect of Scotus's doctrine, as critics have pointed out 
app6ars in Hopkins' gleanings of Christ in the universe, the 
lovely asunder 
3tarlight, wafting him out of it. 
(No .. 4, ~t. 4) 
22 Q.E.• cit., p .. 51. 
2.3 Unpublished Ms. ~uoted by Pick, P• 49 .. 
24 Little, 2£· cit., p. 50. 
in 




scotus, like other Franciscans, and likG their great founder. 
sought "vestiges" of God everwhere in creation. But in man 
above all is t,hat image found • Hopkins too saw man as "·world's 
lovelie~t," acting 
in God's eyes what in God's eye he is--
Christ- (l'-io. 34) 
St. Ignatius, of course, presupposed this doctrine of the 
likeness of God in creatures, but Scotusrs teaching fitted in 
precisely with Hopkins' uwn instinctive approach to natural 
beauty. 'tins cape," which was to Hopkins, "the very soul of 
art,u25 that which holds beauty fast in a thing,26 was also tba 
which made it distinctive, individual, a "self." ~cetus then, 
gave Hopkins a philosophic foundation for his aesthetic ex-
perience, and taught him bow mortal beauty may become for him 
supernatural, 11 
"God's better beauty, grace." 
(No. 3g) 
Hopkins' conceptions of "inscape 11 and "instress" can also 
be relateG to 3cotus's theory of knowledge. The experiencing 
of beauty as "inscape 11 is an act in which form and its 
concrete eubodiment are grasped as it were simultaneously by 
25 Letters II, p. 135. 
26 Notebooks, P• 250. 
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both the mind and the senses. cicotus preached a "first act" 
of knowledge~ "wherein sense and intellect are one~ a confused 
intuition of nature as a living whole.~27 Ordinarily, the act 
of abstraction immediately follows this "glimpse," but if it 
does not, "if the first act is dwelt on (by "instress"?) to 
the exclusion of succeeding abstractions, then you can feel,• 
see, hear, or somehow experience the Nature which is your and 
all creation's as.~.'inscape•."28 Gardner, following Devlin, 
talieves that "Hopkins probably indentified the ~cotist 
concept of the singular with his own private concept of..;;;..;;.;.;;;;...;..~~ 
(though the latter has a relatively narrow aesthetic connotat-
ion) and the primum actum with his own experience of primary 
ins tress .••29 
A third aspect of 3cotist philosophy is evident also in 
Hopldns' poetry-his doctrine on ~vill. According to 3.cotus the 
ufirst act" being a spontaneous expression of nature, is good, 
but neither right or wrong. To make it 11 right .. it must be 
directed towards God by an act of the will.30 This, aays 
Devlin, is the whole point of the 'oem, "On a Piece of Music.'' 
...... 
Therefore this masterhood, 
This piece of perfect song, 
This fault-not-found~ith-good, 
Is neither rightDDr wrong. 
The necessary volitional act which would direct the natural 
27 Devlin, ~Verse. 
28 Loc. cit. 
--
29 2.1?.· ill·· p .. 26 .. 
30 Ct. Devlin, New Verse, p.l6 and Gardner, .Q£· .£!1.,pp.27. 
inspiration Godwards in implied in the stanza 
~hat makes the man and what 
The man within that makes~ 
Ask whom be serves or not 
Jerves ana what side be takes. 
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3cotus taught that in man a111 and not intellect, is the 
e%pression of individuality, ana he laid great emphasis upon 
the freedom of the Will; "there is in each man the individual 
element--haeccietas, Nill, spring of action."31 Jtanza seven 
of "On the Portrait of Two Beautiful Young People" is cited by 
Gardner as "almost an G pi tome of the Scotist concept of the 
beaccietas, the 'moral pitch' of the Self, as expressed in the 
Man lives that list, that leaning in the will 
No wisdom can forecast by gauge or guess, 
The selfless self of self, most strange, most still, 
Fast furled and all foredrawn to No or Yes. 
To what extent 3cotus's doctrine on ~ill influenced 
Hopkins' own will and decisions is of course impossible to det-
ermine. He had made his choice of a way of life before be ever 
became aware of Jcotist teaching. It is less probable that his 
addiction to 3cotus supplied a religious as much as an aesthe-
tic need to him. Hence, it is somewhat of an exaggeration to 
say that he was a 3cotist simply because that philosophy 
supplied 11 an alembic through which he could transform his 
Nietzschean passion for wild, untrammelled freedom--for 'all 
things counter, original, spare, strange,'--into a manly and 
31 Gardner, ..2£.:· ill·, p. 24. 
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The bett.er un<ierstanG.in.g of Hopkins the man,. which we have 
mentioned as a characteristie of recent criticism, is evidanceci 
in several articles. This factor was attribute~ by Terence 
aeywood to the effect of the Letters and Notebooks~. These, 
by revealing the man are gradually helping 
to clear up a major misunderstanding about 
the effects. of his vocation on his poetry, 
one partly perpetuated. by the well-known 
and several-times reprinted essay by 
Herbert Read who failed. to realize that t.be 
Spiritual Exercises of St ... Ignatius , .. formed, 
for better or for worse, the very stuff ana 
not merely the accidental channel of Hopkins' 
poems.~ 33 . 
The wavering between values, and the indecision ana Q.oubt 
postulated by a Richards-Bmpson criticism were also denied~ 
•ttbere was never any ioubt in his minci as to the relative 
importance of the religious ami poetic demands .u34 
Several of Hopkins' fellow-.lesuits, we rec&ll, haci pointed 
out tbe relation of his poetry to his life in the Society.. In 
1942 the first complete treatment of this relation was attemp-
ted. .John Pick's whole study, entitled Gerar4 Manley Hoykins, 
Priest !E.! E:2.!1,35 is deliberately limited to an effort to show 
32 Frajam Taylor, ltThe Rebellious Will of Gerare Manley 
Hopkins,"· Poetry, L.IX (196&;). 
33 .,,Gerard Manley Hopkins:. His Literary Ancestry, tt English 
III (194:3) ,. p .. 16. 
34 Ida FinJ..a.y, tt-Gerard. Manley Hopkins-Poet and Priest, •• 
Corn.hil:l, CLIX (1939). 
35 Oxford University Press ... 
pr---------------------------------------------------L-7_7 __ _ 
r' in what respects life in 'the 3.ociety of .Jesus supplied Hopkins 
with theme and inspiration. .Maintaining that ... interest in 
Hopkins the technician has been disproportionately great," and 
-
that "a study of his religious thought and daVielopment .... is 
essential to an undarstandin~ of his achievement, Pick placed 
his emphasis upon the influence of the Spiritual Exercises .. 
Most of Hopkins' critics, whether they deplore or rejoice 
at the fact, will agree with Pick's opening statement that his 
entrance into the Jesuit r:ovitiate in 1868 was the great divid-
ing point of his life. "On one side is the unformed youth, on 
the other is the Jesuit priest. On the one side is his early 
verse, on the other is his great poo try .•t36 
Pick shows how Hopkins early came into contact with the 
sacramental view of the Universe urged by Duns dcotus, in the 
"Prine iple and .B'ounda tion•• of the oiipiri tual .~:.xercises ... Here to , 
we may find the source of the ideas Hopkins held concerning the 
use of his talents. Man, he learned, was created to "praise, 
reverence, and serve God." All other things were created only 
in order to aid man in attaining that end. Hence "man ought to 
make use of them just so far as they help him attain his end."3. 
Here is the key to the exhortations in the poetry to "Praise Hi " 
36 Op. cit., p. 1. ~~H. Auden in a recent article makes 
the sameste,"te"'Tient-that the Jociety of Jesus "turned an esthet 
no better or worse than a dozen bright young men of the sixties 
and seventies, into a serious and unique artist. (~A Knight of 
the Infinite," ~ _.i:l.;;;.e,.;p..;;u.;;;.b.;;;.l.-i .... c, ~:.ugust 31, 1944.) 
37 Pick, QE• cit., PP• 27-28. 
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(Pied Beauty), and to passages in the Journal such as, "Laus 
Deo-the ri vcr toda:f and yesterday .u38 .n.nd 11 as we drove home 
the stars came out thick~ I leant back to look at them and 
my heart opening more than usual praised our Lord in whom all 
that beauty comes home."39 The spontaneous linking of aware-
ness of natural beauty with praise of God in these passa;es, 
incidentally, is in itself a refutation of opinions like that 
of Abbot who stated that "there is something not altogether 
subdued to the Christian purpose" in Hopkins• delight in earth~ 
beauty; or that of Read concerning his "rationalizing" of his 
delight in nature. 
Hopkins' concern with man's failure to fulfill God's 
purposes, a concern expressed in 11 God's Grandeur," "The .:Jea 
and the S'Kylark'" 11 Spring, II and 11 The Valley of the I!;lwy' It is 
paralleleC in his notes on the "Principle and Foundation 11 of 
the 3piritua~ Z~ercises, wherein, after a comment on the glory 
which created nature--the sun and moon, birds and thunder--
gives to God, without knowing it, he turns to man~ 
But man can know God, ~ ~ to give ~ 
glory •••• Does man then do it? ••• No, we have not 
answered God's purpose, we have not reached the 
end of our being. ~re we God's orchard or God's 
vineyard? We have yielded rotten fruit, sour 
grapes, or none ••• 40 
38 Notebooks, p. 135. 
39 ~·- p. 205. 
40 Notebooks, P• 303. 
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Hopkins becomes specific in his description of man's use of 
creatures in "God's Grandeur,tt-•all is seared with trade" 
bleared, smeared with toil;" in Duns Jcotus' Oxford where the 
''base and brickish skirt there, sours 'I'hat neighbour-nature thy 
grey beauty is grounded Best in; 11 Man's failure is mora poi-
gnantly felt in the sestet of "The Sea and the 3kylark":. 
How these two shame this shallow and frail town! 
How ring right out our so~did, turbid time, 
Being pure1 We, life's pride and cared-for crown, 
Have lost that cheer and charm of earthta past prime~ 
Our make and making break, are breaking, down 
To man's last dust, drain fast towards man's first 
slime .. 
Pick juxtapose& the Spiritual ~xercises, the Notebooks, 
and '*The Wreck of the Deutschland ,'t to show that the last is the 
"very epitome of the o::ipiri tual Exercla•a .,'* The first three 
stanzas, with their emphasis upon the power of God, His grace 
and ~he necessity of cooperating with it, the struggle to say 
11 yes 11 to the call to self-sacrifice, the soul's surrender to 
grace are a summary of the first part of the Exercises leading 
up to the "Election" in which the soul chooses 11 a state of life 
which may be most·in accord with the will of God. The lines in 
the second stanza, 
and dost thou touch me afresh? 
Over again I feel thy finger and find thee. 
are illuminated by a passage in Hopkins' Commentary in which 
he wrote that grace " ••• is truly God's finger touching the very 
vein of personality, which nothing else can reach." 41 
41 Notebook , P• 337. 
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The disintegration of the natural life to make way for the 
supernatural, for grace "lifts the receiver from one cleave of 
being to another, u42 is expressed in the two beautiful "coroei ts 
of the fourth stanza--"I am soft sift ••• ~I steady as a water in 
a well .... " 
The follwwing stanzas, resulting from the realization of 
the far-reaching effects of the Incarnation (the Second 'iv'eek of 
the Exercises), describe how it is not out of Christ's heavenly 
life that redemptive grace springs, bringing its invitation to 
sacrifice, but out of His Incarnation and Passion. The second 
section, the narrative of the shipwreck, seen as a re-enaction 
of the Hedemption in those who have voluntarily elected to 
imitate Christ, can be related to the Third Week of the 
Exercises, the contemplation of the Passion. A parallel to the 
lines of stanza 29, 
~Vording it bow but by him that present and past. 
Heaven and earth are word of, worded by?--
in fact a summary of the thought underlying.b..is most typical 
nature poems, is found in a passage in his Commentary on the 
Exercises:.. 
God's utterance of himself in himself is 
God the Word, outside himself is the world. 
This world then is ~ord, expression, news of God. 
Therefore its end, its purport, its meaning, 
42 Loc. cit. 
--
is God, and its life or work to name and praise 
him. 43 
Pick concludes his commentary on the "Deutschland," 
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briefly outlined herein, with the judgment that it was the 
combination of Hopkins' experience of the ;;lpiritual Exercises 
with its emphasis on the dedication of' all man's powers to the 
worai:.tip and praise of' God, and of' .::icotist sacramentalism which 
gave ~•opkins' r.1ature poems "their combination of sensitivity to 
created beauty--a vital awareness even more appealing than his 
early Reatsian sensuousness-and their intellectual and emot-
ional direction~•44 
In the chapter, "Dublin and Desolation," Pick, in a ski 
marshallins of the evidenee in Hopkins' letters, attempts to 
clear up some of the problems surrounding Hopkins' last years. 
Believing that there is little foundation for the opinion that 
these years saw the culmination of Hopkins' doubt of the wisdom 
of his choice of a vocation, he emphasizes the importance of 
realizing the open-eyed, voluntary nature of Hopkins' dedicati • 
The sacrifica of his art involved was a deliberate choice made 
in the interests of' a higher ideal. nMy vocation puts before 
me a standard so high that a higher can be found nowhere else 
', 
43 Unpublished r.IS. quoted by Pick, pp. 49-50. 
44 .Q£• ill·• P• 57. 
45 Letters II, P• 88. 
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waw not a sacrifice o:f composition but of fame~ ''I shall 
in my preser;t mind continue to com.pose, as occasion shall 
fairly allow ...... and let what I produce wait and take its 
chance .u46 
In regard to the mental suffering of the last five years, 
pick agreEES with other critics that 11 by constitution and 
temperament Hopkins was destinea to suffer deeply.... He be-
lieves that the poemsof these years, the seven great sonnets, 
can be connected with that spiritual state which 3t. Ignatius 
and spiritual writers describe as .. Desolation.» This in 
Hopkins would be intensified by his own keen self-criticism. 
"Desolation," as St. Ignatius defines it, is a 
darkness of' soul, disturbance in it, movement 
to things low and earthly, the disquiet of 
different agitations and temptations, moving 
to want of confidence, without hope, without 
love, when one feels oneself all lazy, tepid .. 
sad, and as if separated from his Creator and 
Lord. 47 
The sonnets, examined closely, substantiate this opinion •. 
Hopkins seemed to recognize that his sadness whatever its cause 
was a trial from Heaven. 
God 1 s 1110st deep decree 
Bitter would have me taste~ my taste was me 
(No. 45) 
Patience, the virtue which Ignatius c~unsels his followers 
46 Loc. cit. 
--
47 ~uoted in Pick, QE• cit., P• 133. 
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cultivate in time of desolation, is the subject of No. 46. 
Patience, hard thingl tha hard thing but to pray, 
But bid for, Patience is! Patience who asks 
~/ants war, WE.nts wounds; weary his times, his tasks; 
To do without, take tosses, and obey. 
sere too Hopkins voices his submission~ 
~e bear our hearts grate on themselves: it kills 
To bruise them dearer •. Yet the rebellious wills 
Of us we do bid G~d bend to him even so. 
In another posm,the attitude is of more than submission; it is 
a joyful acceptance, a triumph of faith~ 
Nay in all that toil, that coil, since (seems) 
I kissed the rod, 
Hand rather, my heart lol lapped strength, stole 
joy, would laugh, cheer~ 
Cheer whom though? the hero whose heaven-handling 
flung me, foot trod 
Me? or me that fought him? 0 which one? is it each 
one? That night, that year 
Of now done darkness I wretch lay wrestling with 
(my Godl) my God~ 
What was the result of Hopkins' vocation upon his poetry 
itself? Pick believes that his poetry gained • 
••• when he did compose it was because he 
absolutely bad to write and the v·ery q_uali ties 
which make for the greatness of his poetry and 
which every critic admires, his absolute honesty, 
his directness, his passionate personal utterance, 
his coLcentrated intensity--are the result of his 
renunciation. Further, his repudiation of the 
world allowed him to proceed with amazing 
independence of conventional standards. 48 
Pick's study supplements and completes earlier scattered 
48 QE• ~., P• 127~ 
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essays the aim and achievement of which was to make clearer 
the truth that Hopkins' poetry cannot be fulLy understood 
without some knowledge of the religious experiences of his 
priestly life... 'IIVbile an animadversion levelled at :Pick's work, 
that it is "not so much disinterested criticism as expository 
comment,u49 has truth behind it, the judgment disregards the 
author's primary intention, which was to disclose the motives 
and dispositions of the priest as they are revealed in the 
poet.50 It is true that ••partial quotation with general re-
marks ill serves a poem either in part or in entirety.•5l Yet 
Pick's partial quotation suffices for his purpose, which was 
not the inclusion of all the grammatical and language possibili 
ties, desirable as the wider scope undoubtedly is. 
Another observation made by a reviewer of Pick's bo~, 
that from the point of view of the literary critic it is im-
material whether Hopkins the poet and Hopkins the priest were 
on terms of amity, is also untenable,51 for critics of Hopkins 
49 Richard Eberhart, ££• cit., P• 348. 
50 In the light of Pick's intention the reaction evidenced 
in tho following comment is surprising:. "His small volume, more 
interpretative than bi~graphic, introduces us to the character 
of the real poet at times, but is often, probably because the 
author is not a Catholic. more befuddled in its complexities 
than the reader." (R. w.. Hanlon, in Newsletter, Catholic Book 
Club, X (May, 1943, P• 1) In his reply to this reviewer Pick 
stated that he had "tried to make my Catholicism the inteoral 
basis of the entire study." (Cf. Newsletter, June, 1943, P• 2) 
51 Ibid., P· 349. 
-52 Cf. G. W. 3tonier's review, New 3tatesman ~ l~atio.n, 
de t. 26, 1942, .- ;J07. 
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from the beginning have made the relation of conse~uence to 
tnem~ The monograph leaves no doubt that the apiritual 
Exercises and Scotist philosophy supplied not a little of the 
-
thought and exercised an integrating influence upon Hopkins' 
poetry. That the boundaries of his artistic genius embraced 
a vaster area, that he was the inheritor of the great traditio 
of his predecessors in English literature as well as the 
legatee of Loyola is not the direct advertence of the ,.; tudy. 
One of the conclusions which the evidence presses upon the 
reacier is the essentially, uniquivocally Christian nature and 
direction of Hopkins' art. It epitomizes Christianity as the 
~piritual Exercises themselves epitomize it~ It is not sur-
prisin~ to find other critics after Pick emphasizing this 
aspect, that he "was from first to last a Christian poet, 
loving the world God made, aspiring to the vision of God;a53 
emphasizing also his uncompromising singleness of vislon ~ "for 
Hopkins, life was a continuous substantial progress towards 
perfection. He believed this, he lived this, this is what he 
wrote .. n54 
The coordination of the ~udy of Hopkins' poetry with the 
increased knowledge· of the springs of his art is exemplified 
in a number of tributes appearing in reviews and in book form 
53 HarolrJ :3. Darby, 11a Jesuit Poet, 11 London tuarterly ~ 
Holburn ~eview~ ~LXVIII (1943), P• 113. 
54 .i:"'lobert Lowell, ·'A Note," Kenyon deview, VI (i~utumn, 
1944), P• 534 .. 
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wbich commemprat. the Centenary of his birth in 1944 ... 
The best illustration of this eq.uipoised approach, as well 
as the most complete and valuable investigation which has 
appeared so far is that of ~. H~ Gardner in the work which has 
already been referred to in these pages. In this first of two 
volumes, subtitled a ~tudy of Poetic Idiosyncrasy in Relation 
to Poetic Tradition, Gardner treats, in a careful and sensitive 
-
analysis, the sources of Hopkins' aesthetics, the prosodic and 
lius~istic, as well as the thematic and imaginative elements in 
his poetry. 
In an introductory chapter, u'J.'he 'rwo Vocations, 11 Gardner 
adopts the terms personality and character as Herbert dead uses 
them55 (with reservations, however), to define a "natural 
dichotomy of being" in Hopkins; "two strains in the man which 
~.to pull in opposite directions."56 In Hopkins' submission 
to the .Jesuit discipline, the active personality ("that complex 
of native faculties, 'wild and self instressed,' which find 
their highest expressio~ in great works of art") was almost 
completely subjected to the passiv~ character (the stamp impose 
by training, tradition or by thewill).57 
55 In Form in Modern Poetry Gardner does not agree that 
character necessarily thwarts personality. 
56 2£· £11•• P• 2. 
57 Ibid., pp., 2-3. 
-· 
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One basi tates to cbaracteriz..e as ttpassive'1 that making 
and shaping discipline by which Hopkins formed himself to the 
ideal held out to him in his vocation. This is why we fee~ 
that in his whole living, as well as in his poetry, as one 
critic puts it, "Hopkins is substantially dramatic, in !£1 
according to the language of scholastic philosophy .. ~t58 Gardner 
does stress, however, with Pick, the "very willingness of that 
self-surrender which opened up a loophole of escape for the 
personality, so that the very act of renunciation sould be at 
the same time a bold statement of self-possession."59 
Gardner's Second Chapter comprises a ltlmg comment on "The 
.ireck of the Deutschland an60 wherein this poem is given the most 
complate exegesis thus far received from a critic. Far from 
being a mere "~etrical experiment~ as too often critics had 
designated it, the "Deutschland" is a masterpiece of poetic 
rhythm. The new rhythm employed in it for the first time was 
not only a new kind of meter; it inclucled 11 a new and effective 
fusion of rhythm and texture or tone-values.u For its combined 
naturalness and markedness of expression Gardner adopts the 
58 Robert Lowell, ~· £11• 
59 ££• £11·• P• 10. 
60 This chapter is an amplification of an earlier essay on 
the "Deutscbland"which appeared in J;;.asa.Ys !!!.£ ~tudies .2£ ,.!:!!!. 
Enslish association, XXI (1936) .. 
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definition • 11 express iona~ rhythm," as signifying "more pre-
cisely a vital fusion of the internal rhythm of thought and 
emotion and the external rhythm of sound."61 
Hopkins' great skill in combining the freedom of musical 
and speech rhythms with exceptional architectonic control, and 
bis calculation and deliberation in bringing about that uni-
fication is given its due recognition. His great variety of 
rhythmic resources is apparent everywhere; no two of the thirty 
five "alexandrines" which terminate the stanzas of the 
"Deutschland," for instance, are metrically identical. This 
variety, combined with Hopkins' creative handling of syntax 
results in n-a uniq_ue poetic design, a verbal tapestry of brill-
iant texture.u62 Yet this deliberation never results in an 
effect of artificiality. No rhythmic device could be more 
natural, in fact, than the overflow in these lines from stanza 
18. 
Ah, touched in your bower of bone 
Are you1 turned for an exquisite smart 
Have yout make words break from me here all alone 
Do yout--rnother of being in me, heart. 




As with a sob, each line stumbles and 
falters over tbe threshold of the next, 
and the regularity of this encroachment 
sets up a vertical cross current of pure 
expressional rhythm without disturbing 
the basic metre. 63 
~·· P· 43. 




Turning fr~m the rhythmical aspects of the poem to its 
content, Gardner observes in it a likeness to Donne's 
Anniversaries. In both works the poet's own religious fervor 
supplies the emotional tone, the thoughts and imagery, wbile 
an external event supplies the motif, the broad framework. In 
both there is an "imaginative fusion of the impersonal and the 
personal, the accidental and the fundamental, the particular 
and the universal which gives the intellectual contGnt a 
poi""'ne-ncy eq.ualled only by the sustained beauty of the verbal 
incantation •. ~~'64 
Space does not permit full comment on the masterly exeg-
esis of the four "movements" by which the poem develops from 
the openino meditation on Godts grandeur, through the narra-
tion of the Wreck, to the reconciliation, inspired by faith, 
to God ts will and the triumphant hymz] of adoration with which 
it concludes .. 
The opening invocations seem to indicate, according to 
Gardner, that Hopkins began the poem in a state of tranquillity 
which, however, followed a struggle in which "the problem of 
evil and the Christian doctrine of Divine Love and Omnipotence 
have been with difficulty reconciled by reason and faith.n65 
64 Ibid., PP• 50-51. 




Of the "metaphysical" stanza 4, "I am soft sift ••• " with its 
double symbol of dissolution and reinforcement, Gardner remar 
tbat the "dichotomy of being, from a religious point of view, 
bas never been more tersely or more poigr1antly expressed .n66 
The sixth and seventh stanzas, Gardner rightly avers, are the 
most important in the poem. They insist that God's purposes 
are not always manifested in the peace of "lovely-asunder 
starlight," but are oftener made known with the sudden violent 
impact which "storms deliver." This supernatural stress 
derives from Christ's Passion which was the "discharce into the 
world of a new ethic--the cor.cept that self-sacrifice is the 
fundamental principle of perfection.u67 
Hardly to be matched in English literature is Hopkins• 
description of the Wreck with its combined ideality and realism 
1'he"most unpreceder.ted" stanza, 
They fought with Gou's cold--
And they could not and fell to the deck 
(Crushed them) or water (anG drowned them) or rolled 
riith the sea-romp over the wreck. 
is aptly compared to a series of cinematographic nshots." Apt 
too, is Gardner's description of the last t\,'0 lines of the poem 




l?ride, rose, prir.ce, hero,of us, high-priest, 
Our heart's charity's hearth's fire, our thought's 
chivalry's throng's lord. 






~ this conclusion, most appropriately, npassion seems to spend 
itself in the heavily accented rhythm of a protracted roll of 
drums.n 68 
:aopkins' most sig::1ificant contribution to verse-morphology 
bis variations of the traditional Italian sonn~t, is treated in 
one of the most valuable chapters of GardrJer 1 s study. His 
experiments with the form are so important because of their 
timeliness. Nineteenth century versifiers had entrenched them-
selves firmly behind a beliaf in its inviolable nature. Hall 
Cainets reception of Hopkins' sonnets was an instance of this. 
Hopkins also honored in the breach several of the "ten absol-
utely essential rules" for a good sonnet set down in Jharp•s 
Preface to Jennets of the Century in 1888. The first of these 
rules he broke on priGciple, e.g., that ~the sonnet must consis 
of fourteen decasyllabic lines." This kind of dogmatis~ which, 
as Gardner observes, enslaves the critic oftener than it en-
slaves the true poet, was not confined to the nineteenth centur 
The climate of opinion into which Hopkins' sonnets entered in 
1918 is apparent in the rules laid Jown by T. W. H. Crosland in 
The ~nglish .;onnet.69 Crosland placed further limits on the 
form even than dharp in legislating that only the two schemes 
used by Petrarch \'.'ere tolerable. Gardner iwiicates how a 
68 Ibid., p. 66. 
-
69 First published in 1917~ 
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breaking away from the followil1g of Crosland • s "fixed" rules 
produced some of Hopkins' best effects~ 
F'ull pauses should never be employed after 
the first word in a line, or at the end of 
the first, second, third, fifth, sixth or 
seventh line of the octet, or at the end 
of the first or fifth line of the sestet.70 
Hopkins allows full pauses at all the places enumerated. digni 
ficant examples appear in 
It gathers to a greatness like the ooze of oil 
Crushed. 
Brute beauty and valour and act, oh, air, pride 
plume, here 
Buckle! 
It is just this placing of the 11 last word of the image at the 
beginning of line for the purpose of stress," which is most 
effective, according to another critic, in causins the image 
to "bolster the design of the poem." lhus, "crushed~ at the 
beginning of the fourth line of "God's Grandeur, 11 gives "greate 
force to the grandeur of God.u7l "Uarrion Comfort" and "The 
Jtarlight Nightn need only be mentioned as examples of Hopkins 
breach of another of Crosland's rules, namely~- "A sonnet must 
not be dramatic or exclamatory in its diction; it must not be 
overburdened with interrogative lines or sentences."72 
However, it is Gardner's purpose to prove that Hopkins did 
not abandon the law entirely in his use of the sonnet form, but 
70 Crosland, .QE.• ill·• p. 73. q_uoted by Gardner, p. 78. 
71 J .G • .3outhworth, Gowing the Spring_ (Oxford: Black~-Je;il, 
1940)' p"' 26. 
72 Crosland, Op. cit., p. 75, '(Uoted by Gardner, p. 79. 
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that he found out •that peculiar modific~tion of the lawrr which 
test expressed his own genius. He did not reject the essential 
of the form. He preserved most carefully the proportion of 
the octave to the sestet, seeing in that proportion the "real 
characteristic of the sonnet, illustrating it by a mathematical 
equation~ (4+4)+ (3+3) = 2 ... 4+2.3 • 2 (4+3) :::.2.7 = 14.73 The 
rhyme scheme he cherished also, because it was "founded on a 
principle of nature and cannot be altered without loss of 
effect."74 His own most significant and characteristic innov-
ation, the substitution of counterpointed, outriding, and 
sprung rhythms for the iambic decasyllable had a solid base in 
his study of the difference in length between the sonnet in the 
Italian language and that in the English language.· He found 
that, owing to the slurring of final and initial vowels, that 
the English decasyllable was really shorter then the Italian, 
sometimes by three or four syllables. Often in the Italian 
the syllables themselves were longer. The ~nglish sonnet 
suffared then, as Hopkins expressed it, from a want, "not of 
comparative but of absolute length." 75 This condition accounts 
for a certain "lightness" often found in Bnglish sonnets where-
in lines fre~uently contain too many short or lightly stressed 
syllables .. 
73 Letters II, p. 72. 
74 Ibid., P• 71. 
-
75 ~., p. 80. 
.Examples are vVordsworth 's 
To level with the dust a noble horde 
, " " A brotherhood of venerable trees. 
and Byronts famous 
Eternal spirit of the chainless mind 
which contains only three long syllables. 
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Hopkins overcome this "lightnessn eitber by the use.of 
Alexandrine lines or by employing extrametrical "outriding~ 
feet. His definition of the latter divice is familiar: the 
11 outride 11 consists of 
one, two, or three slack syllables added to 
a foot and not counted in the nominal scanning. 
They are so-called because they seem to hang 
below the line or ride backward and forward 
from it in another dimension than the line 
itself.., 76 
Gardner's elucidation of tbe last lines of "HurraLiug ir; 
Harvest" illustrates both the nominal scanning and the "riding 
/ / ·"' / , The heart rears w1ng9 bold and bolder 
, ~- ~ And hurls 0 half burls earth 
for him for him ~ ~
, / 
off under his feet. 
nevolutionary as this tievice appears at first, it is neverthe-
less not withotit its pracedant in ~nglish literary tradition 
as Hopkins himself pointed out. ~hakespeare used it frequently· 
/ / / , / 
For mine own safeties~ you may be rightly just 
~ (Macbeth IV, iii, 33) 
; 
'rbere ricb and 
/ / / , 
honora~le; besides the gentlemen. 
~ (Two Gent. III, i, 64) 
76 Poems, p. 4. 
" "' / / / For inequa~;. but let your reason serve. 
(Meas. for ~eas. V, i, 65) 
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Other lengthening devices used in conjunction with outrides, 
Hopkins' 11 hurried syllables, 11 ant his "recitation stress,n in 
which tvio acijacent syllables are given about equal stress have 
t 
' teen indicated alreaciy.77 The last also has precedent in 
~-
...il1akespeare, as Gardner points out~ 
3hall Time's best jewel from Time's chest be hid? 
Or what strong hand can hold his swift foot back. 
(h:lonnet LXV) 
Gardner's elucida~ion of the chronological development of 
Hopkins' experiments with the sonnet is a valuable charting, 
the only attempt to categorize that genre as Hopkins practiced 
.... 78 1 1,. The results are enlightenin~ and serve to bring out the 
extraordinary resourcefulness of the poet in employing "ten 
different variations of the Italian sonnet-form not to mention 
three minor modifications within two of the major types." 79 
~at only in his rhythmic devices can Hopkins be compared 
v:i th .Shal-cespeare, but "tt:.ese tv:o poets share almo:3t exclusively 
11 tbe q_uali ty Hhich Gardner designates as 11 Wal'\:efulness, n that 
is, "an amazin 6 adroitness in exploiting an~ adaptin6 all the 
tried expedients of the l~nguage.n80 
77 Jee above, Ch. v. 
78 QE· ill··· PP· 96-108. 
79 ill.!!·' P• 78 •. 
80 
.!El..£ • I P• l38 • 
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Gardner's chapter on "Diction and Syntax" laws out Iiopkins• 
originality in the use of these tried expedients .. Two charact-
eristi?S of Hopkina' diction are foreshadowed in his aarly 
essuy "Poetic .Uii.ction."8l .here, in a comment on i•ordsworthts 
ttaory, he maintains, in contr&diction to it, that the langu~ge 
of pro3e ana pootry ~differ:. verse neces.::;itates and en-
ge.Jders a C:.ifference in diction and thought. Its effect is 
cor1centration or vividness oi idea.. 'iwo mean;:; of achieving 
this vividness are~ various modes of parallelism; and different 
modifications of a general type. as, for instance, accenting 
the la~t syllable of past participles, a practice never appear-
in£ in prose. The first is an ~mportant structural character-
istic in Hopkins which is sometimes varied by the more primi-
tive device of incantatory repetition. A more characteristic 
application of the second principlG appears in his sudden 
"deviation from an esse11tially poetic diction to the prose or 
colloquial norm, or from a pn:cedented to an unprecedented or 
ungrammatical arrangement of words."82 
Hopkins' coinages are manyfold i:a their origins • .;lome are 
simply the employment of nouns for verbs i.Hld vice versa:. 11 Let 
him easter in us''; "the achieve of the thing." Others are mat 
phorical, the returninf of a·word to its original meaning as 
"and the sour scythe crinbe" 0here "cringe" comes from Old 
81 Cf. Noteb6oks, P• 92ff. 
82 Gardner, 2E.• ill·, P• 111. 
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English "crincgan," to bend, sink. ~ith dhakespeare, Hopkins 
favored a use of compounds with "self," a habit connected with 
hiS intense interest in the i~uividual~ Like Jpenser he was 
partial to native compounds with "fore." Gardner's sensitive 
analysis of compounds such as "wanwood," "leafmeal," "between-
pie," "groundlong," and othem prove that in most of them "there 
is an absolute validity and beauty." Hopkins was looking to 
Shakespeare and Browning in his hyphenated noun-compounds. He 
revived verb-and-object compounds--" fall-gold, 11 "blear-all," 
11 rollrock,w "wring-world," etc--used occasionally by 
Shakespeare but very rarely by other poets after him. Altoget 
her Gardner lists fifteen types of compound epithets used with 
consummate skill by Hopkins.-
Hopkins' originality in the employment of archaic terms 
is also indicated. He considered archaism a "blight" on the 
whole but in his use of it justified his statement that, "some 
little flavours, but much spoils.n84 He always imparted new 
~ife or new metaphorical meaning in his use of archaic words, 
as in 
This Jack, joke, poor potsherd, patch, matchwood, 
immortal diamond 
the obsolete "patch't and the archaic "Jack 11 and "potsherd" 
sho~lder more common words to increase effectiveness. 
83 83 In his catalogue Gardner acknowledses an initial deb~ 
to Bernard Groom"s Essay, ''The Formation and Use of Compound 
Epithets in English Poetry from 1579, 11 .§ .. ,I:.,.¥. Tract No .X .. IX 1 
84 Letters I, P• 218. 
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To Hopkins' dislocation of grammar, his strange construct-
ions and ellipses, Gardner applies the name ''sprung, 11 or 
»expressional• syntax, that is, a placing of ~ords where they 
best express the shape and movement of the individual thought. 
Tl1US, the strange constructions of "Harry Ploughman •• produce 
a "sense of dramatic movement, the musical response excited it~ 
the poet. 1185 Hopkins carries ellipsis, a device of speech very 
common in Elizabethan poetry noticeable also in Browning and 
Meredith, to its furthest extremes~ dometimes he pares sent-
ences down to three or four key words, as in 
Your feast of; that most iu you earnest eye 
May but call on your banes to more carouse •. 
Worst will the best. (No. 54) 
where "Your feast of; 11 may be "Your feast of physical beauty, 
as for instance ••• 11 and uworst v: ill the best," u·rhe worst will 
always prey upon, vitiate, the best."86 A comparable breaking-
up of word-order to secure emphasis is seen in .Jhakespeare's 
and Hopkin~ practice~ 
and supportable 
To make the dear loss, have I means much weaker 
Than you may call to comfort you. (Temp. V, i, 146) 
Those lovely lads once, wet-fresh windfalls of 
war's storm, 
How then should Gregory, a father, have gleaned 
else from swarm-
ed nome? (No~. 38) 
85 Gardner, QE• £11., P• 146. 




A study of Hopkins' themes and imagery also discovers him 
to be deeply rooted in tradition~ As his themes were those of 
a religious poet it will not be a surprise to find his imagery 
resembling that of other religious poets. Like .. Christian 
of all times, .. Hopkins attaches a moral and "mystical" signifi 
r cance "to such objects as the stars, fire, lightning, the 
plough, the soldier and the rod of chastisement."87 Yet in his 
love of May-skies, stars, clouds, dawn and sunsets, he is also 
akin to the Romantic poets. In the dramatic motility of his 
imagery he is seen to resemble the Shelley of the' "~est Wind .. 
and "The Cloud." In this aspect he is a contrast to Keats, 
with whom he bas certain affinities, who always connects Beauty 
with relaxation, sleep and statuesque immobility. The connot-
~tion and reference of Hopkins' Romantic imagery is essenti~lly 
different from that of the .i:iomantic poets. li'or Hopkins • 
•Nature had no magic casements opening to r1ebulous fascinating 
but otherwise unprofitable faery l~nds. Beauty, for him, was 
never a narcotic, but was always a po:;-.:erful stirnule.n"t to his 
social and numin.ous emotions .. ..-88 
e·7 Ibid., P• 152 •. 
th.at the poet attached 
as symbolizing for him 
natural truths. 
88 Ibid., P• 193 .. 
-
The term "mystical!'hera means merely 
a religious signific~nce to these object 
ce~tain spiritual realities or super-
zoo 
ContrastirJt:;; with and mouifying the .~.1.omantic inheritance 
in J:-Iopkins 1 verse , the tradition _, of Donne, Herbert, Crashaw 
and llarvell is visib.:_e.,_ "~etaphysical 11 characteristics come 
to the fore in his comparisons of natural objects to artificial 
ones~ his comparison, for instance, of a good man to a well 
(No. 4.4), a nun faced with death to an electric bell (Ibid.,31 
a singing lark to a winch {No. 11) and a wink of the eye to a 
meal (No. 37). He resembles the seventeenth century poets also 
in the prEciseness of his observatio~, his remarking of the fac 
that air 'll~h eye--lash or hair GirdleS'; in his reconciliation 
of opposites, as in 
And the azurous-hung hills are his world-wielding 
shoulder 
Majestic as a stallion-stalwart, very violet-sweet~ 
Other similarities to earli3r poets in imagery and picture, to 
J:t're.ncis i,L.Uarles, George Herbert, Crashaw and Chaucer are perha 
reminiscences of Hopkins' earlier reading. Gardner brings out 
a resemblance betwe&n the second and third stanzas of the 
11 Deutschland" and certain passages in ,...uarles 1 .3mblems and 
-Herbert''s ••The Storm."89 He notes also how the paradoxes of 
••God 1 s ar.ger and love, the sour-and-swee-t of faith, the crea t-
ure's alternate wrestling with his Creator and meekly accepting 
his will,. 11 are recurrent themes in Herbert .. 90 
89 Cf. ~., PP• 170-71. 
90 Ibid., P• 171. 
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Gardner's elucidation of the 11 ~indhover'• is a unification 
of earlier interpretations. ~ith the psychological critics he 
agrees that it embodies a spiritual conflict. between "opposite. 
~ 
discordant tendencies in the active personali~ and the con-






bowever, is the significant fact of the poem. The phrase, "my 
-
beart in hiding," which signified to Empson that the more dange 
ous life is the iindhover's, is to Gardner the statement of the 
moral theme. His heart is in hiding from the world, not, as 
Richards had itt from '•the life of the senses, of the imagina1lon 
and emotional risk, from speculation,»92 but "in hiding with 
Christ, wholly dedicated to His love, praise and service.n93 
"O my Chevalier" refers not to the Windhaver but to Christ upon 
whom Hopkins calls for help in "buckling in~ or enclosing in 
rule his own faculties. Gardner give& the following summary of 
the sequence of the poem~ 
The Windhover flashes a trail of beauty 
across the morning sky; but the beauty in 
action, the inspiration, the glory of Christ 
(and in a lesser degree, of the plodding, 
inhibited poet-priest) is far, far lovelier. 
The taut sweepint; windhover is the terror of 
the air~ but the disclplin~life of the spirit 
91 Ibid., p. 181. 
-
92 Dial, 2£• £!!•• P• 199. 
93 .QE.. ill.·, P• 180 • 
zoz 
is much more dangerous, because it is menaced 
by, and must itself attack and overcome, a far 
greater foe--tha power of evil •••• The pricer 
however, must be paid. How unlike the swoop 
of the hawk is the following symbol of "a man 
of sorrows," the jaded drudge, the gradual 
cooling of youthful vigour and zaal-1tblue-
bleak embers"' It is a martyrdom, but the 
consolation is there too~ 
and blue-bleak embers, ah my dear 
l''all, gall themse 1 vas, and gash gold-vermillion. 94 
In his last two chapters Gardner gives a brief summary of 
the significant points brought out by the leading "schools" of 
Hopkins' critics, and distinguishes between various influences 
in modern poetry which might be mistaken for that of Hopkins. 
This last subject will be discussed in conjunction with the 
study of Hopkins' influence in the chapter following. 
In reference to the body of Hopkins criticism, Gardner's 
study is culminating and, in a sense, accumulative. •Jerking wi h 
the advantage of access to all t, he recent information about 
94 Ibid., p. 183. In the masterly exegesis in which he 
stresses the relationship ~etween the imagery of the poem and 
the Ignatian meditation on "fbe Kingdom of Christ, .. n.V. ~chode 
a.J., emphasizes this last point~ "The very air of-truimpa in 
the rhythmical swiftness and anergy of the words 'shine' and 
'gold-vermillion' echoes his consolation and his trust." Thus, 
it is an "air of joy and triumph, not of depressing renunciat:i:J:t 
which dominates the whole. 11 3choder sees the theme of the 
poem to be one of challeng8 andaccaptance~ Christ's challenge 
to the poet symbolized in the ~ction of the •indhover "a symbol 
of the Christian knight valiantly warring against evil! 11 and 
Eookins' acceptance, to dedicate himself more complete~y to 
Chris:t.ts service, heedless of the cost. ( Cf. "wiha t Does the 
~tindhover Mean? Immortal .Uiamond.) 
Hopkins' lif'e and thought, and to the groundwork criticis~0~f 
pis predecessors, he has utilized his advantages. He has 
followed up, brought to a conclusion, probed diligently and 
carefully into the significant observations of earlier critics. 
His particular contribution would seem to be just this develo 
ment of often casual hints and comments. It is a contribution 
based on careful research, a sensitive critical acumen and 
probity, and an ethusiastic, well-balanced appreciation of his 
subject. His work pr~sents at first a somewhat eclectic 
appearance, and the reader feels that a further unification and 
simplification is to come. This is due partly to the multipli 
city of relations, and the wide radius of unsuspected reference 
which such a thorough study of Hopkins uncovers, ·partly, pro-
bably, to a change in his original plan of pUblication, 
necessitated by war conditions. 
III 
The «varied flavor of Hopkins" is found in the four essays 
commemorating his Centenary in the Kenyon Review.95 These and 
other anniversary tributes are indicative perhaps of Hopkinst 
"academic" status. There is little in them of the surprise of 
discovery or of the recognition of a spiritual affinity so 
noticeable even a decade ago.. Commenting upon the appeal 
95 Volume VI (.3ummer, 1944) .. These essays, supplemented 
by two others which appear in the following issue (Autumn, l.94 
of the Kenyon rleview, tog~ther with an intr?ductor~ bi~~raphic 
essay by Austin ~a:rren and the essay. b~ "!•. ri. Leavls, a1scussed 
in this chapter ,8bave just been publ1sned Hl book florm. 
(Gerard ~cian ley Hopkins .. By th8 ~~pj_on Critics l~ew .0irect ions 
r 204 Hopkins had for the young poets of the thirties who felt that his "intensity" was the expression of a moral conflict similar 
to theirs, Anne Ridler remarks that, '' ••• apart from a rare poem 
su.ch as •Tom's Garland,' I do not see that Hopkins was much 
troubled with the problems which troubled these peets.u96 
Certain opinions still persist, howevc;r. The opei.;ing statement 
of Herbert Marshall llitcCluhan 's essay, "The analogical Mirrors, u. 
-
refers to Hopkins' "irrelevant theory of prosody.u97 Evidently 
the study of Hopkins' verse in relation to his theory cannot 
permit such dismissal. It may be true, as Herbert Read has 
argued, that the principles Hopkills contended for on the basis 
of tradition and scholarship were first based on intuition and 
feeling~98 "I had haunting my ear the ec~o of a new rhythm." 
This opinion is no more than the recognition that his prosody 
grew out of his t.hought, arJtedated tbe definition of its 
ir1herent rules, which as inherent would hardly be irrelevant .. 99 
To connect Hopkins' theory of rhythm with Coventry Patmor~ 
system of isochronous time units is the task Harold ~hitehall 
96 ~ ~., p. 10. 
97 Kenyon Review, lQi£., p. 322. 
98 In ~.1..!1 Modern Poetry, p. 57. 
99 This does not mean that Hopkins' conception of Greek 
meters upon which he based his theory, was absolutely correct, 
(Of. ttGreco-Roman Verse Theory ana Gerard Manley Hopkins," by 
John Louis .Bonn, .3 .. J .. , Immortal Diamond .. ) but tha~ his thwory 
accounted (post hoc ££ propter h££) for his pract1ce. 
undertakes in his essay, "dprung rihythm."lOO 
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Hopkins, he 
begins, "is the almost uniCLue case of a poet who preached what 
be practiced and practiced what he preached." Nevertheless, he 
believes, Hopkins did not realize th6 real nature of his 
rbythmr ar at least, he did not carry his principles through 
to their conclusions:.. 
His explanations are solely conl!terned with 
stress, with the variations of stress pattern, 
and, particularly, with the occurence of juxta-
posed stresses; be ignores completely the 
princi~e of isochronous regularity which 
underlies the stress variations. 101 
He bad, unconsciously perhaps, come to realize that a metrical 
foot represents a unit in a series of even time (isochronous) 
units, and that onee the limits of these units were made clear 
to the reader (by alliteration, assonance, internal rhyme, word 
repetition) they could be occupied by anything from a single 
heavily stressed syllable to four or five syllables. 
Patmore, as we have noted already, ~elieved that the 
function of accent upon which alL English metre depends, was 
"of marking, E..:i._·.-;ha tever means, certo.in isochronous interval 
The elementary measure, or "inte 6 er" of bnglisb verse "is 
·-
double the measure of ordiaary prose,--tbat is to say, it is 
the space which is bounded by alternate accents; ••• every verse 
100 Kenyon Review, VI PP• 33.3- 354· 
101 Ibid., P• 359 •. 
-
102 Essay .£a English MetricaJ.. ~" P• 230. 
2.06 
proper contains two, three, or four of these 1 met~es,' or, 
as with a little allowance they may be called, •·dipodes, rttl03 
patmore is here speaking of iambic verse, the unit of which be 
makes to be four syllables, (or of the time of four syllables) 
each portion containing a major and a minor acaent. ,.Ali 
English verses in common cadence are therefbre dimeters, tri-
meters, or tetrameters, and consist when they are full, of eigh, 
twelve, or s ixtaen syllables .nl04 Like Hopkins • Patmore took 
the pause into consideration as part of the meter. His ten-
syllable line was not a pentameter but a dipodic trimeter, the 
measure filled out with a paas~ equa~ to two syllables. Hopkin 
measured sprung rhythm in feet of one to 1'our syllables and 
assumed the feet to be of actual length.. One cannot utter his 
first paeon (-'"'~"") without a light stress on one of the three 
"unstressed"' syllables. Hopkins' "inability to recognize the 
r- time-marking role of secondary stresS~~ inevitably confused and 
I 
thwarted all a.ttempts at explanation .. ul05 
In concerning himself only with stress Hopkins ignored the 
degrees of syllabic juncture of contiguous syllables. He also 
ignored according to ~hltehall, the degrees of stress. There 
103 Ibid., p. 242. 
104 Loc .. cit. 
--
105 Whitehall, Ibid., P• 346. 
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are two distinguishable degrees of sylla~ic juncture, the open 
juncture as in "blackbird, 11 and the close juncture of •washer.lt-
The importance of a realization of the degrees of stress 
and juncture may be brought out by an examination of a number 
of English compounds. "Honaysuckl' u contains four syllablB s 
with strong stress on the first, zero stress on the second and 
fourth, and light stress on the third. Its str€ss pattern then 
is 0":)0LO; its syllabic junctures all close. "Typewriter" has 
a strong stress on the first, a light stress on the second and 
third syllabl.:es:. Examining the words 11 blackbird, 11 ttpolyphonic" 
and 11 lilactime 11 in the s;,;,.u,e way, -~~16ir patterns are found to 
':.;G respectively:. o'::iL, LOSO, and SOL; the juncture of blackbird 
i3 open, those of polyphonic and lilactime all close~ 
Combine any four of these words and lines of four well-
defined sections or measures with a definite rhythmic Qovement 
v1ill result, 
Honeysuckle, lilactime, typewriter, blackbird 
s 0 L 0 I s 0 L /S L 0 I s L 
Take into count the quantitative value of the open juncture--a 
pause (p) and t.he result is a line of four even-time, 
(isochronous) units~ 
Honeysuckle lilactime typewriter blackbird 
3 0 L 0/ 3 0 Lp/ . Jp L 0 I 3p L-
As lone; as the basic isochronous urJi ts are maintain""u the stres 
pattern can ba freely variad. 
Lilactime typewriter honeysuckle black 
;;) 0 Lpl .;;:)p L Ol ~ 0 L 0 I ;jp Pp 
Black bla ckbitd typewriter black 
.:ipPp/ .Jp Lp I 3p L 0 I 3pPp 
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The oldest English poetry as well as much of modern verse is 
thus seen to be written in dipodic rhythm of regularity and 
smoothness .. 
dcri~an sceadugenga .. 
3p Lp/ 3 0 L 0/ 
.Jceotend swaefon 
~p Lp/ Sp L (0) 
(Beowulf, 1. 703) 
Di.m drums throbbing in the bills half heard 
Jp Lp/ ~ a L o 1 ~P Lp 1 3 (Chesterton, "Lepanto"} 
. 
3andalwood, cedarwood, and sweet white wine 
d 0 Lp I s 0 L 0 I Sp Lp I 3. 
Hopkins' innovations were "confined for tbe most part to his 
abrupt non-cadenced fingering of the dipodic measures ~pLp, 
30Lp, JpLo, and 3pPp, the so-called truncated dipods.nl06 
As a dare-gale skylark scanted in a dull cage 
0 Ol 3p Lp/ i:ip Lp I .;i 0 L 0/ ;;)p L --
Not, I'll not, carrion comfort, Despair, not feast on thee 
or 
o I s 0 L o I dp L 0/3p PO I L 0 
L 0 Sp L 0/ 3p L 0/Sp Lpl 
... 0 ;;) 
Not untwist-slack they may be-these last strands of 
0 o I Jp L 0 j Jp Lp I .;i 0 
In me or, most weary, cry l cein £.!.£ ~· 
0 Lp/ Jp PO I 3pLp I SpPO~ 0 L 
L 0 






Hopkins' individual peculiarities of style, his compounds 
and syntactic shortcuts, vJere employed "merely to assure the 
106 Ibid., p~ 347~ 
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precise ordering of the musical elements in his lines .. nl07 Nor 
do his alliterations, repetitions and internal rhyme, says 
Whitehall, need a "mystical" explanation like that by which 
Charles ililliams accounted for them; they can be accounted for 
by Patmore's ruling~ 
The law of alliteration is the only conceivable 
intrinsic mode of immediately indicating the 
right metrical accentuation where the language 
consists mainly of monosyllables and the verse 
admits of a varyir1g number of unemphatic 
syllables, before, between, and after the accented 
ones .. l08 
Hopkins, as is clear from his Letters, was acq_uainted with 
Patmore's essay. Whitehall accounts for the fact that neither 
Hopkins nor Patmore realized how they complemented each other 
by the fact that Honkins "was too limited by conventional 
metrical theory and by concessions to stanzaic form to realize 
i -f,s bearing on his own worl{." Patmore "was puzzled by the 
appearance of the poems in ~opkins'manuscript, and was misled 
by the abrupt juxtaposition of stresses which is Hopkins' chief 
metrical innov~tion.ul09 
That Hopkins was less unconscious of the isochronous natur 
of his rhythm than Nhitehall supposes, may be suspected from 
his very concern with music itself, from his markings in his 
107 Ibid., P• 353. 
-
108 2.£• ill• p.252.. ~oted by wihitehall, ££!..9_., P• 349. 
109 Ibid., P• 340. 
-
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manuscripts for "hurried syllables," "dwells," etc. Everything 
he s,ys to Bridges, "is perfectly weighed and timed," in his 
rt.;choes" poem.. He also tells Bridges that 11 time or eq_uali ty in 
strength" is more important for sprung rhythm than for 
common counted rhythm~ "and your times or strengths do not seem 
to me to be equal enough."llO Yet, too much emphasis should 
not be place~ upon these remarks.. Hopkins no doubt agreed with 
Patmore that "the equality or proportion of metrical intervals 
between accent and accent is no more than general and ap-prox-
imate, and that expression in reading ••• requires freq_uent 
modifications.~ .. of the nominal equality of the spaces.'tlll 
The description of Hopkins' conception of .. nature as 
'•analogisttt is not out of keeping with the sacramental view of 
nature found in Scotus, the ~piritual Exercises and the early 
Church Fathers.. Hence, lviarshall McLuban's approach may appear 
to some readers an emphasis on the obvious. His definition is 
based on a passage from Jeremy Taylor wherein the seventeenth 
century divine compares the "beauteous frame of heaven and 
earth" to a mirror in which God behQlds His wisdom and power~ 
For if God is glorified in the Junne and 
Moon, in the rare fabric of the honeycombs, 
in the discipltine of Bees ••• in the curiosity 
of an eye, being pleased to delight in these 
little images and re:Clexes of himself from 
those pretty mirrours~ •• much rather shall 
l.J.O Letters ,I, pp. 69-70 ... 
11~ Essay 2n English Metrical~~ P• 238. 
God be p~eased to behold himself in the 
glasses of our obedience ••• llZ 
21~ 
In the order of nature Hopkins also sees analogias to the 
moral~ intellectual and supernatural order. These orders are 
~three traditional mirrors," physical, moral divine, of God's 
beauty. While in some of his poems he employs only the physica 
(Pied Beauty), in others he employs all three mirrors. In the 
•Windhover" the bird "literally" mirrors the physical order of 
sub-rational valor and act. Analoguously, as .. kingdom of 
daylight's dauphin," it mirrors Christ. The third mirror is 
Hopkins' ~n heart, the "hidden mirror of moral obedience which 
flashes to God ••• the chevalier image of Christ.ull3 
This mirror analogy applied to the much-interpreted 
"Windhover" is not too clear. The ambiguous "Buckle .. is made 
to mean "that the 'brute beauty' of the bird as mirror of God's 
grandeur is to be transferred or flashed to the 'heart in 
hiding•.•ll4 The poet says, "let us take this mirror (Jt. 
Paul's 'armour') and buckle it here in my hidden heart .... ~ 
Chriat•s fire wil~ burst on and from the second mirror 'a 
billion times told lovelier• than from the falcon."ll5 But,. as 
112 ~uoted. Ibid., P• 325. 
113 ~·• pp. 326-27. 
114 1J?J:i. ' p. 329 • 
1~ Ibid.' p. 327. 
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a mirror of Christ, Hopkins must imitate not only the valor 
but also the obscure sufferings of his Master. Eladding behind 
toe p1.ougb, be must make the "trash and mud of earth shine like 
diamond."' ThllS wi1~ mortal clay be made "to fructif'y by the 
bumble service of the plough (the obedient will).• 
Hopkins' language, is examined in the light of tradition· in 
Josephine Milest essay, nThe Jweet and Lovely Language."ll6 
The title refers to "'most fre~uent adjectives, those he used 
ten times. or more ~piece," and which place him in the line of 
the "painter poets of whom Keats is notably one," and Spenser, 
Collins, Mil ton and Wordsworth are members .. 117 "Sweetw is 
Hopkinst favorite adjective, "lovely" and "dear" are close 
seconds. These are "quitelike the nineteenth century," and 
("lovely" perhaps excepted,) 11ke the sixteenth. His ::other major 
adjectives, "good" and "bad" are Elizabethan and later, "bright 
"dark," and "wild" domantic .. These, together with other less 
frequent adjectives, "kind," "fond,•• "sheer," "poor," "tender,• 
"low," "high,"' "bold," "proud," make him "a properly individ-
ualistic Pre-Raphaelite participating, against his other con-
science, in the tradition of Keats .ttll8 
110 Kenyon aeview VI, pp. 355.68. 
117 ~., P• 356. 
118 Ibid., p. 358. 
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It is true, as Miss Miles states, that Hopkins expressed 
0ut little formulated theory on the subject of vocabulary. But 
that he ttwas well enough content with vocabulary; he had all his 
contemporaries' ways and aeans in it, and did not need to raise 
any issues,•ll9 is a statement needing some qualification. 
Hopkins decried the "peetic" diction of his contemporaries. He 
was critically severa towards one of Bridges' poems which was 
"sicklied o'er with too much archaic diction.11120 He himself 
abjured the use of "ere, ttwellnigh," "what time," "say not," -
"bedause they neither belong to nor ever cd. arise from, or be 
the elevation of ordinary modern speech.ul21 The language of 
poetry should be the "current language heightened." The 
absence of this kind of language "will be fatal to Tennyson's 
Idylls and plays, to Swinburne and perhaps to Morris."l22 In 
the "Echoes" poem, 
words like charm and enchantment will not 
do~ the thought is of beauty as of some-
thing that can be physically kept and lost 
by physical things only, like keys; then the 
tpings must come from the mundus muliebria; 
and thirdly they @ust not be markedly 
oldfashioned. 123 
The characteristics of the word-p~nting or epithetizing 
llS Ibid., pp .. 358-59 • 
-
lZO Letters III, P• 212 .. 
121 Letters I, P• 89. 
122 Loc .. cit. 
--
123 Poems, p. 113. 
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poets with whom Hopkins is here placed are several; they used 
more adjectives than verbs, they were fond of participal mod-
ifiers, especially past participles, they used compounds, the 
tty" form of adjectives, were partial to a t'to-epithet line. 
Hopkins certainly has affinities with Keats and the 
romantics, the epithetizing poets. How much adjectives in 
themselves help to place him in any direct tradition which 
excludes other traditions, is problematical. There are more 
verbs of motion in the first part of the "Deutschland't (to take 
a random example"J than modifiers. 11 -=-weet" appears three times, 
once describing the taste of a lush-kept sloe, twice giving to 
an abstract a taste and fragrance--tta lingering-out sweet 
skill.'•; "past saying sweet" to describe God's lighting and 
love.. Of' the other modifiers few could be classed as specifi 
ally &eatsian excepting perhaps "dappled-with-damsontt where 
11 dappled" is primarily 11 Hopkins," or "lush-kept, plush-capped." 
-mastering, lashed, astrain, laced, dovewinged, carrier-witted 
(heart), bold, soft (sift), mined (with a motion), lovely-
asunder, felt, dealt, warm-laid (grave}, grey (womb-life), 
dense and driven (Passion) frightful sweat, best, worst, des-
cending (dark), anvil (ding). In these stanzas Hopkins does n~ 
appear as "short on straight active verb forms'' as Miss Miles 
would have him to be .. l24 The action and motion expressed by 
124 Ibid., p .. 362. 
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them is particularly noticeable:. bound ••• bones, ••• fastened 
flesh, touch,. trod, whirled, fled, flash, crowds, combs, springs 
swings, rides, waver, lash, gush, :flush, wring, forge, melt. 
We are reminded of a contrast pointed out by Gardner between 
Hopkins' imagery and that of Keata~ "Keatsts image is contempla 
tive; Hopkins's image is dramatic, informed with all the glow 
and movement of a 1iving act.ulZ5 
It is of interest to notice merely in passing .;.hakespearets 
use of the adjective 11 sweat.,11 In the sonnets we find "sweet 
issue'' (XIII) comparable to Hopkins' "sweet scions,'* Hopkins own 
"sweet skill11 (XVI}, "sweat love" (XAIX) 1 "sweet brood"' (XIX}r: 
... 
"sweet respect" (XXVI), "sweet argument .. (XXXVIII). "sweet 
flattery" (XIIIJ and other examples.. Hopkins 1 "lovely lads• may 
~ 
be compared with "lovely knights .. (CVI), .. lovely boy" (CXX.Vl')• 
"Lovely lad'' also appears in the lines Hopkins quotes from 
Piers Ploughman in a. passage in the Notebooks (p. 235).., 
Shakespeare uses other favorite Hopkins words--11 proud-pied 
april .. (XCVIII),. ttsaucy jacks .. (CXXIX). Hopkins 1 use of words 
places him deep in English tradition as a whole rather than in 
any particular current of that tradition. 'ro recall his "wiry 
and white-fiery and whirlwind-swivelled snew," "unchilding, un-
fathering deeps,'' "the down-dugged ground-hugged grey," 'tBlue-
3J.6 
beating and hoary-glow height," "wring-world right foot'" is 
to realize how much he enriched that tradition. 
Sources which may have influenced the non-Keatsian el-
ments in Hopkins' vocabulary are indicated in Austin Warren's. 
study of the movements and institutions from which Hopkins 
learned .. l26 3oae time before he began to study Piers Ploughman 
which was not until 1882, Hopkins was familiar with the work 
of George P. Mars-h 1 author of Lectures .2.!1 ~ English Language .. 
Marsh urged the revival of obsolete words, of alliteration, 
assonance and consonance~ Other defenders of the past were 
those "Teutonizers, .. R. C •. Trench and E •. C. Furnivall, founders-
of the Early English Text Society and William Barnes who ad-
vocated the purging of the language from romance elements in 
favor of the stronger native words. The interest which partly 
accounts for the fact that Hopkins' vocabulary is "glaringly 
Anglo•Saxon" is shown in his comment upon Barnes's dpeech ~C~~~r 
in a letter to Bridges:.. 
It makes one weep to think of what English 
might have -een; for in spite of all that 
abakespeare and Milton have done, It cannot 
make up for want of purity. 127 
Besides linguistic renovation, the other movements and 
establishments affecting Hopkins' formation were, according to 
warren, the Ritualistic Movement, Pre-haphaelitism, Ae~twism, 
126 "lnstress of Insca.pe, " Kenyon Review, VI, pp. 369-82. 
127 Letters I, P• 162 ... 
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England, The CatholJ!c Church.. The four "real shapers" of his 
mind were all "British empiricists--concerned with defending th 
ordinary man's belief in the reality and knowability of things 
and persons .. ul28 These were Fater, Newman, Ruskin, and Scotus. 
Pater's and Newman's defen .. of the concrete must have appealed 
to the later formulator of "i.nscap~, tt especially the f'ormer 's 
expression~ "Every moment some form grows perf'ect in hand or 
face, some tone of the hills or sea is choicer fhan the rest.~ 
Neither of these influenced Hopkins as much as Scotus with his 
validation of the individual. Thare is an echo of huskinian 
political economy in H0 pkins' protea~ against an England seared 
with trade. 
When Warren.turns to Hopkins'. artistic practice, he sees 
failure in achievement, a lack of unity between theme and its 
1 expression. "The word, the phrase, the local excitement, often 
~·' 
pulls us away from the poem. 11 130 
It must be admitted that in one's first ac~uaintaince with 
Hopkins, tbiS js often the impress ion race i ved. It arises from 
the very f~lness of his communication. It is only with re-
peated readings that what at first seems diffuseness is in 
reality compactness of thought, and that the richness and vwde 
128 .,v'arren, 9..£• ill.•• P• 371 
129 ~uoted by Warren, 1££• £11• Gardner also has pointed 
out possible influence of Pater's, 11611 art aspires to the con-
dition of music.... Cf • .9!?.· ill·, PP • 6-9 





the melody and color are integral to an intense, passionate 
communication. nr cannot sufficiently stress the importance of 
approaching Hopkins with all the senses alert," is the warning 
J. G. 3outhworth gives.131 He might have adde~, "and with the 
intellect alert." He implies the latter caution in the reason 
he gives to support his opinion that Hopkins will never be a 
popular poet. "He cannot be, because be makes too many demands 
on the reader .•t He will always be cherished, however, by "tbos 
who do not think deep feeling and intellectual exercise are in-
compatible .... 132 
Warren does not find occasion for much intellfedtual 
exercise in Hopkins and this probably accounts for his pre-
dication of disharmony. The poet's "content" is to him "thin," 
his "thinking about beauty, m~, and Natura is unimpressive.ul3 
There is no mythic or intellectual vigor in the nneutschland, 11 
11 3pelt from Sybil's Leavea. 11 and rtNature is a Heraclitean Fire, 
to correspond with the "dopious, violent det~il therein." This 
is a view discounted by the majority of critics v:ho have dis-
cerned not only profound intellectual content, in these poems 
but an unusual fusion of content and form--organic unity. 
1312.£· ill·• P• 27. 
132 ~~, P• 32. 
133 QE.• cit., PP• 381-82 •. 
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F. R. Leavis remarked in the ttDeutschland't a blending of' 
~inner spiritual emotional stress with physical reverberations, 
nervous and muscular tensions.•l34 The wreck he adds, is "both 
occasion and symbol," and his whole analysis of this poem and 
of "Spe 1 t from Sybil's L.eaves, .. supports his insistence upon 
the organic union of substance and form. He finds that the 
progression of alliteration, assonance and rhyme in "Spelt~ is 
"associated with, and hardly distinguishable from, the develop-
ment of meaning~"l35 Gardner too, sees in the .. Deutschland" 
a ''completeness, an intellectual and .. emotional unity, a subtletg( 
and variety of verbal orchestration which are unique not only 
in English but also, we believe, in the literature of the 
worla .. "l36 One wonders how it is possible to assign lack of 
intellectual vigor to the distill•tion ~f the Greek philosophy 
of flux, of Christian ontology and doctrine in "Heraclitean Fire 
As for the "Deutschland," its meaning, "Chri$tianity integral 
and absolute, 11 is almost inexhaustible • 
• 
This inability on the_part of certain critics to perceive 
or to penetrate the intellectual content of Hopkins' poems is a 
phenomena existent from the beginning. His letters and notes, 
134 New Bearings in English Poetry, PP• 175-76. 
135 Ibida.., p. 182. 
-
136 ££· £11., P• 69. 
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and studies like that of Pick lllave helped make his themes more 
intelligible. It may be suspected, however, whether the 
rtwilling suspension of disbelief with which those who do not 
share his beliefs approach him is adeq_uate enough to permit 
them to grasp the significance of his more doctrinal poems. 
Hence the inclination to focus attention on his technique, or 
to explain away his thought by denying 1 ts existence. The 
following opinion probably springs from bewilderment before an 
experience alien to the critic:: 
His work has no philosophical or intellectual 
content; it is purely physical and verbal. 
He remains always on the sensuous surface of 
things. Perhaps as a aoman Catholic he was 
inhibited from conceiving of' any si nee the 
whole truth, had, once for all, been revealed 
to mankind. ~37 
Hdpkins' essantfal humanity and universality are witnessed 
to in the response given by critics of ideals and experience so 
widely dif'ferent from his own, to whom is owing a great part c£ 
the current appreciation and understanding of his art. But 
there remains "a point at which (for all except the Catholic 
reader) rivers of' emotion become suddenly damned and canal-
ized."l38 A poem communicates an experience which is its cente 
around which all the other components ~asemble with which they 
fuse, and for which they exist. This is surely what is meant 
137 w. J ... Turner, 3pectator, July 14, 1944. 
138 G. w .• Stonier,~ Statesman" Sept. 26, 1942, P• 207 .. 
when "organic unity" is predicated. 
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Thus it may be questioned 
if the central experience, the raison d'etre, is misconceived 
• 
or is too alien to the critic's experience for the necessary 
empathy, whether the proper aesthetic delight in the felicities 
of form and texture is present in its fulness. The contrast to 
this opinion, a typically modern heresy, appears in a remark 
by ~·ij. :r ._ Turner:. 
••. ..whether there is any particular 
virtue in the subject matter itself--
of poetry or of any other art-- is an-
other question, and one which no philo-
sophical or critical writer on aesthetics 
has as yet ever been able ~o answer 
satisfactorily. 139 
What Hopkins' answer to this would be appears in a statement 
in one of his letters to Patmore~ "Fine works of art, espec· 
those that are not o~~y ideal in form but deal with high 
matter as well, are really a great power in the world, an 
element of strength even to an empire."140 That Hopkins' 
subject matter siJnifies is taken for granted in Leavis's re-
mark that, "Hopkins is t.he devotional poet of a dogmatic 
139 .9£. s.1i. ,. 
140 Letters III, p •. 218. This does not mean tm t Hopkins 
would make art a vehicle for moral indoctrination. He critic-
ised Wordsworth's poatry for the flodious goodiness and neck-
cloth" that crept into so much of it. (Letters I, P• 38) The 
theme of his "On a piece of music 11 is that art must not be 
judged on the principle of whether it is "right" ?r "wrong" as 
moral actions are judged, but rather on the princ1ple of 
whether it is true or not tr.ue to the scope of the artist. 
(Cf. the analysis of this poem by Geoffrey Bliss, ~.J. "In a 
Poet 1 s w¥orkshop," Month CLXVII, 1936, pp. 160-67 • 
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Christianity. For the literary critic there are conse~uent 
difficulties and delicacies .. "14l His following statement con-
stitutes a refutation of the opinion of Hopkins' intellectual 
qualities expressed by iarren and Turner~ ''Ho.pkins' religious 
interests are bound up with the presence in his poetry of a 
vigour of mind that puts him in another poetic world from tha 
other Victorians.. It is a vitality of thought. a vigour of 
the thinking intelligence, that is at the time a vitality of 
concreteness.'' 
In one more indication of the direction of the last phase 
of Hopkins criticism, F. R. Leavis endeavors to determine in 
what respects he was of his age .142 His Victor-ian normality, i 
shown in general in his· bent toward nature and away f'rom urban 
civilization. More specifically it appears in his themes:. 
"Nature, beauty_, transience, with these he is charaerteristicall 
preoccupied ... l~3 Wbere his distinctiveness comes out is in the 
radical difference in his treatment of these themes. His 
concern with beauty was at the farthest remove from the 
Victorian ureligion of Beauty,•1 from Rossetti's evocation o·f e. 
141 ''Gerard Manley Hopkins'- Scrutiny XII (;3pring, 1944), 
p. 85. We are reminded of Hopkins' remark to dixon that 11 the 
only just judge, the only just literary critic is Christ." 
(Letters II, P• 8.) 
142 .QE.• ill•• Scrutiny XII (1944), P• 83. 
143 Ibid., P• 85~ 
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romantic Platonism, for instance-"an evocation in which 
•significance• is vagueness, and profundity an uninhibited 
proffer of large draughts on a merely nominal account (Life, 
love, death, terror, mystery, Beauty ••• )ul44 Likewise his 
preoccupation with transience is very unlike that of the 
Victoriars who "cherish the pang as a kind of religiose-poetic 
sanction for defeatism in the face of an alien external world." 
Hopkins realized that transience was a "necessary condition of 
any grasp of the real.nl45 Another general difference between 
his nature poetry and that of Tennyson and ~nold springs from 
his "radically metaphorical habit of mind and sensibility" whic 
relates him to the 3aventeenth century. It goes with his habit 
of seeing things as charged with ~ignificance, but again, the 
significance is not a romantic vagueness, but a 11matter of 
explicit and ordered relationa between God, man, and nature." 
In his assent "half protestingly" to T. S. hliot's des-
cription of Hopkins as a "nature poet," Leavis notes a signi-
ficant limitation in his power to transcend the poetic climate 
of the :age. One may question hov.rever, if the poet of the 
"Deutschland 11 (which Gardner believes takes renk beside the 
._Nativity Ode," "Lycidas," "Intimations of Immortality~~ and 't.Th 
Hound of Heaven 11 ) and the donnets is correctly described as a 
"nature poet" merely. It may be suggested also that in those 
144 1£!Q., P• 86. 
145 Ibid., P• 83. 
-
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very aspects in which Hopkins' treatment of characteristic 
themes differed from that of his contemporaries, he perhaps 
transcended the poetical clim2,te. In passing, it may not be 
out of place to note Gardner's listing of Hopkins' character-
istic themes~ 
The poetry of Hopkins is Ear excellence tre 
poetry of death and resurrection, of mutability and 
recovery, of desolation and consolation. The pro-
blem of suffering; the decay of human beauty, moral 
and physical; the frustration of noble hopes and 
aspirations--by all these he is moved ••• 146 
Hopkins' importance as a poet, and the qualities of his 
complex character and genius have made a definitive biography 
desirable. It was not unexpected that there should appear, 
concomitant tr~'i th the critical evaluations and revaluations of 
his Centenary, the first "full• biography of the poet.l47 Any 
biographer of Hopkins faces a difficult and controversial set 
of problems.. Eleanor iiuggles does not try to solve them all. 
In fact, there is no great attempt to determir.e the importance 
of the various themes which she opens up, or their exact re-
la tion to one another. The work is upopular 11 in its nature, 
confining its discussion of Hopkins' art to its relation with 
the events of his life. The poems fall i~to place chronologic-
ally, the biographical data illuminating them as much as 
146 2£• £11., p. 161. 
147 Eleanor Ruggles, Gerard Manley Hopkins. ~ Life (l\ew 
York~. 'il.W. l~orton and Co., 1944) 
possible. 
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There is nothing new in the biography as far as the 
facts of Hopkins' life are concerned. The novelized style of 
description makes entertaining reading and has procured for the 
cook a well-merited popularity .. l48 However, it does not always 
have a documentary basis. There is no evidence, for example, 
for the details describing Hopkinst reaction to Bridges' 
pr€sence a.t. one of his sermons;_ "knowledge of his dissenting 
presence put the speaker in a flurry, be rambled, stammered, 
then pulled himself togetber.ul49 
Critics have noted, too, a certain lack of understanding 
of the nature of religious faith manifested in a number of 
judgments relating to Newman's and Hopkins' redeption into the 
Church.I50 :~ewman is described as having "renounced freedom 
of inquiry and bound his eyes from further searching with the 
bandage of a final creed • 11 151 His Apo,logia revealed him as a 
man who "clun£ to the skirts of eccesis.stical authority as to 
his mother 1 s knee .ul52 we are told that llliovJb:re.y Baillie fell 
148 Significant o~ this popularity was the lengthy review 
in Time~ Aug •. 14, 1944, PP• 99-104 •. 
149 QE• £11., P• 171. 
150 Cf the reviews by r~orman T., Weyand, 3 ..r., The New 
World (Chicago) Sept. 15, 1944, and a. Bischoff, S .J., Arm rica, 
3ept. 2, 1944 .. 
151 QE• £11., P• 54. 
152 ~., p. 56. 
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into the pit o~ unbelie~ when, at Hopkins• death, he wa~ iep-
riveci of the influence which ha.ci been his fPsole contact with 
.. 
the irrational._••l53 Miss Ruggles' own att i tucie is probably 
indicated in her statement regarding Pusey's remaining within 
the Anglican Church• "~here are certain fortunate intellects 
that can stop short, and Pusey"'s was one of them.. Newman •s was 
not, nor was Gerard Hopkin~t.,ttl5.(, 
The author, perhap~ wisely, scouts any thonough investiga-
tion into the cause~ of the depression o~ Hopkins'" last years, 
leaving such questions as "the prerogatives· o~ tbe inai viEiual 
student.n She emphasizes Hopkins' self'-sacri~ice and his in-
tegrity as poet ana priest, yet he is represented at the end o~ 
his life as still ·~triving to convince himself once more o~ a 
conviction lived b;.*l55 
However, the work is coherent and artistic.. Miss Ruggles t 
sketch of the Ox~orci Movement, her reconstruction of the activ-
ities and ~riendship~ o~ Hopkin~' student days at Oxfori and 
of the various rami~ications o~ his work as priest and teacher 
is sympathetic and calculated to lead readers to the 
investigation o~ his poetry. 
153 Ibid., P• 291. 
154 .!B.!!· t p. 54 •. 
155. Ibid ... , P• Z83. 
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~bather the work is "as good a biography of Hopkins as 
we are likely to have," as one reviewer says, remains to be 
56 en.l56 A definitive biography would demand a completer 
integration of his life and writings, a deeper study of the 
great influences upon his mind and art which a popular study 
cannot attempt.. r.rrs. Ruggls s' book succeeds in presenting 
Hopkins to a larger public, and it is indicative of the more 
widespread interest in Hopkins the man which is one of the 
results of the publication of his Letters. 
156 Theodore 3pencer, in daturday Review££ Literature, 
3ept. 2, 1944, P• 20. 
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C.hAPTEli VII 
To trace any literary influence ia an undertaking frought 
with difficulties and snares for the student. To trace a still 
working influence is doubly so. The short perpective must of 
necessity set constraints aroung ~ny judgments regarding its 
nature and extent. Hence, the intent of this discussion is 
merely to indicate some of the obvious directions of Hopkins' 
influence as shown in the statements of critics and poets and 
in "imitations,u sometimes not so felicitous, of his style. 
Two characteristics of critical pronouncements about Hopkins' 
influence are immediately noteworthy. The first is ~he as~ur-
ance with which they are ma4e; the second, the general, for the 
most part, rather than particular nature of the attri~ution. 
Except in the case of Jridges, it is safe to say that 
Hopkins did not exert any direct influence before 1918. The 
influence begins to receive notice about a dozen years later. 
concomitant with the new interest roused by the 3econd bdition 
of the Poems. Comments are general~ "The influence of 
Hopkins has bad, and will have, an integrating effect on modern 
poetry.ttl 11 ••.• when the history of the last decade of hnglish 
poetry comes to be written by a dispassionate critic, no in-
1 H. L. Binsse, .QE.· cit.:, ...;)aturday r<.eview of Literature, 
Aug. 9, 1936, P• 34~ 
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Hopkins .. "2 In one or two early declarations the reference was 
more explicit. Hopkins was described as the "preceptor of 
Hart Crane in the initiation of a new creative energy in 
poetry." 3 Stanley Kunitz corroborated this statement and 
suggested an influence upon James Joyce, E~ E. Cummings, and 
Yvor Winters, adding, "I know of no young poet of talent in 
this country today whose face is not turned to him .. '14 F ~ R .. 
Leavis, in 1932, made a claim for him "as likely to prove for 
our time and the future the only influential poet of the 
Victorian Age •. u5 These assertions increased in number, some-
times in specific indications of influence throughout the 
:nineteen thirties. Edith .3itwell lamented the mal-digested 
influence upon W"illiam Empson and Charles Madge.6 The high 
point was perhaps reached about the middle of the decade with 
c. Day Lewis's pronunciamento; nPost-was poetry was born 
amongst the ruins. Its immediate ancestors are Hopkins, Owens, 
and Eliot .... 7 
2. Herbert Read, ~ in Modern Poetry, p. 54 .. 
3 M •. D. Zabel, Poetry XXXVII, P• 158. 
4 2.£.• cit., -Nilson Bulletin V, p. 61. 
5 New Bearings in English Poetry, P• 193. 
6 QE• cit., p. 53, 70. 
7 ~Hope !.2£_ Poetry, P• ~63. 
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The statement of a more recent criticism serves to under-
line tbse opinions. In his study of modern poetry, J. Q. 
Jouthworth includes chapters on Hopkins, Yeats, Lawrence, 
Mac Neice, Auden, and others. For only two of these does he 
make claim for greatness, Hopkins and Yeats. His opinion of 
the importance of Hopkins' influence is as follows:. 
Since 1918.~· his influence has widened 
until one can truly say that he has exerted a 
powerful influence in straightening the course 
of the tradition of English poetry. I think 
the time will come when the publication of the 
Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins will be looked 
upon as an important landmark: as important 
probably as the publication of Spenser's The 
Shepheards' Calendar, Percyts neligues, ancr-
Wordsworth's Lyrical Ballads. No young English 
poet is free of his influence. 8 
From his discussion of Hopkins' contemporary influence, 
W. H. Gardner draws the following two-way conclusion, and point 
to the nature of the influence when it is assimilated~ 
One important result of the many 
imitations of Hopkins has been to 
familiarize readers with the style of the 
master and so remove from his work ahat 
appearance of ~ueerness and eccentricity 
which was for so long a barrier to complete 
appreciation. Certainly the verse of the 
younger writers is always more significant 
when there is nothing more than a taut 
compact style, a direct and resourceful 
diction, and a form of sprung rhythm which, 
while rarely approaching the mastery of the 
original, gives an additional range to the 
poetic instrument •. 9 
8 .9.E.. ill· ' pp •· 15-16. 
9 Op. cit., P• 281. 
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few preliminary observations are perhaps in order. E'irst of 
all, in regard to their general truth; there san be no doubt oJf 
a Hopkins influence on contemporary poetry. This, it may be 
said, is not surprising when the eclectic nature of much poetry 
today is considered. Acquaintance with the English poetry bein 
written at present shows immediately, however, that Hopkins' 
influence is never as pervasive as that of T. s. Eliot, perhaps 
not as that of Pound. And there are many other currents: from 
the metaphysical poets of the seventeenth century. from the 
3ymbolists of tbe nineteenth, and from Skelton and ~hitman. 
Where Hopkins' influence appears in some of the newer poets, it 
is sometimes sifted down from him through others, through 
Bridges, through .Auden and Lewis. 
For the first traces of Hopkins' influence, we must go 
back to .the Georgian poets, as Gardner has pointed out .10 A.ny 
discussion of the Georgians leads us to the work of Robert 
Bridges, and to the influence Hopkins exerted during his life-
time. In his presentation of Bridges as a patron and master of 
the Georgians, George Gordon gives as evidence Bridges• pro-
found concern with their problems, his belief and his statement 
that English syllabic verse had long been 
at the stage of artistic exhaustion, and 
that serious rhyme in English verse was 
10 Ibid., P• 247. 
worn out .... ..w~·hat was wanted was a prosody 
not syllabic but of stresses, which would 
admit, to the infinite refreshment of 
poetic utterance, admit and somehow 
govern, the whole wealth of the common 
and natural rhythms of our speech. 11 
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These statements lead us back through bridges to Hopkins' well-
known definitions of Sprung Rhythm, the "native and natural 
rhythm of speech, tt "scanning by accents or stresses alon,e. 11 
Hopkins claimed to have discovered "Sprung nhythm.« A careful 
reading of the letters to Bridges leaves little doubt that 
Hopkins' concern with, and explanation of, the structure of his 
verse were the originating forces behind Bridgest experiments 
with meters. This is, moreover, corroborated by one of Hopkins 
critics. "Personal contact with .riobert Bridges." writes 
G. F. Lahey, "has convinced me that he drank deeply from the 
wells of consolation which Hopkins' personall.ity and poetry gave 
him, and that he drew aot only the idea of the stress system 
from Hopkins, but also the lines on which it was to be develop-
ed.nl2 Though at first Bridges' impulse had been to parody the 
rhythm of the "Deutschland," later he asked Hopkins if he 
might employ the new meter in his own poems.l3 That the in-
fluenc~ of the two poets upon each other was accepted by both 
is clear in Hopkins' comment;. 
11 Paetr;y and the iJodarns (Oxford, 1934), P• 13. 
12 The Prosody of rlobert Bridges ~nd Gerard Manley Hopkins 
(Master's Thesis, Fordham University, 1931), P• 35. 
13 Letters, I, P• 76. 
I do not think it desirable that I shd. be 
wholly uninfluenced by you or you by me; 
one ought to be independent but not 
unimpressionable~ that wd. be to refuse 
education .. 1.4 
In a note to his Poems (Third series, 1880), Bridges 
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acknowledged his debt to Hopkins for certain poems ~written by 
the rules of a new prosody .. 11 He warns the reader, in approach-
ing·the poems to put aside the notions~ 
that all accents in poetry are alternate 
with unaccented syllables ••• that when two 
or more unaccented syllables intervene 
between two accented syllableg, the former 
must suffer or be slurred over~~· 
The use of feet that correspond to paeons, 
and the fre~uent inversions of feet in these 
new rhythms, render it possible for four or 
five unaccented syllables to follow upon each 
other. 15 
The stylistic feature of the 1879 o.nd 1880 vol~mes of 
Bridges' poetry is a chastened use of sprung rhythm. He was 
more cautious in his use of it because he lacked Hopkins 1 im--
mensa energy and inventiveness; moreover, as has been pointed 
out already, he regarded it as opening a pathway to too auch 
license.l6 Hopkins tried to convince him of its law-abiding 
character~ 11 with all my licenses, or rather laws, I am stricter 
14 Ibid., P• 86,.. 
15 ~uoted by Claude Abbot, Ibid., Notes, P• 310. 
16 Cf._ Above, Ch. I, P• 11. 
than you and I might say than anybody I know.ul7 
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Bridges' 
theory of variation ia poetry given expression later, precludes 
too manifest a departure from the common norm~ "A great deal 
of our pleasure in ~eauty"~ he remarks, "whether natural or 
artistic, depends on slight variations of a definite form." 18 
However, it is doubtful whether Hopkins would go as far as 
Bridges does in his remark or; rhythm in Miltor.•s Prosody:. 
There is no lioit to rhythm, nor can I 
imagine any kind of effedt or any possible 
collacation of syllables in a ~foot,• 
which might not be well employed in some 
poetic metre or other. 19 
"I daresay our theory is much the same," Hopkins wrote.20 
There are many similarities, as a reading of Bridgss• Milton's 
Prosody discovers, although Bridges emphasized and opposed 
points which Hopkins did not~ There is the similarity of de-
finition (especially in the first edition of 1901), of such 
terms as ''rising and falling't rhythm, •counterpointed," tthangt:rsr 
"paeons" etc. It is perhaps almost superfluous to point out 
the parallel between Bridges' and Hopkins' description of the 
counterpointed rhythm of damson ~gonistes. The tdactylic' and 
•trochaic' effects perceived in the choruses, says Bridges, 
are obtained by 'inversions' and 'elisions, and 
17 Letters I, p. 44. 
18 ~Necessity of Poetry, (Oxford, 1918). P! 30. 
19 (Oxford, Edition of 1921)~ P• 69. 
20 Letters I, P• 212. 
r where the; iambic system seems entirely to 
disappear, it is maintained as a fictitious 
structure and scansion, not intended to be 
read, but to be imagined as a time-beat 
on which the free rhythm is, so to speak, 
syncopated, as a melody. 21 
~hen the new rhythm says Hopkins, is mounted upon the old 
~~~since the new or mounted rhythm is 
actually heard and at the same time t~ 
mind naturally supplies the naturc•l or 
standard foregoing rhythm •• ~two rhythms 
are in some manner running at once and 
we have something answerable to counter-
point in music. 22 
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The parallel is closer still in tbe first edition of Milton's 
Prosody, wherein Bridges almost calls the Choruses of 3amson 
ttsprung .. tt When the common rhythm is mounted by the stress 
rhythm, the ttunits of feet after the classic modelstt become 
fictitious, and ttThere is really no reason at all" for their 
existence~ "only one Btep was needed, which was to east them 
away.. He wrote in the Choruses of Samson ;!sonistes a rhythmi 
stressed verse and scanned by maans of fictions.aZ3 The only 
difference between this and Hopkins' description is that 
Hopkins called the result Sprung Rhythm~ "·~~the secondary or 
mounted rhythm, which is necessarily a spr~1g rhythm, over-
powers the original or conventional one and then this becomes 
a superfluous and may be got rid of; by taking that last step 
you reach simple sprung rhythm.n 24 An examination of these and 
2LJA1lton •s :Prosody, p •. 55 • 
22 :Poems • P• 3 .. 
23 (Q~ford, 1901) p. 76. 
24 II, • 15. Cf. also, :Poems, P• 3. 
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other comparisons bet.we..e.n Brililges' and Hopkins' ideas of' 
!Jfilton' s prosody leads to agreement with the opinion that had 
the two poets "not met, it is certain that Bri<iges would not 
have written the most authoritative analysis of Milton's great 
system of prosody s.ince that master's death in 1674-, ancl that 
Bridge~• poetry would not have developed along the lines that 
it did .. ••.25 
Probably the best word to describe .Bridgest use of the 
"new rhythm11 is the wora "caution ... •'· The general impression is 
one of much greater convention; the effect is more literary, 
more archaic and tracU tional... Yet the n.loosening•t of meter in 
"London Snow, 11 .. A Passer-by •·" ... The Downs,"- and other poems in 
"mi11i.igatet. 11 sprung rhythm is evident an61 the effect unusually 
beautiful in its following of speech rhythms... It did not q_ui te 
so satisfy Hopkins who founa tt·A Passer Sytt· to read •tnot mucb 
like sprung rhythm as that logaoedic dignified-dogger.-! one 
Tennyson bas employed in ~ and since .••26 In general, 
Bridge~' practice is simpler and looser in structure than that 
of Hopkins, who had a definit• rule underlying each syllable~ 
and whose devices of inversion of word order, continuous 
rhythm, alliteration and internal rhyme etc ... counteracted the 
25 Lahey, The Prosocly of Robert Bridges ancl Gerard Manley 
Hopkins,. p ... 36 ... ---cf ... the Appendix to this chapter:. Briclges• 
rules for accentual verse ... 
2-6 Letters I. P•·· 71. 
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scattering tendencies natural to sprung rhythm .. 
However they be described, the lines of "London dnow" and 
kindred poems wherein the iambic regularity is freely broken 
by the inversions and paeonic feet of a speech rhythm, exer-
cised a potent influence upon poets who looked to Bridges as 
a master. The lines following, with their rush of unstressed 
syllables, were inn.ovation enough at the time they were written 
H , /, ;' / / 
when men were all asleep the snow come flying, 
,; ,; ,; . ,; ,; In large white flakes fall1ng on the city brown, 
Stealthily and perpetually se~tling and loesely lying~ 
Hushing the latest traffic of the drowsy town; 
Deadening, muffling, stifling its murmurs failing; 
Lazily and incessantly floating down and down. 
Bridges' innovations were more marked in the 11 loos'e 
Alexandrines" of his later verse wherein, abandoning the stress 
principle and retur~ing to a syllabic meter, he gave himself 
almost complete liber~y of rhythm within the fixed limits of th 
twelve syllable line .. He found the precedent for this practice 
in certain verses of the choruses of 3amson Agonistes to which 
Milton imparted great variety of movement by means of inversion 
elisions and extrametrical syllables .. 27 It was the line 
aopkins used with more calculation, subtle cadence, and charac-
teristic textural devices in "~t. ~inefred's Well," prophecying 
that the "sprung Alexandrines" would be of more use to 
Eridges than myself-if be likes tbem .. "28 
27 Milton's Prosody, PP• 61-66. 
28 LettBrs III, P• 212. 
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iihile the meter of 'l'he '.L.'estament of Beauty is a syllabic meter 
with some arbitrary classification it can be scanned accent-
ually ... 
I t' • "· " • / ;' The skyts unrest1ng cloualand that w1th varying play 
siTteth the sunlight tnru its figured shades,that now 
t / ' . / . " " 1 't - t / d s c-,w.l 1n mass1ve range, cumu a ea s upen ous 
mountainous snowb(llowy up-plied in dazzling sheen ... 
(I, 11. 277-280) 
Here we see an effect of the loosening of rhythm in the 
admission of new elements of diction, an advantage which 
Hopkins had pointed out to Bridges. The absence, hor:ever, of 
any norm e~cept variation gives a sense of diffuseness, of 
undefined intention., In a long poem such as The Testament of 
Beauty with its many moods and methods this is perhaps not a 
disadvantage. H~ L~ Binsse found the whole of this poem to be 
"a monument in its prosody to Bridges' friendship" fo:.· 
Hopkins .. 29 In many places there are suggestions of Hopkins in 
cadence, diction, and here and there • similar use of asson-
ance and inner rhyme. 
hugs molten glooms 
mount on the horizpn stealthily, and gathering 
as they climb 
deep freighted with live lightning, thunder and 
drenching flood 
rebuff the winds. (I, 11. 288-291) 
The woodland's alternating hues, the vaporous bloom 
of the first blushings and tender flushings of spring; 
(I, 11. 306-7) 
29 QE• cit., p. 34. 
The manner of this magic is purest in music. 
(IV, 1. 987) 
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The influence of Hopkins in regard to diction is evident 
also in certain 11 echoes" in Bridges' early poems which 
Hopkins himself pointed out .. 30 The lines in "London Snow." 
Or peering up from under the white-messed wonder, 
0 look at the treesJ» they cried, uo look at the trees!" 
are reminscent of Hopkins' 
Since, though he is under the world's splendour 
and wonder ("Deutschland," st. 5) 
and the first line of 11 The 3tarlight Xight,~ 
Look at the stars! look, look up at theskiesl 
Another section from "The Voice of Nature," 
Ah1 if it were only for thee, thou restless ocean 
Of waves that follow and roar, the sweep of the tides; 
~errt only for thee, impetuous wind, whose motion 
Precipitate all o 1errides, and turns, r.or abides:. 
taken with a line from "Disillusion." 
For lack of thee who once wert throned behind 
All beauty 
discloses a debt for diction and idea to stanza 32 of the 
11 Deutschland" 
I admire thee, master of the tide, 
Of the Yore-flood, of the year's fall; 
The recurb and the recovery of the gulfts sides, 
The girth of it and the wharf of it and the wall; 
citanching, quenching ocean of a motionable mind; 
Ground of being, and granite of it~ past all 
Grasp God, throned behind 
Death with a sovereingty that heeds but hides, bodes 
but abides. 
30 Letters I, pp. 111-12. 
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stanza is "With a mercy th&t outrides,• suggests that the poem 
which Bridges would 'hot for moneyu read again, made a greater 
impression upon him than he admitted. ~. ~. Phare has noted 
also the similarity in theme between Bridges t "Pater :B,ilio .. 
and "The Bugler's First Communion," and other poems in which 
Hopkins treats of the precarious fragility of youthful innoc-
ence and its almost inevitable loss. 
In 1890 Bridges hc.d shown Hopkins t poems to the poet 
Lawrence Binyon then visiting him at his home. To the ~atter " 
the new rhythms contained in them seemed, as he says, "to 
promise scope for fresh effects and for admitting a fresh kind 
of matter into verse, and very soon I ventured on e~periments 
init myself.u31 Binyonts practice was, like Bridges' a 
"mitigated" sprung rhythm.. It is noticeable in his 11 li'or the 
Fallenu 
~ / / , ;' 
iith praud thanks~iving, a mother for her children, 
A / ... / ; "' / En~lana mourns for her dead across the sea , 
Flesh of her flesh they were, spirit of her spirit, 
Ballen in the cause of the free.. 32 
In "The Airman" he mixes it with running rhythm 
/ ;' ~ / "· Now at last voyage a fabulous domin1on 
syrpassi9g a~} the measur~s of his k~2d, 
He, a free r1der of the undulating s1lences, 
31 2£· ill.·' p. 2.64. 
32 Selected Poems (New York:. Macmil~an CoAo~, 1922), p • 77 ... 
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Has in himself begotten a new mind~ 
Made him a companion of the winds of he~ven 
/ travelling 
Unpaven streets of cloudy golden snows. 33 
Gardner also notes the influence of Bridges in wialter 
dela Me.re•s "The Listeners, 11 particularly in the extended feet 
and juxtaposed stresses of lines such as 
~ / Fell echoing through the shadowiness of 
the s(ill house~ 
It must be emphasized however, that there were other in-
fluences besides that of Bridges working toward a freer 
rhythmic structure, and the movement away froffi traditional 
meter would no doubt have taken place without either his or 
Eopkins r poetry. There are :'ioticeable in Victorian England, 
besides that of Hopkins, other attempts to freshen conventiona 
rhythm.. Charle.s M ... Doughty although he published no verse 
until 1900 was writing his H.opkinslike poetry from the 1860's 
onward. Certain effects which resemble those of Hopkins in 
modern poetry could conceivably be the result of his iafluence 
had he been as widely known. ~eredith, Browning and Arnold 
were also forces in mmdifying the Tennysonian-smooth tradition 
of poetry. However~ one of the most powerful influences upon 
later poetry was that coming from ~alt •hitman~ His theory 
that the length of line in poetry should be determined by the 
length of phrase needed to express an idea, his unrelated pro--
33 14uoted by Gardner, .QE• ill·, P• 248. 
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gression from image to image, his catalogues ana parallels 
provided precedent for many of the lax and diffuse lines in 
contemporary poetry~ 
•tFree Verse" as introduced by Ezra Pound and the Imagists 
is in many resp~cts a development of Whitman's and Arnold's 
practice. Its most skilful practitioners infused a greater 
discipline into it, a tautness wbi~h Whitman would never have 
admittecil. In the bands of less skilful craftsman it tends to 
become "prose bewitched ,11 the name Hopkins gave to -.;111 tman •·s 
lines •. As one of its emponents, Yvor Winters, defines it, the 
affinity wi tb Hopkins' meter is apparent... The foot which Wint 
used in his poems in free verse be described as consisting of 
•tone heavily accented syllable, an unlimited number of unaccente 
syllables, and an unlimited number of syllables of secondary 
accent~~3' This~ be goes on to say, "resembles the accentual 
meter o~ Hopkins, except that Hopkins employed rhyme •. He 
appears to have bad the secondary accent, or subordinate and 
axtrametrical "'foot" in mind, when be spoke of tbangers • and 
-
toutrides 1 ." The following example, "~uod Tegi t Omnia," which 
Winters cites from his own poems, bas two feet to the line. 
Since for the sake of emphasis he bas printed as two lines ce 
verses which if considered metrically would be single lines, he 
bas placed a cross bar at the end of each complste line. 
3' Primitivism and Decadence (New York;. Arrow Editions, 
=-=--==~..;;...;....;;..;;;.- -
1937), P• lQZ.., 
-'/ ,, 
Earth darkens and is beaded/ 
·a{th a sweat of bushes and/ 
N / the bear comes forth~ 
e m1na store w1t th ·"' ' d ·" h/ 
magnificence proceeds into/ 
the mystery of time, nowj 
certain of its choice of/ 
passion but uncertain of the/ 
, . ,,., passlon•s ena. 
// 
when/ .... 35 
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The general similarity of Ninters' practice in this poem to the 
one rule ("Every verse contains a predetermined r.urnber of 
accented syllables 11 ) to which Fath6r Bliss reduced Hopkins' 
theory is worth notin..g .. In his aim to mako his stanza ttwhere-
ever possible a single rhythmic unitt of which the line was a 
part not sharply separatet" Winters was guided by "Dr. lilliams 
~iss woore, and Hopkins.n36 
Other free versifiers have compared their r~ythm to that 
used by Hopkins. Herbert aeaa, whose use of the medium is 
freer in form than iHnter s 1 remarks that "Sprung rhythm is the 
rhythm of all t.fJDUine vers libre or free verse wbich has arisen 
since Hopkins 1 s tirJe. u37 His own free verse employs the mono-
syllablic and paeonic feet, the variations from rising to 
falling and rocking rhythms of Hopkins. Gardner has drawn 
attention to the Htouches of hopkinsian richness" in the follow 
ing lines from "Day's Affirmation."38 
35 Ibid., P• 103. 
36 Ibid .. ,. P• 107 .. 
37 Collected Essa;is, p ·345. 
38 Op .. ~-, P· 252. 
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" / / Morning and the world will be lit 
with wnltebeam c~ndles, shinin6 and 6 the frail 
and teader daring splendour of wi'"'lct cherrytrees. 
Sprung rhythm, that is a rhythm which conforms to Hopkins' 
general definition, in which stresses and not syllables are 
counted• in which a Kfoottt may consist of one or of many 
syllables, is a basic feature of a lar0 e percentage of contem-
porary versa. It is a rhythm which i~cludas easily every 
varlet; cf conversational rhythm, admits scientific and tech-
nical vocabulary.. It is logaeodic, a.llowlng sudden changes of 
cadence within the line, subtle emotional effects through 
counterpoint, reversal of accent and metrical e~uivalence. It 
provides a theoretical basis f)or lines like Day Lewis's .. 
Y;u that love England, who have an ear for her music, 
The slow movement of clouds in benediction.~~ 
for Spender t~s 
"" / .., / . , After the first FOWerful Flain man1festo 
The black statement of nistons without more fuss , ~ , ,_ , , 
But gliding like a q~een she leaves the station •• ~ 
(The Express) 
Auden's 
, / , / / 
·vihich of you waking early and watching daybreak 
Will not hasten in heart handsome aware of 
/ 
wonder 
At lighj unleashed, advancing, a leader of 
movement,. / , ., 
Bre~king on surf on turf on road and roof 
Almost any variation could be based on Hopkins' practice in the 
final lines of the "Deutschland" stanzas, each of which have 
six stresses but no two of which are alike~ 
~astery, but be adored, but be adored, King (st. 10) 
r--------------------------------------~ 
Not vault them, the millions of rounds of 
thy mercy, not reeve even them in? 
(st .. 12) 
Idle for ever to waft her or wind her with, 
these she endured 
(st. 14) 
To the man in the tops and the tackle 
rode over the storm's brawling. 
(st. 19) 
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The distinctive feature of Hopkins' rhythm was the juxta-
position of strong stresses without syllables between them to 
produce an abrupt effect~ 
Tbe sour scythe cringe, ar.d the blear share come. 
(st. 11) 
It is rhythm also found in the poetry of Donne, whose 
influence on modern poetry coincided with that of Hopkins:. 
All whome warre, death, abe, agues, tyrannies, 
Despair, law, chance, hath slaine ••• 
(Divine Poems ~o. VII) 
Batter my heart, three-personed God; for you 
As yet but knocke, breathe, shine, and seeke 
to mend; 
(Ibid., No. XIV) 
In Hopkins it is heightened by every variety of alliteration, 
rhyme, assonance, Ksprung syntax" to produce the highly con-
centrated effects peculiar to his poetry. 
Contemporary use of sprung rhythm while undoubtedly 
influenced by Hopkins, is in general simpler, more elementary, 
less fastidious than his use of it. Contemporary poets often 
use "loose iambic feet with simple counterpoint and eq_uival-
ence which gives something of the effect lbf sprung rhythm 
r~--------------------------------~ 
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without being so technically accomplished or so highly 
v::rought .. "39 The general influence, then, is more difficult 
to detect than that which is apparent in the use of his more 
"idiosyncratic" practices. The. latter are more quickly dis-
covered than the subtler rhythmic effeats, although now and the 
certain eadences are beard which have a Hopkins parentage. 
3uch a cadence •tvery rare in English poetry, 11 bas been pointed 
out by David Daiches iD the conclusion of one of Auden's poems• 
The bard bitch &nd the rl ding master, 
Stiff underground; deep in clear lake 
The lolling bridegroom, ~eautiful there. 
Daiches compares the last line to Hopkins 1 "low lays him, 
listed to a heresy, here," in the "Henry Purcell~ sonnet, noti 
that this se~uence of noun, purenthetical adjectival phrase, is 
fairly frequent in Hopkins.40 
Hart Crane has more than once mean mentioned ia connect-
ion with Hopkins' influence. ~hila that of ~hitwan is more 
pervasive and powerful, it might well be that the forceful 
dietion owes something to the~udy of Hopkins. Crane's most 
ambitious poem , The Bridge, says Isidore Jchneider, "shows the. 
present benefits of Hopkins' liberating and e~riching exper-
iments ... 41 
39 David Daiches, ~ Literary Values, p. 46.. Cf. ,; .. B .. 
Yeats's criticism~ "The defect or limitatio~ of'sprung verse' 
especially in five-stress lines, is that it may not be certain 
at a first glance where the stress falls.u (Oxford Book of 
r,:odarn Verse, In trod. p. 1. 
40 ~·· p. 36. 
41 l~ation, April 16, 1930,p. 456. 
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In the passages in ucape Hatteras" describing the flight 
of the ~~right Brothers, tr1e alliteration, the description of 
movement and the internal rhyme are reminiscent of Hopkins. 
Twin brothers in their twinship left tbe c1 una; 
1/arping the gale, the vvright win<.i..vrestle rs veered 
Capeward, then blading the wind's flank, banked 
and spun ••• 
There is a monosy~~abic packing and ~abruptness characteristic 
of Hopkins in the line, 
Hell's belt springs wider into heaven's plumed side • 
. ,,:hich soon mixes with a ,·;bitmanesq:.ue tone in 
They cavalcade on escapade, shea~ Cumulus ••• 
vfhile Cetus-lil<::e, 0 thou DirigibLe, enormous 
Lounger 
Of pendu~ous auroral beaches 
The use of terminations in midword for tbe sake of rgyme such 
as Hopkins' splitting of king-dom in the first line of ~be 
"~indhover" is • device also employed by Crane~ 
Now eagle.-brigbt, now 
quarry-hid, twist-
-ing, sink with 
Enormous, repercussive list-
-ings dovm 
There is a Hopkinsian note in the vocalic correspondence as 
well as in the idea behind 
of stars Thou art the stitch and stallion glow 
( 11Atlantic 11 ) 
and there is something faintly reminiscent of Hopkins' two 
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sonnets. .Nos. 2Z and 4642 in these lines from 11 "'uaker Hill": 
Yes, whip-poor-lf!ill, unhusks the heart of fright 
Breaks us and saves, yes, breaks the heart, yet Jields 
That patience that is armour and that shields 
Love from despair--
The occurence of the words ucipher, 11 neinc.._uefoil, 11 "swi vellings 
-
(Hopkins' swivelled) "dayspring." "buckled," (In "Jouthern 
llross,•r a phanton, buckled, dropped below the dawn. 11 ) "stipplsd 
and others famili3.r to Eopkins' readers in The Bridge, fortify 
the other sug~estions of influence. 
The ~finity, bowever, is very slight. L€aving aside the 
completely alien spiritual outlook, the ejaculatory, over-
excited quality in Cranets verse is very Gifferent from the 
disciplined intensity in Hopkins, and it is often yoked with 
diffuseness and confusion of intention. He lacks the intell-
actual subtlety and probity, the precision of Hopkins, as well 
as the support of tradi tior1. Yet his language is often brill-
iant, his felling less vague than ~~hitman•s. •~here his 
rhythms are tighter and firmer-footed than his master's the 
influence of Hopkins may perhaps be detected • 
42 .Patience, who asks 
wants wars, wants ~ounds.~· 
'v1e hear our hearts grate on themselves 
(l~o .. 46) 
0 surely reaving peace,. my Lord should leave in 
L.eu Jome Goodt And he does leave patiet•ce exq,uisite 
That plumes to peace &ereafter. (No.22) 
r 
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c. Day Lewis in A Hope for J?oetry, dividespoets into two 
classes~ 11 those who assimilate a rmrnber of ini:luences and con-
artruct an original s-peech from them, anc... those. whose voice 
seems to come out of the blue, reminding us of nothing we have 
ever heard before."43 We are often reminded of something we 
have heard befJe in the verse of Lewis himself, of Auden, 
Spender, Mac Neice, and other contemporaries. .B'req_uently the 
voice is the voice of Hopkins. Day Lewis shows his admiration 
for Hopkins in the opening lines of 'fhe Magnetic r.~ountain with 
their bold reminiscence of the "~indhover." 'fhe figure of the 
kestrel or hawk, incidentally, is a favorite symbol with Lewis 
and his associates. 
I;ot to be with you, elate unshared, 
My kestrel joy, 0 hoverer in wind, 
Over the ~uarry furiously at rest 
Chaired on shoulders of shouting wine. 
Here, Lewis as he tells us, u~1ites the alliterative assoua1,ce 
of ~-tilfred owen \Vi th tbs internal rhyming and vowel modulation 
of Hopkins. a combination of Hopkins' alliteration and tbat of 
the Old English alliterative measure appears in the sprung 
rhythm of 
Void are the valleys, in town no trace, 
And dumb the sky-dividing hills! 
Swift outrider of lumbering earth 
0 hasten biter my kestrel joyl 
Modern verse bas taken many lessons,from Langland and 
43 P• 168 .. 
, 
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earlier English poetry~ ~ithout any doubt, some of the experi 
ments based upon this measure and upon simpler ballad and folk 
measures owe an initial inspiration to Hopkinst "Preface"~ 
They [Auden, clpender, Lewis] have learned as 
much from Hopkins' theory as from his 
inimitable practice, returning to the simplicities 
of the nursery rhyme, to the easy lilt of the 
balladp •• they travel back some six centuries 
to take lessons from Langland, and find in his 
homely Anglo-Saxon verse a suitable form for 
their address to the plowman's modern counterpart.44 
The "primary debt, .. says Henry Wells, of Pound, .a;liot, MacLe ish, 
Jeffers, and other representative modern poets, is "through 
Hopkins and Bridges back to Piers Plowman itself and to 
Beowulf.•t45 However, Pound's translation of The .Seafarer 
appeared in 1912, nor must earlier examples of the old poetry, 
Tennyson's Brunanburh, and Morris's Beowulf be overloo~ed in 
this connection .. 
Lewis once cited the following linas from Audents "New 
Country" as an instance of the .. mal-digestedtt influence of 
Hopkins :. 46 
Me, March, you do with your movements master 
and rock 
~H th wing-vJhir 1, whale-wallow, silent budding 
of cell ... 
lines which almost travesty the powerful verses of "Carrion 
Comfort," 
44 Babbette Deutsch, This Modern Poetry (New York, ~. w. 
Norton, 1936), p. 239, 241:---
45 New Poets from Old (New Yorlc~ Columbia University~ 
1940), p:-59. -------
46 ~ Hope for Poetry, p. 237. 
But ah, but 0 thou terrible, why wouldst thou 
ruce on me 
The wrir;g-world right foot rock? 
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Lewis's own 11 assimilation 11 of Hopkins in A~ To Dande47 
is not much of an improvement. The assonantal repetition, the 
inverted Ci_UestiorJs an echo of stanza 18 of tbe "Deutschland, u 
touched in your bower of_bone 
Are you! turned for an ex~uisite smart 
Have youl ..... 
in ~Moving In" are too characteristic of Hopkins to appear at 
home in their context •. 
Is it your hope, hopets hearth, heart's home, here 
at the lane's end? 
Deeds are signed, structure is sound though 
century-old; 
~6 decorated throughout, all modern convenience,the 
cable extended; 
Need grope no more in corners nor cower from 
dark and cold .... 
Fear you not ghosts of former tenants, a full ti~itation 
F~rom them whose haunts you have sealed, whose 
secrets you haled to light? 
Gay ctS grass are you? Tough as granite? But they 
are patient 
viai ting for you to weaken, awai tin/2, a sleepless night. 
You have cut down tho yews, say you, for a broader view? 
No churchyard 
Emblems shall bind or blind,you? But see, the 
imperative brow 
Frowns of the hills, offers no compromise, means 
far h.:,rder 
Visions than valley steeples call to, ••• 
Tha shift in the third line agave from more poetical lan:-
f7 London:. Published by Leonard and Virginia ~voolfe, 1935 
r 
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guage to "common speech" is a noticeable characteristic of 
modern verse which Lewis equates with Hopkins' practice. In a 
comment upon the blending of incantatory language and common 
speech rhythm in Hopkins' poems,48 Lewis goes on to state that 
in post-war poetry there exists "a tendency to combine these 
two results, to use common speech rhythms together with a mix-
ture of simplified, superficially un-"poetical" language and 
.. 
highly poetic a~ incantatory language .. r•49 This juxtaposition 
of the poetical and the ordinary, of course, is found in the 
metaphysicals, especially in Donne, but its appearance in con-
temporary verse is also traceable to the influence of Eliot who 
uses the device for ironic contrast~ 
The ghost of the "Deutschland'• haunts Lewis's narration of 
the flight made by Parer and M1 Intosh to Australia in their 
battered airplane~ 
Plane was their pigeon, no dandy 4ancer quick-
stepping through heaven, 
But a craft of absolete design, a CQ'lqemned D. H .. nine; 
Fog first, a wet blan~et, a kill-joy, the primrose-
of-morning's blight 
Blotting out the dimpled sea, the ample welcome 
of land, 
The gay glance from the bright 
Cliff-face behind, snaring the sky with treachery, 
sneering 
At hope's loss of height 
48 .!!2!if"• p. 171 .. Cf. above, Ch. IV, p .. 103. 




Not only the movement of the verse, but the suggestion of 
Hopkins• imagery and the diction of the description round out 
the resemblance ... 
And now the earth they had spurned rose up 
against them in anger, 
Tier upon tier it towered, the terrible Appenines: 
No sanctuary there for wings, not flares nor landing-
lines, 
No hope of floor and hanger. 
Yet those ice-tipped spears that disputed the 
passage set spurs 
To their two hundred and fifty horsepower; grimly 
they gained 
Altitude, though the hand of heaven was heavy 
upon them, 
The downdraught from the mountains: though 
desperate eddies spun them 
Hopkins• idiosyncratic syntax is called into service also. 
~hen the plane catches fire, 
flame streamed out behind 
A crimson scarf of, 
The uMillion-fueled, nature's bonfire" of the "Heraclitean 
Fire 11 sonnet is suggested, and the last line of the same poem, 
"This Jack, joke, poor potsherd, patch, matchwood, immortal 
diamond, •t is drawn upon in 
what centuried strata of life 
Fuelled the fire that haled them to heaven, the 
power that held them 
Aloft? For their plane was a laugh 
A patch, brittle as matchstick, a bubble, a lift 
for a ghost:. 
The voice of his "ancestor" is more subdued in the poems 
in which Lewis comes under the influence of Auden~ The half-
rhymes of Wilfred Owen too, which have been taken over as a 
stylistic note of mucb contemporary poetry, appear in '.-The 
r 
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Mountain. 11 "From .14: eat hers to Iron, 11 anc1 11 Trans i tional Poem .... 
' 
This final haLf-rhyme (burn-born; feel-fell) or 11"shothenci1ng" 
Hopkins fre~uently united with alliteration and assonance to 
obtain a musical effect. A fusion of Hopkins and OWen, appears 
in a stanza typical Of Lewis in section 25 of ttMagnetic 
Mountain":. 
Getters not begetters; gainers no beginners; 
Whiners, no winners; no triers, betrayers; 
Who steer by no star,. whose moon means nothing. 
That practice of common speech which Briages cieplorea in 
Hopkinst verse, the omission of the relative, is a notable 
feature of both Lewhr's anrJ AuGlen •s poetry.. In "From Feathers· 
to Iron,~· we find 
Beyond the bays of peace, pull up our sweet roots, 
Cut tbe last cord links us to native sbore 
(Section VIII) 
Earth wears a smile betrays 
~ihat summer Ebe bas in store. (Section X) 
Sometimes it becomes ambiguous~ 
Hicicien the mountain was to steel our hearts (Magnetic .Mountain, Section 26) 
Other verbal ancl synt.ac)ie echoes serve to impart to the 
"Magnetic Mountain" something of a tlouble per•onality:. nwhere 
blood ran easy ana springs faileci not,• (Section 8) recalls tbe 
ttWbere springs not fail't of "Heaven-haventt:; 
But never again will need to ask 
Wby spirit was flesh-bound .. (Section 12) 
makes one think of 
r 
Man •s spirit will be flash-bound when found at best •. 
("Cageci Skylark'") 
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"·Migrate, chaste my kestrel," (Section 16) and Hopkins t more 
ambiguous ''own Jay heart" (''Peace") are similar inversions. 
The interpolated "·O" is not unexpectea:.. Here it is found 
united with the splitting of words at the and of the line •. 
Beauty breaks ground, 0, in strange places., 
Seen after cloudburst ciown the bone-dry 
watercourses, 
In Texas a great ausher, a grain-
Elevator in the Ukraine plain~ 
To a new generation turns new :faces. ("From Faa tbers to Iron,"" Section XXVI} 
rt is :frequently use~ by Auien also~ 
But watch them, 0, set against our size ani. 
timing 
The almost neuter, the slightly awkward perfection. 
(cichool~hilcirentt) 
Hopkins,.. line, , .. This Jack, joke, poor potsherd, patch, matcbwoo, 
immortal ciiamoni," is cited by Day Lewis as an example of his 
":fluid-image techniq-ue •. tt Here an idea ttcompels to 1 tself a 
number of objects within its magnetic field, and these objects 
are related to each other often through an intense alliteration 
and assonance.n This technique Lewis :finds in the :following 
passage :from Aucien~ 
Crofter~ leader of bay, working in sweat 
and weathers, tin-streamer, heckler, 
blow-room major, we are within a stone's 
throw of your prisoned blooi. •. 
He sees "'the properly assimilated, eombined influence of Donne 
and Hopkins~ in these lines from Louis Mac Neice 
r 
:he quietuee of a soft wino. 
Wil.l. not recinl. 
My debts to God put gentle skinned 
His fingers probes, I l.ull myself 
In ~uiet in aiet ana riot in dreams 
Til.l. Goci retire and. the aoor shut .. 
But 
Now I am left in the fire-blaze 
The p·eaceful.Dess of the fire-blaze 
Wil.l. not erase 
My iebts to Gocl for his mini strays· 
Over· and under anci al.l ways 
All days and all ways. 
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In a sonnet which partakes of the nature of Donne "s and 
Hopkinsr.t religious s-onnets" ..iuclen makes use of Hopkins t manner 
of adcire·ssing God:. 
Sir, no man'S' enemy, forgiving all 
But will his negative inversion, be procigai:: 
The "expressional• rhythm, the closely woven texture of 
thought and f'eel1ng somewhat similar to that in Hopkinst later 
sonnets appears in Aucien•s 
Not from this life, not from this life, is any 
To keep·; sleep, day and play coula not help there 
Dangerous. to new ghost, new ghost learns from many 
Learns from ola termers, what aeath is where. ( •All. Over Aiaintt )1 . · 
Thougl:l heart fears all heart cries for,. rebuffs with 
mortal. beat 
Sky fall, the legs suckea under, aider's bite. (•'Always in Trouble•) 
Here the repetitions resemble those of Hopkins in 
I walk, I lift up, I lift up l:leart, eyes .. i 
(No. 8) 
Nine months she then, nay years, nine years 
she long . 
Within her wears, bears, cares and. combs the same (No.., 51). 
r 
Hopkins' voice becomes clearer in the lines, 
It is our sorrow .. Sha.~~- it melt? Aht water 
i(ou~e gush, flush, green these mountains 
ana thes-e volleys .. 
( 11 Paysa.ge Moralise-11 ) 
. 
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reminiscent of ""Gush,-flush the man, the being with it,"- in 
the ,.._Deutschl.ana ... " 
How often the repetition of' word and phrase in contempora 
poetry stems from Hopkins' employment of' it would be a ~uestion 
difficult to answer, for it is a distinctive feature of' Eliot's 
style also (to say nothing of' Gertru~e Stein's) .. an intereatin 
variation upon assonance ancl rbyme pattern appears in the 
Cho-ruses from Tbe ~ which Eliot sometimes strengthens by an 
abrupt juxtap-osition of stresses in the rhythm:. 
The great snake lies ever half' awake, at the 
bottom of the pit of the wo~la curl.ei 
Itt folds of bimseif until he awakens in 
hunger ana moving his bead to right. 
and to left prepares for his hour to devour. 
But the mystery of ini~uity is a pit too deep 
for mortal eyes to plumb.. Some 
Ye out f'rom among those who pr-ize the 
serpent's golien tyes 
The worshippers, sal -given sacrifice of' the 
snake.. Take· 
Your way an~ ye separate .. 51 
A verse texture resembling that of' Hopkins, although 
varied and mociified by other influences is of frequent occureme 
51 Gardner has called att.ention to the Hopkins texture in 
these lines, also from the Choruses of The Rock~ 
Moon light and star light, owl and moth light 
Gl.ow-!!.2.!J! glowlisht .2E. !. ~rassblacie .. 
.QE.• ill•·• P• 269) 
r 
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in. year-ly antho.l.ogies of verse ami in periodicals.._ Rarely are 
the influences assimilated succ.essf'ulLy e:nough to form a:n 
in<ii vi<iiuaL fusion, a new. voice for long at a time.... A familiar 
movement, not as disciplined or musical as Hopkins.• is foumi 
in Dunstan Thompson's ILimages of Disaster,..ll a poem cescribing 
the death of a companion~ 
From siren sweet sung &bore 
Absent as t.ime, he plungeci, boy bole, not moonbeam 
S:O coli, but coUer, down, glass meteor of ice, 
To doom~ PLungea~ More silent there than 
any aaydream, 
His water wonder without shaiow wanderea ..... s2 
This interrupted movement and interpolation of' qualifying 
units- between the parts of the sentence {plunged ...... iown .... to 
doom) is one of' Hopkins t effective devices· f'or slowing up the 
movement until everything that is part of the thought "explodes 
tDgetber at once... An outstanding example, of course, appears 
in ''"Tom "s Garland, tt but simpler forms occ-ur often:. 
When will you ever, Peace, wild woochiove, shy 
williS shut, 
Your roun.Q me roaming ana, and under be my 
bouabs'l (No .. 22-l 
why must 
Disappointment all r endeavor enfi? {No .. 50) 
A somewhat similar usage is seen in Thompson's 
The bright before the morning moon of sorrow53 
52 Book of New Poems, Ea .. by Oscar W!ll.iams, New York; 
Howell, Soskin.,, ffi'.(.., 
53 "'Poem~ For William Manson,"' .!!!.!.!•• l.9 . .fr3 .. 
r 
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The alliteration and compound forms, and the repetition of the 
following lines also remind us of Hopkins:. 
Naiads ••• 
Shrouded by shell.s, said nay, said nay, 
for no one, no 
Would they unwina their glowworm hair.5• 
Net. s·lee..pl1ght in garaen ghostly father" ..... 
..... gay boy of ghosts, whose eyes, sapphii""e no longer 
Gored., liiazzle eagger, Goa's good-looks ••• 
A~literation, assonance, internal rhyme are at times overworked 
by Richard Eberhart, an avowed admirer of Hopkins.55 His 
punning ttof Truth .. "5 6 contains the lines:. 
0 the wicked, winking incidence of truth! 
Tbe wicked wink and incidents of truth; 
The wink, the flicke~, the flight, the sbicker, 
the flare · 
The raging actor flying, baring bodkin ••• 
Eberhart now ana then indulges in tongue-in-cheek mimicing 
of his tt·previous master":. His tttriptycn• contains the lines, 
a. right 
Doleful dingle-4angle state inaeed~ 
and 
Fetch me 
The past in a basket linea with grass5T 
5.,, lt·Dnages of Disaster, 11 .QE.• ill· 
55 Cf .. Above, Ch .. III, P• 71. 
56 In The Book of New Poems, 19':3. 
----
57 In Poets of the Year (Norfo1<ii, Conn .. :. New Directions, 
194:3).. Cf .. tliS "f"attertassel-tangled, dingle-a-G.egledtt of 
""The Woodlark .. 11 .The first line of "S.t. Dorothean is lt'I bear a 
basket lined with grass. 
r 
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Hopkins' "w.ind-wanliering, weed-win4iing ba.nk .. tt (Binsey Poplars) 
-
his compounds, his compression of syntax are suggested in 
~t-Worl.cl War,!' although the impressionistic eff'ect is very 
cUfferent from Hopkins. 
Flut.esong willow winding weather 
Tomorrow lovely undulant today 
Glarious bird gli•• in forest glade, 
In meadow gol.<den lissome girl. dSlmce •.•• 
Grassy twirling boyfoot triumphing 
Budding bough drops lovely lording, 
Pear-ling cuekoobr-ook coo 1 ecsctasy 
Woven from lucid sunny nest, 
w,orlfi of mellow willow mist ...... 
Gardner has drawn attention to the notic6able Hopkins east 
o'f .ran Struther ts lines in "Portrai ttt:.58 
.~ -
Those lake-long, wooci-ash-grey 
thought clouded eyes .... 
the scrol~ed, 
Bracken-brown, ba.rley-gol.a, 
Curved and curling masses of her 
brindelled bair ... 
This reeall.s the •gol.a-wisp, the airy-grey Eye" of •aorning, 
Midday and Evening Sacrifice~n and the •stmilative• compounds 
of Hopkins-•moth-soft Milky Way • • "tool-smooth ••• light• and 
others. Such similarities could easily be accidental ana. 
especially when isolated, do not necessarily pointto Hopkinst 
influence~ rn many cases where resemblances to Hopkins practic 
58 First publisheci in London :Mercury XXXIV (1936) •· p •. 6 ... 
Included in The Glass Blower and Other Poems (New York:. 
Harcourt Bra:C8; 1941)., -
r 
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are noticeable it woul.d be cliff'ic.ult to prove a direct 
influence.. However, there are a few other instances in .ran 
Struther-ts poems which call. for remark.. In "The W..a.vers- 11 love 
is described as "'Ice-clear, rock-fast, sea Gieep ,," ani in 
"Summer Time Ends 11 the line 
What bone has felt, heart known!. 
is certainly an echo of 
What heart. heard of', ghost guessed:.. 
ia~ ""Spring an.d f'all, tt and the general theme, "Leaves ••• bang 
brittle now and brown,."· is similar to the .of' "Goldenirove 
Again, while not necessarily deriving immediately from 
Hopkins, tne dynamism whicll informs the images in Elizabeth 
Madox Roberts.- nr,. Adam," as well as the rugged verse may well 
reflect his influence upon tne 1anguage:.. 
I named the blr4s and all tne cattle.~~ 
Lump-back, web-t'oot, keel-brwast, fish ami fowl ••• 
"What is i t?tt' God said, and he set a thing on 
a stone •. 
Hooked-beak, have-take, swoop-snatch, and 
Swift talk 
Of a short crooked claw, and I said, 
"'It is the hawk~ ...... 
"What is it?" (God's laughter) A bubble of d.ark 
Re-winded water, wing beat up and over5 And I flung, "Hark, hark, the lark" ••• 9 
59 Poetry LIV (April, 1939), P• 24 .. 
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In the last image we are reminded of the 11·rasb-fresh, re-winded 
new-skeined score" of Hopkins• skylark. (No. 11) 
Certain of Hopkins• peculiar characteristics are dis-
cernible among the influences absorbe• by W ... R ... Hodgers, whose 
recent Awake !B! Other Eoems60 manifests an individual 
s~nsibility and a sharp. fresh observation and feeling for 
nature.. In his poems the alliteration, ·assonance, and inner 
rhyme suggestive of Hopkins yet employed with original variat»ns 
and effects, give emphasis and force to a vigorous imagery. 
s·omething like Hopkins 1 colloquial varia tions-""*tis 11so fagged, 
s·o fasbed, so cogged, so eumbered" etc .. -is part of Rodgers • 
expression.r The beauties of his ~Ireland~ 
Are part and parcel of' me, bit and bundle, 
Thumb and thimble ••.• 
He too takes a Hopkinsian delight in soaring birds, in trees, 
spring; in wind 
that speeds the bee and plucks the bee·line 
Into QOws and bends·~· 
that claps ana batt.ers 
The bent-backed and running roaring waters ...... 
That with hag hands hugs the hooked hawk 
down... 6~ 
The monosyllabic movement of Hopkins• stblack-baekeli"' sea 
( ttDeutschlanc.i ,") is here, and of his •tHe ad, heart, han<i, he•l, 
60 Lonlion~ Seeker and Warburg, 19,~ .. 
61 "Awake, tt 1!21!· 
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and shou~der" (No .. 2'-)• Something of the mood of Bridges' poem 
... London Snow 11 is felt in .dodgers• ci61scription of a snowfall, 
but the play upon assonantal effects owes something to Hopkins, 
som61t~ing to Ro~ers• co~temporaries~ 
Out of the grey sky grew sDOw and more snow 
Soun.ciless'lY in nonillions of flakes 
Comming~ing and sinking negligently ..... 
Furring the bare leaf, blurring the thorn ••• 
boosting boots and puffing 
Big over r~ims~, like boiling milk, meekly 
I"nciulg:lng the bulging hill,. and boldly 
Bo~stering the retiring mole.... 62 
More of the sheer delight in action, the sudden surprise 
in beholaing the sounds and sights, the variations of natural 
oojects, which arl3 notes of Hopkinst Starlight Sonnet, ~ook at 
the starst Loo·k; look up at the skiesl") or of his etHurrahing 
in Harves·t" come o-ut in RoG.gers' •stormy Day••:: 
0 look bow the loops and ball•ons of bloom 
Bobbing on long strings from the finger emls 
And knuckles of theliurching cQerry tree 
Heap and hug, elbow and part, this wild day, 
The riding· "off forth on swing"· of the ttWindhover" has. a 
picturesq_ue parali•l in this poem~ 
And hovering effortlessly the rooks 
Hang on the windts effrontery as if 
On hooks, then loose their hold and 
slide away 
Like sleet sidewards down the wara 
swimming sweep 
Of wind .. 
r------------------------------------~ 
26.f: 
Rodgers has none of' Hopkins• syntaetic.a~ idiosyncrasy .. 
The inf~uence is assimi~atea into his own style f'or the most 
part, shown in a f'ree, conversation&~ rhythm, a resouroef'ul 
Ang~o-daxon &ietion, and a texture which, while less musical 
and varied than Hopkins'• nevertheless ef'f'ectively enf'orces the 
imagery~ The running of' the thought over the line unit, a 
characteristic of' Rodgers' verse, is one of' Hopkins• habits 
occurring not inf'requently in contemporary poetry. Hopkins, to , 
of'ten uses alliteration and rhyme as a means of' :facilitating 
the mirrfits movement :from one line to another:: 
Vie las-h with the best or worst 
Word lastl how a lush-kept plush-capped 
sloe 
~Vill, mouthed to f'lesh-burst 
Gusht 
Rodgers is presumably one of' the young poets who, in 
Gardner's words, tthave learnt to look with the eye of' Hopkins 
at the inscape of treas in repose or in movement; at the grace 
and mastery of' a bird's f'light.tt63 Another who may have learnt, 
perhaps indireetly, something f'rom Hopkins in this respect, 
describes the f'light of' shore-birds in terms which catch their 
soaring:. 
Soft-satisf'ieGl they wheel ancd swoop, drift anGl 
stoop 
To the curling swirling self-echoiling bosom-twiat 
Of' curd.eci roam, space devouring in scour-ing 
The fishing wake of smacks.. Bearing up 
agains~ it they win& 
The win& 1 effortless the ed<Ues breasting 1 toil-errant 
In. unresting ~uest; ruffled at the turn they coop 
Their heaas to buffet the blast, wings b.raced 
and laced 
Taut, air-winnowed by the cateract high 
Over-cliff-top streamini••• 64 
Another young poet for whom critics have predicated a 
Hopkins ancestry is Dylan. Thomas. 14At his best.• Francis Scarf' 
~ 
r"E~marks, llTbomas reminds us of the Old Testament, James Joyce 
and Hopkins all at once~. It matters little whether he reads 
them: his language partakes of all three ... rr65 Tbomas•s personal 
rhythms sometimes resemble those of Hopkins, 
Love and labor and kill 
In quick sweet cruel light till the locked 
ground sprout out 
The black burst sea rejoice .... 66 
as well as his hyphenate& modifiers:. 
When my pinned-around-the-spirit 
Out-to-measure flesh bit.. 67 
64 Ronald Bottrall, "'Terms ami Cormorants, ... The Looseninj 
~ Other· Poems, 1931 .. 
65 A'uden and. After (London:. George Routledge and .Sons, 
1942, P• 104 .. -ur .. also win Defense of Dylan Thomas, ... by 
Robert Horan, Kenyon Review, VIII (Spring, 1945), ~as .. 
66 "Poem,tt· in Poetry of ill., Year·, 1943, P• 
67 11 Poem, 11 !ill.•• p .. 
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Hopkins• manner in 111\tlan . .Jack, the me.n is, (No •. 69} ami 
''Soul, self'; co.me, poor .tacks elf',"" (No., 47) may be ciietectefi in 
the appelation ••.rack Christ," in Thomas's sonnet on the 
Cruci:Cixion ... 
Dylan Thomas has been associated with the ""New Apocalypse~ 
movement in English poetry, as one. of its leaders, together 
with Henry Treece, Nicholas Moore, and :r .. F .. Hendry .. Their aim 
is to liberate poetry "from a purely objective world~~:; they are 
in "'r-eaction against the objective reporting of the "thirties-,' 
against mass observa t.ion ..... evolved by the followers of Au den .. " 
The '~'literary ancestors" of the movement are said to be 
••Revelations, Shakespeare, Webster, Blake, Donne,. Hopkins ami 
Ka:Cka •. •t69 The afflnity with Hopkins, however, is very nebulous'. 
Like Thomas, most of the members write a kind of surrealist or 
p-ersonal metaphysiaal poetry in which the rapid blending of 
unusually related images and symbols, the mixing of the abstrac 
and the concrete often leads to obscurity ana loss of precision. 
It is an obscurity issuing from a Giifferent cause than Hopkins' 
ttobscurity,tt issuing from a private symbolism and unrelated 
analyses of' emotion. Now and then they take from Hopkins or hi 
later imitatiors devices such as the omission of the relative-
68 Cf' .. The ~Apocalypse (London:. Fortune Press, 1939) an 
The White Horsemen (Lonciion:. rtoutledge, 1941)~ 
69 3.carf"e" Qe:• ill•, P• 157 •· 
r am the arm thrust candle through the w&l~~70 Z67 
In 
I o:ff'ered her an orchard of trees bun& with nails-•. 71 
there is a reminiscence of Hopkinst image in 
These goldnails anci their gaylinks that bang 
along a lime. (No~ 61) 
.A crowded sprung rhythm running over or backing upon 1tsel1 
has been chosen by some of Hopkinst admirers to commemorate him. 
Here we bave the externals of the styl.e, recollections of the 
imagery, without the depth of.teeling or tbe textural :felicity 
of Hopkins-. 
Through all the fissures of your appalled 
devotion, 
language jetting-surf of afflicted sens-e 
frothing-rush of an ocean of eloq,uence, 
anci, as illirdtable archetyp-e of that ocean" 
Very God~ constricted in mind ana emotion, 
in rote and ritual, yet deviser of all 
inscape ••• 72 
The spirit and the shining mind, all sense, 
are never stasis in you; 0 they find 
the one commotion which is the world, immense 
and mournf'ul, and by the perfect f'act so signed 
all matt.er•·s ma.cie dimensiimless •• ~ 73 
A piece of' "pure Hopkins ... appears in the following poem 
proballly inspired by ... Pied Beauty .. 11 
'lO :r .. F .. Hendry • in "Picasso-For Gtlernica ,.& li!!. Apocalvns:•• 
71 Nicholas Moore, 11Songtt from ~ Island !:.E1 ~ Cattle, 
Ibid .. 
- 72 William Rose Benet, ttCentenary, Gerard Manley Hopkins, .. 
Saturaay Review of Literature, Sept .. 2, 194.4., P~· 28., 
73 C. A •. Millspaugh, "To Gerard Man».f Hopkins , "· Commonweal, 
Nov .. 13, 1936 .. , P• 68 .. 
Today the wind narrowed; the thunder-black clouds 
Are chill-June, and good again.st the under-aide--
swept leaves •. 
And 0, for tbis day and its like-for wind-heaves 
That curdle cloy-air ...... 
For things that make aark the sun-white, tart 
the sweet .. 
A"snorting stallion, cats jungle-neat-
Glory, glory to the Wonder-Jdaker of them all,., 
For these are the things that keep the soul• 
that spill 
Tempests of peace when bright rebellion singes 
The lone, inflammable mind, when loud, proud, 
The tongue would hail tongue; the will, will ••• 74 
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Here the derivation is obvious, as it is in several other 
even more clirect imitations- .. 75 But it would be ras-h to claim 
direct or even indirect influence for every resemblance to 
Hopkins• s-tyicr, for every echo of his manner. Where these 
resemblances have been pointed out generally in these pages, it 
is with due reservation .. It may be remarked, with justice, tba 
such echoes and resemblances are not indicative of a very pro~ 
foun4 influence, but rather of a passing vogue, a transitory 
popularity, not surprising in a generation of electic poets. 
Only time wil~ iivulge the real nature and extent of 
Hopkins' influence. A~ present it appears to live in the 
of rhythm. In drawing attention to the variety and effectiven 
of a stress rhythm, he infusecl the freedom of twentieth-cenUrry 
rhythm with a masculine strength and vigor inherent in the 
language itself. 
74 Francis Maguire, '"These Things .-11 Srtri t IV (Matcb,lre'i)'tf.\ll 
75 Cf •. The Appendix to this chapter., 
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It was after Hopkins' poetry became wiaely known, a• Garaner 
shows, 76 that a rhythm such a.s that found in SperHier •s 11 The 
Express" emerged:.. 
/ / / , 
After the first powerful plain manifesto 
a rhythm which was a definite strengthening of Sridgest rhythm 
which at the same time provided disciplinary checks upon the 
tendencies toward too great loeseness in the tlWhi tmanesque 
traditions .. More intangible, and merging with other influences 
is that e:f'~ect ot: Hopkins 1· poetry which is felt ILin the 
heightened s·ense, crharacterizing taste and criticism in our 
time, for what may be eall:ed the dhakespearian (as oppos-ed to 
the Miltonic) potential! ties· of English .. at 77 Here undoubtedly 
his example will be powerful, as will his spiritual influence,. 
radiating from his arasp of "'rarest veinedll reality and his 
absolute honesty and integrity in the prese:ratation of his 
vision of that reality., 
77 •. Leavis, dcrutinY XII, F• 9:3.., 
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APPENDIX, I 
BRIDGES' RULES FOR AN ACCENTUAL VERSE 
The similarity in cief'in.ition between Bridges• list of the 
common str.ss units or feet and those of Hopkins is notable:! 
l. A The bare stress without any complement 














The two rising disyllabic feet. 
Srittanics or mid-stress trisyllabics. (Hopkimr .- "'rocking It feet.) 
The falling and rising trisyllabics. 
6 .. '-' /'\. '-' '-' 






The five-s¥llable foot~ 
Bridges lays down seven rules whicb an "accentual or gtres 
verse spontaneously develops in practice.wa 
I.. The stress governs tbe rhythm .. 
II.. Tbe stresses must all be true speech stresses. 
III... A stress bas more carrying power over a syllable 
next to it, than it bas over a syllable removed 
from it by an intervening syllable .. 
1 .. Cf' .. Milton's Frosody, P•· 97 ... 
2... cr.. ill.!~ , PP.. a 7 -1os ... 
(Thus, the common scansion of the ~ine from 
Bishop Heber's hymn~ 
2:71 
Brightest aD'ci I best of the I sO'ns of the I morning 
according to this rule should be 
Br{ghtestl and gest of I the sons of I the morning 
IV., A stress has a peculiarly strong attraction for 
verbal unity and for its own proclitics· ana 
en.cli tics. 
CThus, a better scansion of the line above would be 
Br-ightest 1 ar;d bast I o'"'t tbe s~s l;f the mo~ning 
V.. A s:treaa. trill not carry a heavy syllable which is 
removed from it by another syllable •. 
(Hence, the following ercansion of Bisho-p Heger •·s line 
Da;n on our I darkness I and letlG. us I thine aia 
is better than 
n.:Wn on out I aa~kness anal lena us thfnel aia 
beeause of the heavy "'our" and "thine.'* 
VI. A. stress will not carry more than one heavy syllable 
or two light syllables on the same side of it. 
VII... In some metr-es when four, and in any metre when more 
than four unstressed syllables occur together, they 
will ocaupy the pla¢e of a stress which may be said 
to be distributed over them, and a line in which 
such a collection of syllables occurs will lack one 
of its stresse-s ... 
APPENDIS: II 
As evidence of the existence of a "scl:lool of Hopkins" 
Gardner cites the following *impersonations.~3 
r 
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Incomparable treasure, heart 1 s blooG1 s.pilt 
OUt of heart's anguish, high heart, all hoping heart, 
Child-innocent,. clean heart, of guile or guilt, 
But heart storm-tried, fire-purged, heaven-chastened 
(chart 
Clear mapped but course sore-battered, when the worst 
Skies clashea~ light flashed--God visioned, none the less 
Goa terrible-from that too great cloud stress 
Came rain, came words at last and falling fast.) 
And why? To blossom beauty, seeding truth 
In stillness thirty years, the saturate earth 
Bounty for bounty yielding;· tempest ruth 
Vindicatea (not despair that deals out dearth.,) 
No havoc out of all earth •s havoc wrought 
But only heaven comfort, pilgrim sought. 4 
Here the green tJnpty miles lie sweet; branches 
rand om-rang lea 
Netted, lac'd, trae .. d, fretted, silent show 
through the blue 
Colc.i-rolled sky; through black pack'(j knuckled 
twigs a-tangled, 
All lies :flat, misty, cheq_uered with plump· 
young bushes fresh and new ... o 
Against the stack's rough edge the sky stirs,. 
cracks 
lets ooz:elight ebb ("no floofi this) over space 
uncharitable; swee-ps comfort-shadow grace 
of hedgebed by, gleams dewts trip, berry's 
wax~ ... 
Branehes stand out, numb knee asserts, 
hur1;s, slacks 
and bends ••• 6 
Leaves, summerts coinage spent, golden 
are all together whirled, 
sent spinning, dipping, slipping shuffled 
by heavy-handed wind, 
4 Monk Gibbon, Seventeen Sonnets, 1932. 
5 R ... p •. Hewett, in Poems, 1936. 
6 Christopher Lee,, Poems,_ 1938 •. 
shifted side"'.ays, sifted, lifted, ami in 
swarms maQa to fly 
spent sun-flies, gorgeous ta tt.ers, airarift • 
pinions of trees. 7 




In the foregoing pages an attempt has been made to trace 
the history of Hopkins criticism and to indicate 'br-iefly some 
of the evidences which point to the existence of a Hopkins 
influence. Tnese latter indications were necessarily of a 
somewhat conjectural nature,. as has been pointed out, since it 
is difficult at the present time to separate the influence of 
Hopkins from other influences producing similar effects in 
contemporary poetry~~ It is probably safe to say that Hopkins' 
influence, apart from a number of imitations of his syntactical 
devices and a number of coinages and compoundings of words which 
future ages will probably trace to his impress upon poetic 
diction, has been a general influence in the realm of rhythm. 
Tbat general influence has taken on the nature of a sanction or 
rationale providing to the contemporary poet a justification for 
certain boldnesses and freedoms with the conventional English 
rhythms, that is, for the increasing use of what has been define 
as ~count of ear~ rhythm. 
In the progress of Hopkins criticism since the publication 
of the Poems in 1918, (when for the first time it haci somethins 
substantial to work on} three periods merging into each other at 
many points, have been roughly distinguished. in this study. The 
first of these, lasting up into the late twenties although in 
tfl.e proces·s of transformation by that time, was a perioci greatly 
influenced by Georgian critical standards and by Robert Briciiges• 
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P:ref'ace to the Poems... As a conseq.uence. the earliest 
reviewers of' the Poems emphasized Hopkins.' "·odlii ties and 
obscurities," his grammatical ambiguities, and in gEmeral, his 
departures from convention. These elaments were isolated f'rom 
his total a C'hiavement 1 ana representeGl as faults to be over-
come before the rare beauties of' the poems could b.e 4iiscovered ... 
Rarely in the first few years was Hopkins' intention realize4 .. 
We may recall one reviewer of the P~ems who found that the 
verse •t-survi ved the great test of verse;: it is best reaa a lou Gil;, · 
Another recognizei ~he functional nature of' the rhythms~ they 
en a owed. Hopkins' line "with emphasis or speed., or hesitation, or 
air-iness or clamour .. 112 Three years af'ter publication a note 
which herala~a change in critieal outlook appeared in 
Edward Sapir's confident presentation of Hopkins' work as 
modern and a stanciarli for mouern. poets.. This championship··,. 
through for the moment isolate&, was influential,. appearing as 
it did in p·oetry, the discoverer ani. publicizer of the ttnewtt in 
varse.. Five years later the "'about-face • in regard to the 
prob-lem of' Hopkins' obscurity was prepare« and probably not a 
little influenced by the comments of I~ A. Richards who made a 
virtue of the poet •s difficulty ana focusa.eGl the rays of 
psychological criticism upon the personality reveale« in the 
poems .. 
l-.1 !~.a .. January 9, 191.9.., 
a.., The Tablet 1 April 5 1 1919 ... 
-
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Li tUe more was said in Hopkins 1 favor b.efore 1.930., but 
the change in opinion manifested then shows that a slow 
evolution was taking place iuring the twenties, from an 
attitude of suspicion towards departures from convention to an 
acceptance of these departures... Tbis evolution, of course t wa..s .. 
part of the spreading dissatisfaction with tbe •pa.rnas-siansim"' 
of the Georgian.s ana of the experimental movement of post-war 
p-oetry which was coneerneli with forging a new- ma41um to express 
its resistance to the affirmation ana complacency of tbe ollier 
generation.., 
The breakwith nineteenth century tradition and tbe new 
start which came wi tb tt.J •. .t\l:f"rei PrufroC:k* was reaching its· 
apog-ee in the tbirties... Onere Hopkins' "111fficulty"" bad been 
given sanction it is easr to s.ea why it might be exaggerated 
and how he might come to be regarded as a spokesman for the 
present generat.ioo of poets, not because of what he saici as 
much as because of his manner of s.aying it. Lea vis and others 
pres-ented him as a poet whose techniq.ue, concerned so mucb. wi tb 
inner division and psycbological complEJxities, baa a special. 
bearing on contemporary problems... Youna poets beaan. to feel 
an af'f'inity wi tb this Victorian in name only.., He too, tbey 
felt. bacl rebelled against traaition. He was exile, separated 
like tbem frout national and communal life, confused as to what 
kind of auciience be must adiress himself to; like them neetiing, 
but unable t.o dfind bearers• •wb.at I need in order to be 
P:77 
sm·oother and less singular is an audienc.e •" Hopkins had said., 
ffopkins• ruggedness, his packed syntax and compression 
drew the attention of poets whose chief characteristic baa 
become "an absorption in the craft of conveying the utmost 
density of consciousness in the smallest possible compass of 
llanguage .,11 3 Hopkins 1 more involved style could be mad& to fit 
in with definitions of poetry like the following~ 
Poetry is modern when it is tortured, when it feels 
as· if it bad come b.arfil. • .when it does not worry so 
much about success in communication. as about fideitity 
to the object presented. ., .when it strikes us in-
stantly as serious, sincere, as if it were the 
veritable voice of our generation.' 
With the publication of the first two volumes of Hopkins' 
Letters in 1935, the third period of criticism may be said to 
have tegun.., In the same year Day Lewis was proclaiming Hopkins 
as one of the ancestors of the contemporaries who were providing 
a Hope for poetry. In the Letters the voice of the Victorian 
rang out loud and clear. The picture of Hopkins in his own 
age was made still-more distinct by the appearance of the 
Xotebooks in 1937, and Further Letters a year later. Little by 
little Hopkins began to be studied in his setting. His ils-
cussions of his theories, of his poetry and the poetry of others 
the revealing of many new facets of his experience demanded of 
his critics a closer· anal]sis of his craftmanship.,. 
3. Drew and Sweeney, Directions !E. Modern Poetry, P• 260 .. 
,., .rohn Crowe Ransom,. "'The Making of a .Mofiern," in The 
Sawanac. Review: (1935-36), p-. 864 • 
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of his thought, of all the i~luences which acted upon him ... 
The result was and continuea to be an ever-widening periphery 
of reference, a realization not only of his bearing upon the 
present but of his connections wi tb. the past., Stuaiett like 
that of Ogden, Pick, Gardner and those of the Kenyon Critics 
have done much to clarify the real position of Hopkins without 
subtracting from his original! ty ... 
The change w-hich has taken place in recent yeara may 
perhaps be beat indicated by a couple of compariaons.. rn 
1935 C .. Day Lewis represented Hopkins as "'without af:fini ties .. • 
His voice seemed~o come out of the blue, reminding us of 
nothing we have hearci before .. It' Ib a review of Eleanor Ruggles 
biography of Hopkina, Horace Gregory neatly Cilocketed Hopkins'" 
poetry "'between the places reserved for the poetry of 
John Keats and that of the obscure and still too little known 
Thomas Lovell BeGldoes .. ...5 Leavis, who bad present•« Hopkins· in 
the company of Eliot and Poune in 1930 is discovered in 19'4 
set,rching out his Victori&ll. themes,., Nature, Beauty, Transience ... 
The" have been indications of late of a coming reaction 
against the Victorian reaction, and a revaluation of Victorian 
p·oetry seams to be imminent which may further affect Hopkins 
criticism .. Future crit!cism will undoubtedly :fina Hopkins 
his true place in English literary tracU tion. vjhether this 
place is between Keats and Becdoes remains to be sean. 
5 .. ~ ~ Herald Tribune Book Review 
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